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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.32 p.m. and read the prayer.

CONDOLENCES
Sir William John Farquhar McDonald
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the
death, on 13 September 1995, of the Honourable Sir
William John Farquhar McDonald and places on record
its acknowledgment of the valuable services rendered
by him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria as a
member of the Legislative Assembly for the electoral
district of Dundas from 1947 to 1952 and from 1955 to
1970, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly from 1955 to
1967 and Minister of Lands, Minister of Soldier
Settlement and Minister for Conservation from 1967 to
1970.

Sir William will be remembered as a long-serving
stalwart of this institution who served as both
minister and Speaker and was a tireless advocate for
his constituents.
Sir William was born and raised in South Australia
on a property located only miles from the Victorian
border. At the age of 19 he purchased grazing land
on the Victorian side of the border near the town of
Neuarpurr. We are fortunate that Sir William chose
to cross the border because he went on to make a
significant contribution to the prosperity of this state.
Sir William married Evelyn Koch in 1935 and
together they expanded their farming operations to
include a shorthorn cattle stud and grain cropping.
In 1940 he joined the war effort as an officer with the
19th Machine Gun Battalion and later with the 25th
Battalion. During his war service Sir William was
promoted to the rank of captain and saw active duty
in New Guinea.
After demobilisation he returned to the land.
However, he also chose to initiate a political career,
being elected to the Kowree Shire Council in 1946.
He remained a shire councillor until 1961 and
contributed enormously to the progress of his local
community. He was especially effective in bringing
about the development of transport infrastructure in
the district.

It was Sir William's strong commitment to his local
community that made him such a valued
representative of the state electorate of Dundas.
Indeed, he was returned as the member for Dundas
for a period spanning more than 23 years, with the
exception of only one term.

His presence and style were noted in the Legislative
Assembly and in 1955 at the age of 43 he became the
youngest Speaker in the history of the Victorian
Parliament. In 1958 he was knighted for his service
as Speaker and continued to serve Parliament in that
role until 1967. He is remembered as a Speaker who
carried out his role with integrity and distinction.
During that time he also participated in many of the
house committees which contributed to the effective
operation of Parliament.
In 1967 Sir William was appointed to Premier Bolte's
cabinet as Minister of Lands, Minister of Soldier
Settlement and Minister for Conservation. He set
about his ministerial duties with the vigour and
enthusiasm that had become his hallmark. Although
some of his proposals attracted controversy he
should be remembered for his innovative approach
to his portfolios. Indeed, during the 1967 drought he
was credited with devising a new response scheme
that became a benchmark for drought relief in the
Wimmera and the Western District.
Sir William retired from his political career in 1970.
However, he remained an active member of a
number of state and local committees. In 1980 Sir
William and Lady McDonald sold their property
interests in Victoria and moved to Melbourne. Sadly
Lady McDonald passed away after a long illness in
1992.
Sir William's enterprising and community-minded
spirit fuelled his service to the local community and
to the state. Victoria is indebted to civic-minded
individuals such as Sir William who dedicate
themselves to work for the benefit of all Victorians.

On behalf of the government I extend condolences to
the family of Sir William McDonald: his daughters,
Sandra and Jacqueline, and their respective families.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I join
with the Leader of the Government in expressing the
condolences of the opposition at the passing of Sir
William McDonald.
He served in Parliament as the Liberal member for
Dundas from 1947 to 1952 and again from 1955 to
1970. As the Leader of the Government said, he
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served for 23 years with a break only between .1952
and 1955. He acted as Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly from 1955 to 1967, after which he was
appointed Minister of Lands, Minister of Soldier
Settlement and Minister for Conservation by the
then Premier, Sir Henry Bolte. At that time he also
served as a member of the house, library, printing
and standing orders committees and served as a
temporary Chairman of Committees from June 1950
until October 1952.
Sir William's term as minister was somewhat
controversial and he had run-ins with the
environmental movement over plans to subdivide
part of the Little Desert for farming and to establish
a restaurant in Melbourne's Royal Botanic Gardens.
Notwithstanding that, perhaps his greatest
achievement as minister was the innovative drought
response scheme that was devised during the 1967
drought and went on to serve as a benchmark for
the handling of future drought situations.
Sir William was born on a cattle station just over the
South Australian border. He came to Victoria and
became a successful grazier and breeder of quality
merino sheep and shorthorn cattle. He also entered
Parliament Sir William served in Darwin and Papua
New Guinea in the Second World War, and he rose
to the rank of captain in the armed forces.
As well as serving his local community through his
time in Parliament, Sir William was a member of the
Kowree Shire Council from 1946 to 1961, including a
term as Shire President.
He was knighted in 1958 and retired from politics in
1970. Clearly Sir William had a long and
distinguished career in public office.
On behalf of the state opposition I extend my
condolences to Sir William's family.

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I want to associate the members of the
National Party with this condolence motion to mark
the passing of Sir William McDonald, who I think
was one of the great parliamentarians of this state.
He served in this Parliament in turbulent times in
the late 1940s and early 19505 and then in what one
might describe as times of stability during much of
the Bolte government However, Sir William felt the
sting and disappOintment of defeat, having been
defeated in 1952 and 1970. But he made an
extraordinary contribution to Parliament both as
Speaker and as a minister.

Tuesday. 3 October 1995

I recall Sir William as Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly when as a schoolboy on occasions I sat in
the public gallery. I remember his appearing to be a
rather fearsome Speaker. Perhaps that attribute was
useful at the time. It might well still be useful today
in that other place - of course it is not necessary
here, Mr President!
As we have heard from the government and
opposition leaders, Sir William went on to serve as a
minister. It is fair to say that ministers come and go
and some are scarcely remembered, but Sir William
McDonald is remembered for his stewardship of
that portfolio. Although it was controversial it
indicated the strength of conviction that he had and
the way he held his ideals close.
Subsequently I had the honour of meeting with Sir
William on a number of occasions after he had left
Parliament, particularly via the Royal Show society,
where he was a councillor for some time. He was an
active councillor of the Royal Agricultural Society
and a participant in and great advocate for the Royal
Melbourne Show.
I appreciate that I had some opportunity to know
Sir William personally after his time as a member of
Parliament and in some respects to draw upon his
experience in my own role as a member of
Parliament.
Sir William McDonald was one of those
well-rounded personalities who contribute so much
to our society. He did so both in his local district as a
municipal councillor and community leader but
more particularly on the statewide scene as a senior
member of the Parliament of Victoria.
I very much regret his passing and on behalf of my
colleagues in the National Party extend our
condolences to his family.
The PRESIDENT - I add my own remarks to
this condolence motion. Previous speakers have
spelt out Sir William - Jack - McDonald's service
as recorded in history.
I first met Jack McDonald in the late 1960s. I lived in
Hamilton, which was the centre of the Legislative
Assembly seat of Dundas, when I was secretary of
the Uberal Party's Western Province committee.
In 1970 the then Country Party gave its preferences
to the Labor Party, as a consequence of which Jack
McDonald was defeated by Eddie Lewis. The
Liberals lost the seat of Portland for the same reason.
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In July 1972 the liberal Party called for nominations

The PRESIDENT took the chair at 4.03 p.m.

for Dundas. There were eight candidates, including
Jack McDonald and me. During the balloting at the
convention the candidates dropped out one by one,
leaving Jack McDonald and me. Needless to say, on
the final ballot he won the vote. I expected that to be
the end of my political aspirations.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I advise the house
that the Usher of the Black Rod is unwell and I have
made alternative arrangements for the conduct of
the chamber.

THE MINISTRY
In the following January Jack McDonald advised the

liberal Party that he had withdrawn as a candidate
because he felt he had been defamed in a book about
Henry Bolte concerning the so-called little Desert
affair. He did not wish to have that issue hanging
over his head going into the election. The Liberal
Party made another call for nomina tions. Again
there were eight candidates. On that occasion I won.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I have the pleasure of
announcing to the house the appointment of the
Honourable R. M. Hallam as Minister for Finance. I
formally welcome him to that role on behalf of us
all. I also advise honourable members that his
responsibilities in representing other ministers in the
other place remain unchanged.

In travelling around the electorate of Dundas I

found there was great affection and admiration for
Jack McDonald's work as a member over 22 years in
office. There were many monuments to his work schools, hospitals and agricultural facilities. In
Parliament he was a Speaker of long standing as
well as a minister.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
14 June
Australian Grand Prix (Amendment) Act

Jack made an indelible impression on anyone he
met. He was tall, handsome and ramrod straight. He
looked you straight in the eye as he crushed your
hand in his vice-like grip. He seldom gave advice,
but when he did you knew it was worth listening to.
Jack McDonald gave a lifetime of service to the
community in municipal, parliamentary and
agricultural affairs. He was a fine gentleman in
every sense of the word. I express my condolences to
his two daughters and the other members of his
family.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in
their places.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
late Sir William John Farquhar McDonald, the house do
now adjourn until this day at 4.00 p.m.

Children and Young Persons (Pre-hearing
Conferences) Act
Consumer Credit (Victoria) Act
Equal Opportunity Act
Financial Management and Audit Acts
(Amendment) Act
Gaming Acts (Amendment) Act
Grain Handling and Storage Act
Health Services (Metropolitan Hospitals) Act
Land (Miscellaneous) Act
Legal Aid Commission (Amendment) Act
Medical Practice and Nurses Acts (Amendment)
Act
Planning and Environment (Development
Contributions) Act

Motion agreed to.
Plant Health and Plant Products Act
House adjourned 2.47 p.m.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Act

PUBLIC TRANSPORT COMPETITION BILL
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State Deficit Levy (Repeal) Act

UNIVERSITY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL

20 June

Introduction and first reading
Appropriation (Interim 1995-96) Act
Received from Assembly.
Business Franchise <Tobacco) (Amendment) Act
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act
National Parks (Yarra Ranges and other
Amendments) Act

Read first time on motion of Hon. HADDON
STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training).

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT BILL

Road Safety (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act

Introduction and first reading
Trade Measurement Act
Received from Assembly.
Trade Measurement (Administration) Act
Treasury Corporation of Victoria (Housing
Finance) Act
Water (Amendment) Act

Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

27 June

Infertility Treatment Act

Received from Assembly.

Superannuation Acts (General Amendment) Act

Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Housing).

Water Industry (Amendment) Act

PUBLIC TRANSPORT COMPETITION
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. W. R. BAXTER
(Minister for Roads and Ports).

ROAD TRANSPORT CHARGES
(VICI'ORIA) BILL
Introduction and first reading

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
55 Collins Street: lease agreement
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Uika Jika) - My
question is - Hon. K. M. Smith - We know what your
question is.

Honourable members interjecting.

Received from Assembly.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - When the
honourable members opposite settle down - -

Read first time on motion of Hon. W. R. BAXTER
(Minister for Roads and Ports).

Hon. Louise Asher - Have you settled down?
That is the question.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I know that members
are keen to get back into it, but I think we can at
least allow the honourable member to ask a question.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I did better than
their leader; I actually ran! My question is to the
Minister for Finance, whom I congratulate on his
appointment. No doubt in his new capacity he looks
forward to exchanges with this side of the house.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - That was a successful
career move!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - His predecessor
was not so successful! Will the minister indicate to
the house the cost of the long-term lease at 55 Collins
Street entered into by the government to provide
alternative accommodation for the Premier and
subsequently the Department of Business and
Employment? Will he indicate the cost of the
long-term lease; can he confirm that the lease
agreement was entered into by Richard Ellis and
Associates; and will he assure the house that the
Premier's brother-in-law, who works for Richard
EIlis, was not involved in the negotiation of the
lease?
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Local government: rate reductions
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister for Local Government inform the house of
the recent announcements regarding rate reductions
across Victoria's new municipalities?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - 1 am absolutely delighted to report
on the first major - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT -Order! The house is much
too nOisy.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - 1 am absolutely
delighted to report on the first major effect of the
local government reform agenda the government
has been pursuing. It is a good outcome indeed, and
it is great news for Victorian ratepayers.
1 set the target of efficiency savings of $400 million

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)-I
thank the honourable member for his
congratulations on my appointment as Minister for
Finance. The honourable member asks a great deal
in expecting me to have at my fingertips information
relating to individual contracts going back over
many months, and particularly going back to a
period well before my appointment to this portfolio.
I will take his question on notice and come back
with a detailed response.
Hon. B. T. Pull en - When will the response be?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - As soon as 1 can put it
together.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - In the fullness of
time!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If that is what you
would prefer, 1 will give it to you in the fullness of
time.
The PRESIDENT -Order! The house is not
starting off well. Let us quieten down.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - 1 make this comment in
passing: 1 am aware that there was a substantial
incentive payment to the government in respect of
that long-term lease. 1 will include reference to that
in the answer. I make the point that the owners of
the building were keen to secure a long-term lease
with the government.

per year on the basis of the first returns provided to
me by individual councils. I said at that time that 1
expected those efficiency gains could be translated
into rate savings of $300 million per year - that is,
savings each year to local government.
An honourable member interjected.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Continuously. By way
of comparison, that happens to be in excess of 20 per
cent of rate revenue for the year 1993-94. 1 also said
tha t 1 expected those efficiency gains to be achieved
over three years. We now have the first budgets for
the majority of councils, and I can report that the
expected savings for this year are $249 million.
Hon. D. R. White - What of Geelong?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If you would like to add
to that the rate savings already in hand in the City of
Greater Geelong and the City of Melbourne I can
report rate savings already in budgeted form of
more than $260 million. That is a big outcome!
What's more, that has been achieved much earlier in
the reform program than anticipated.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! If the Leader of the
Opposition wants to ask another question he will get
a chance later on. I suggest that he stop interjecting
as he is making it difficult to record the proceedings.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Effectively, already
85 per cent of the projected rate savings are in
progress. But the results are better than they appear
at first glance because we have identified a further
$59 million in efficiency gains that have been
directed to either capital investments or expanded
services. In addition, it should be kept in mind that
last year all rates across Victoria were frozen. If we
compare projected rates this year with those of
1993-94, taking into account inflation, we find this
amoWlts to a reduction in rates of aroWld 23 per
cent across the state. It is a big outcome.
For the record, that outcome has been achieved at
the same time as the level of debt in the industry is
decreasing. So much for what the prophets of doom
had to say - namely, that the only way we could
achieve the savings would be to allow debt to
increase. In 1994-95 - I checked the record - the
debt level of Victorian cOWlcils went down by 8 per
cent, and we project it will go down by 12 per cent in
the year Wlder review. That outcome has been
achieved while we are still in the early stages of
competitive tendering. We cannot take that into
accoWlt other than to say we can be very confident
of achieving the initial target when the effects of
competitive tendering come on stream. That is a
conservative estimate.
Rate cuts will be spread across every cOWlci1 in
Victoria, and, particularly for the benefit of
Mr Power, that includes rate savings this year of
$77 million to ratepayers across provincial Victoria.
More importantly, those savings have been achieved
through improved efficiency. The commissioners
across Victoria have done a top job. I am sure I
speak on behalf of the vast majority of Victoria's
ratepayers when I extend my genuine
congratulations to the commissioners.

Tuesday, 3 October 1995

Victorian Casino and Gaming AuthOrity and by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to the
Chief Commissioner of Police.
Hon. D. R. White - Did you receive legal advice?
Hon. HADDON STOREY - I did not receive
any legal advice, but there was a meeting of
ministers and others were made aware of the
allegations at the same time as I was. It was quite
apparent that on the face of them they were serious
allegations, and therefore it was appropriate to refer
them to the proper authorities, as they were so
referred.

Tow-truck directorate
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Boronia) - Given the
recent changes to the administration process for tow
trucks and tow-truck operators in Victoria, will the
Minister for Roads and Ports outline the changes
and the progress achieved in implementing them?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank Mr Ashman for his question
because it gives me an opportunity to advise the
house that last Tuesday at the Vicroads offices in
Carlton I laWlched the new regulation and
administrative system for tow trucks in Victoria.
Mr Ashman is quite correct in drawing attention to
those changes.

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Gaming to fraud allegations against
Hudson Conway in connection with the proposed
Gas and Fuel building in Spring Street. On what
advice did the government decide to refer those
allega tions to the fraud squad?

The system now prevailing as from 1 October sets
out three classes of tow-truck licences: accident
towing, heavy vehicle towing and trade towing. It
specifically brings into place a serious - tough is
probably a better way of putting it - demerit
system for tow-truck operators and drivers. If they
transgress the regulations they suffer severe
penalties. Because there have been some untoward
incidents and accidents the industry has wanted to
lift its image, and it fully supports the changes. It
seems some 99 per cent of those involved in the
industry always do the right thing, but there is
always a small minority who tend to do otherwise.
These new regulations will certainly make it much
more difficult for those anti-social individuals to get
away with untoward behaviour.

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - The allegations were made known to the
government. Upon receiving notice of the
allegations, the government had a meeting of
ministers, who resolved that they were serious
allegations and should therefore be immediately
referred by me as the Minister for Gaming to the

The new regulations and the new system of
administration are based on the highly successful
Victorian Taxi Directorate, which is Widely
acknowledged as having gone a long way towards
improving taxi services in Victoria since it was
implemented about 12 to 18 months ago. I have
established a tow-truck directorate headed by

Hudson Conway: fraud allegations

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Mr John Cormell. As 1 said, the new system is
modelled on the taxi directorate. The tow-truck

directorate will deal exclusively with tow-truck
matters and will put a focus on the tow-truck
industry that the community will appreciate.

Crown Casino: expansion
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - 1 refer the
Minister for Gaming to the Premier's comments last
week on 3LO that the decision to approve in
principle Crown's application for an expansion of
the permanent casino was made by cabinet prior to
the Premier's going overseas on 7 September. Did
cabinet make the decision - that is, the decision to
approve in principle Crown's application for an
expansion of the permanent casino - before or after
fraud allegations against Hudson Conway were
referred to the Victoria Police?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - 1 was in another country last weekend,
so I did not hear the report Mr White referred to; I
know nothing of it. The pOSition is that an
application was made by Crown. As honourable
members would know, there are several elements to
that application. One is in respect of increased
gaming facilities; another is in respect of the changes
to the design of the new hotel - namely, the new
wing of the hotel-and others relate to the tax rate.
Each of them has to be considered by different
people.
The gaming facility is a matter for the gaming
authority, not for the government. The design
changes are initially a matter for the state's
delegated representative. He provides advice to the
government, and he is assisted by the design team
led by Professor Mclntyre. Tax rates are essentially a
matter for the government after being advised by
Treasury.
All those processes are proceeding, and they have
not yet been concluded. When they are concluded a
final decision involving each of those relevant
bodies will be made and then an announcement will
be made. Until those matters have been dealt with
there is no final decision.

VTAC: interactive voice response system
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Silvan) - I refer the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training to the
interactive voice response system used this year by
VCE students to apply for university and TAPE
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courses. Will the minister inform the house of the
progress made in the use of this new technology?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - 1 thank the honourable
member for her question because it is most timely.
Recently some 40 000 VCE students have submitted
their applications to the Victorian Tertiary
Administration Centre for admission to 1996 tertiary
courses.
TItis year for the first time all 1995 VCE students

applied for university and TAPE courses using
Telstra's 1900 service connecting to VTAC'S newly
installed interactive voice response system, or IVRS
as it is commonly referred to. This service uses the
latest in optic fibre and digital technology and has
the advantage of being available 24 hours a day. The
system is menu driven and students follow a series
of prompts to enter the information that VTAC
requires to process their applications. Instructions
on how to use the system were printed in the 1996
VTAC guide and explained to all schools.
Arrangements were made for some students in
remote country areas who did not have access to the
new technology to use an analogue system. Those
students could place their applications by using an
03 number.
Some concerns were expressed about the cost of the
system, but it is presently estimated that the total
cost for a student to make the application, change
preferences where desired and notify acceptance of
offers will amount to approximately $8. The closing
date for applications from VCE students was last
Friday. I am delighted to advise the house that, as at
that date, 39 221 VCE students had lodged
applications through the IVRS system.
Initial reports indicate that the system has worked
well, with a few teething problems. The feedback
from teachers has in the main been positive, and
students report that the system is user friendly. The
real benefit will come later in the year when
students will be able to access the system 24 hours a
day to change their preferences and to accept offers.
Students will no longer have to experience delays or
difficulties in getting through to VTAC, nor will they
have to rely on mail or personal attendance to
complete their applications.
The interactive voice response system is a good
attempt to use modem technology, and it seems to
be working well to the benefit of a large number of
Victorians. 1 congratulate the Chairman of VTAC,
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Professor Robert Pargetter, and his staff on the fine
job they have done in introducing this new system.

Hume: rate reductions
Hon. PAT POWER Gib Jib) - Is the Minister
for Local Government aware that financial reserves
in the City of Hume have fallen from $5.92 million
when commissioners took over in December 1994 to
$1.61 million? The minister may be aware that that is
a decline of 74 per cent in the financial equity of
shareholders in the municipality - that is, the
ratepayers or residents. Does the minister
acknowledge therefore that any rate reduction for
ratepayers and residents in Hume is being
significantly funded by their own equity in the
municipality's reserves?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am happy to respond to the
honourable member's question, but if he framed it
exactly as I heard it I think he was putting to me that
the reserves held by the City of Hume were a
measure of the equity of the ratepayers.
Hon. Pat Power - A factor in.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM -Okay, so we now have a
qualification. In other words, the 74 per cent you
quoted to me is, in fact, a bit inaccurate.
Hon. Pat Power - No.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Just answer the question,
don't reword it!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The preamble in this
case is the sting in the tail.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - To be fair,
Mr Theophanous, if you had listened to the question
carefully and understood the issue you would
understand why I am reluctant to hazard a guess on
what Mr Power is putting to me. On that basis I
want to carefully check the facts Mr Power is citing,
and I will come back with an informed response.

Litter reduction strategy
Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern) - I direct
my question to the Minister for Conservation and
Environment because of my long-term interest in the
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issue of litter. Last week I was fortunate enough to
attend a seminar at Leonda run by the Banksia
FOWldation and very well chaired by Mr Terry
Laidler of the ABC at which this question was
raised. The seminar was addressed by the minister.
Will the minister advise the house of the steps taken
by the government to reduce litter pollution in
Victoria?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Last week I was pleased to
release Victoria's first litter reduction strategy,
particularly in the context of bringing together state,
local and semi-government bodies to have one
coherent, shared view on the important pollution
issue of litter prevention and reduction. Up to now
there has been a lot of goodwill, but the issue has not
been given the seriousness or the resources it
deserves. Under the strategy, $2 million in new
funding will go towards an integrated attack on
litter on a statewide basis. The strategy will ensure
that all community sectors accept collective
responsibility for litter.
Specifically, the strategy targets the people who
litter; the players in litter prevention; the places
where litter accumulates; and the products that have
a propensity to become litter. We know many efforts
have been made in the past to address the litter
problem but those efforts have been too dispersed.
Now, for the first time, we have established a
framework for a coordinated, strategic and, above
all, effective approach to litter control. The strategy
addresses four main priority areas: litter prevention
research; targeted community education; industry
product stewardship; and drainage system
management.
Practical actions identified in the strategy include
reviewing aspects of the Litter Act 1987, particularly
in relation to penalties for habitual littering;
installing litter baskets and/ or grilles in street-side
entry pits; gross pollution traps in problem areas;
and litter booms in rivers and creeks, such as the
Elwood canal. That is a good and practical example
of action that can be taken in this area. The litter
boom was installed by Melbourne Water and will
have the effect of trapping approximately one-third
of the litter that would otherwise flow into Port
Phillip Bay. It is beyond me why the litter trap was
not installed decades ago, but now it will be a
practical example of what can be done to control the
litter problem. It would be much better if litter traps
were not required.
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Through the strategy we will receive strong support
from bodies such as the Recycling and Resource
Recovery Council, the Waste Management Council
and the Environment Protection Authority to ensure
that we bring people together on a long-term basis
to deal with litter control. For too long we have
relied on educating school children to do the right
thing, and that is not sufficient if adults continue to
litter streets, waste water and so on.
The reduction strategy is a practical document. I am
pleased that it brings the players together, and I look
forward to the reduction of the litter problem.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The PRESIDENT - Order! Before continuing
with question time I should like to acknowledge the
presence in the gallery of a distinguished group
from the United Kingdom: the Right Honourable
Dame Angela Rumbold, OBE, MP; Sir Kenneth
Melville Carlisle, MP; Sir Alan Haselhurst, MP; Mr
Eric Illsley, MP; the Right Honourable John Morris,
QC, MP; and the Right Honourable AIan Williams,
MP. I welcome them to the Legislative Council.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Questions resumed.

Western Bypass: Flemington houses
Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I direct my
question to the Minister for Roads and Ports. The
supplementary panel report on the environment
effects statement for the Western bypass has
recommended that because of excessive noise levels
the government should purchase 12 houses in Bent
Street, Flemington. The Melbourne City Link
AuthOrity has announced that the government will
refuse to do this.
Will the minister give an unequivocal guarantee that
he will accept the independent panel's
recommendation and offer to purchase the homes
from their owners?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - There is no doubt about members of the
opposition. One day last week the shadow Minister
for Public Transport was complaining bitterly that
those houses were going to be acquired because he
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had read it in a report. The very next day
Mr Walpole and the shadow minister are
complaining because they are not going to be
acquired! It's the same old story: they want to have
it both ways. The report to which Mr Walpole refers
was done in the process of the environmental effects
statement inquiries before the final route was
known, and even before Transurban had been
selected as the preferred bidder. The route now is a
considerable distance from the houses in question.
The houses simply do not have to be acquired for
the purposes of this construction. I am sure the
opposition would not want people to be
unnecessarily moved if their homes are not required.

Aged care: post-acute services
Hon. P. R. DA VIS (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Aged Care advise the house of any
recent initiatives to improve the provision of
post-acute care services, especially as they impact
upon older Victorians?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - It is a matter that has been the subject of
much discussion over recent years and reflects in
part the continual change of medical practice in
hospitals leading to early discharge, bringing
case-mix funding into sharper focus.
A number of older people will require significant
support once they have returned home for
convalescence. There is no overwhelming, clear
evidence, although there is anecdotal evidence, that
some hospitals have not been undertaking good
discharge planning or that there has been difficulty
in patients accessing appropriate post-acute care.
The government has been working to extend the
service system. It has established 370 specialist
geriatric rehabilitation beds and substantially
increased funding for the home and community care
program. A number of pilot schemes have been
established around the state. Last week the Minister
for Health and I jointly launched a pilot program of
post-acute care services through which groups will
be comprehensively involved with acute hospital
care. This will involve general practitioners,
extended care centres, community health centres, the
Royal District Nursing Service and others in
developing programs to be trialled on a pilot basis.
We will consider establishing six pilot programs:
three in the metropolitan area and three in country
Victoria. We envisage that the metropolitan
programs will cost in the order of $600 000 and the
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rural programs $300 000. Part of the criteria for
assessing the projects to be piloted will be the need
for them to develop a risk assessment tool so that
people requiring additional support after leaving
hospital are identified early in their hospital stays
and good linkages are established across the various
providers. There will be a capacity for additional
post-acute services to be provided once the person
returns home.

270,271,280,281,282,283,286,287,300,301,302,
311,312,323,324,329,330,331,332;
on behalf of the Minister for Roads and Ports:

197,198,213,228,229,230,231,232,233,256,262,
263,264,265,276,277,278,279,284,285,299,305,
321,327,328,333,334,335,336,351;
on behalf of the Minister for Finance:

We do not view this as being an add-on service. The
pilots have been introduced to try to effect
Significant structural change in the way public
hospitals discharge patients so that proper discharge
planning for those older people identified at risk
commences at admission rather than when they are
about to be discharged.
We envisage completing a selection of the pilot
programs over the rest of this year in addition to
those to be established in January, and they will run
for 18 months. TItis is another important initiative to
try to ensure that our health system continues to
operate in the best interests of all people,
particularly older Victorians.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Suspension of standing orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:

143,214,215,234,235,236,237,254,255,289,290,
291,297,298,319,320,341,342,343,348,349,350;
and on my own behalf:

188,189,216,217,238,239,240,241,247,252,253,
295,296,306,307,308,309,317,318,337,338,339,
340,344,346,347.
Motion agreed to.

PETITIONS
Privatisation
Hon D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the government immediately abandon its
privatisation campaign and ensure that electricity,
water and gas services stay in Victorian hands. (34
signatures)

That so much of the standing orders as require answers
to questions on notice to be delivered verbally in the
house be suspended for the sitting of the Council this
day and that the answers enumerated be incorporated

Laid on table.

in Hansard.

Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria
requesting that urgent consideration be given to
making available adequate funding for the repair
and upgrading of the Gisborne to Wood end
section of the Calder Highway known as the Black
Forest. (3578 signatures)

I shall read out the numbers of the questions that
have been answered:
on behalf of the Minister for Conservation and
Environment

190,199,208,209,218,219,220,221,242,243,244,
245,248,249,250,251,260,261,272,273,274,275,
288,292,293,294,303,304,313,314,315,316,325,
326;
on behalf of the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:

115,187,193,200,201,207,210,211,212,222,223,
224,225,226,227,257,258,259,266,267,268,269,

Calder Highway

Laid on table.

Melbourne Water Superannuation Fund
Hon D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria
requesting that all existing employees of
Melbourne Parks and Waterways who are
members of the Melbourne Water Superannuation
Fund be provided with an option to remain in the
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existing fund, should that be their desire, to ensure
that no loss of entitlements occurs. (22 signatures)
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Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

Laid on table.

BLF CUSTODIAN

SCRUTINY OF AcrS AND
REGULATIONS COMMIITEE

Alert Digest No. 9

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) presented report no. 32
dated 31 August 1995 given to Mr President
pursuant to section 7(4) of BLF (De-recognition)
Act 1985 by the Custodian appointed under section
7(1) of that act.

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
Alert Digest No. 9 of 1995, together with appendix.

Laid on table.

Ordered to be printed.

Laid on table.

Alert Digest No. 10

NATIONAL ROAD TRAUMA
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) presented report for 1993-94.

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
Alert Digest No. 10 of 1995, together with appendix
and attachment.

Laid on table.

Laid on table.

BUDGET PAPERS 1995-96
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this house a copy of the
following 1995-96 budget papers:
(a) Treasurer's speech;
(b) Public Sector Capital Works (Budget Information
Paper No. 1);

(c) Budget Performance and Outlook (Budget Paper No.
2);

Ordered that report and appendix be printed.

Subordinate legislation
Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
report on subordinate legislation concerning
Statutory Rules Series 1994, together with
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS

(d) Budget Estimates (Budget Paper No. 3); and
(e)

Victorian Budget Summary.

Motion agreed to.

Laid on table by Oerk:
Border Groundwater Agreement Review Committee Report, 1993-94.

Laid on table.
Ordered that the papers tabled pursuant to the
foregoing order be taken into consideration next
day.

PUBLIC BODIES REVIEW COMMITIEE

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's order of
13 July 1995 giving approval to granting of lease and
licence (Queen's Park, Newtown).
Education Act 1958 - Ministerial Order No. 1 of 6
December 1994 and No. 2 of 18 July 1995 - Discipline
of Pupils (two papers).

Liquor Licensing Commission
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) presented
report on Liquor Licensing Commission, Victoria,
together with appendices and minutes of evidence.

Electoral Commissioner - Statements of functions
conferred, 30 May, 2S July and 29 August 1995 (three
papers).

PAPERS
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Electric Light and Power Act 1958 - Chief Electrical
Inspector's Report on Applications and Proceedings,
1994.
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988Order in Council of 30 May 1995 adding items to
Schedule 3 - List of Potentially Threatening
Processes.
Order in Council of 22 August 1995 adding items
to Schedule 2 - List of Taxa and Communities of
Flora or Fauna which are Threatened.
Glenelg-Wannon Water BoardMinister's report of 20 September 1995 of failure of
body to submit 1993-94 annual report to him
within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 1993-94.
Goulburn Valley Region Water AuthorityMinister's report of 17 July 1995 of failure of body
to submit 1993-94 annual report to him within the
prescribed period and the reasons therefor.
Report, 1993-94.
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 -
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Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Alberton Planning Scheme - Amendments Ul
and W.
Ararat Planning Scheme - Amendment LI.
Avon Planning Scheme - Amendment LIl.
Bacchus Marsh Planning Scheme - Amendments
L42and L44.
Bairnsdale (Shire) Planning Scheme Amendments LSO, LS2 and LS3.
Ballaarat (City) Planning Scheme - Amendments
L55, L56, L60 and L62.
Bannockburn Planning Scheme - Amendments
R2l and R23.
Bass Planning Scheme - Amendment L33.
Bendigo - Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme Amendments Ll8, 1.23, L25 and L30 to L32 and
L35.
Berwiclc Planning Scheme - Amendments 1..84
and L95.
Boroondara Amalgamation Amendment.

Notice pursuant to section 32(3)(a) in relation to
Statutory Rule No. 63/1995.

Bright Planning Scheme - Amendment L39.

Notice pursuant to section 32(4){a) in relation to
Statutory Rule No. 119/1992.

L68.

Kyabram Town Council (Water and Wastewater
Operations) Minister's report of 17 July 1995 of failure of body
to submit 1993-94 annual report to him within the
prescribed period and the reasons theretor.
Report, 1993-94.
Melbourne Water Corporation Employees'
Superannuation Fund - Report, 1994-95.

Broadmeadows Planning Scheme - Amendment
Bulla Planning Scheme - Amendments L79, L9l,
L96, L98, LI03, Ll04, Ll08 and L112.
Buln Buln Planning Scheme - Amendments L40
toL42.
Camberwell Planning Scheme - Amendments
L45and L46.
Campaspe Amalgamation Amendment
Castlemaine Planning Scheme - Amendment LIS.
Caulfield Planning Scheme - Amendment L34.

Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Minister's
response to recommendations in Community
Development Committee's first report upon the Needs
of Families for Early Childhood Services in Health,
Welfare and Education.
Parliamentary Officers Act 1975 - Statements of
appointments, alterations of classifications and of
persons temporarily employed in the Parliamentary
departments for the year 1994-95. (ten papers)

Central Goldfields Amalgamation Amendment.
Charlton Planning Scheme - Amendment U.
Chiltern Planning Scheme - Amendments U4
and L25.
Colac-Otway Planning Scheme - Amendment LI.
Cranbourne Planning Scheme - Amendments
L94, LlOO Part 1, L1l4, L116, Ll27 and Ll44.
Croydon Planning Scheme - Amendments L63,
L66 Part 1 and L67.
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Dandenong Planning Scheme - Amendment L28
Part 2.

Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme Amendments Ll, L24 and 1.25.

Daylesford and Glenlyon Planning Scheme Amendment L14.

Maffra Planning Scheme - Amendments L2B and
L29.

Deakin Planning Scheme - Amendments L36 and
L38.

Malvern Planning Scheme - Amendments L29,
1..31 and L36.

Diamond Valley Planning Scheme - Amendment
L59.

Maribyrnong Planning Scheme Amendment.

Doncaster and Templestowe Planning Scheme Amendments L61, L62, L73 Part 2, 1.86, L87 and
L91.
Essendon Planning Scheme - Amendments L64
and L65.
Fitzroy Planning Scheme - Amendments 1..36 to
1..38.
Footscray Planning Scheme - Amendment L51.
Frankston Planning Scheme - Amendments L59
and L67.
Geelong - Greater Geelong Planning Scheme Amendments RI07, RllS Part 1, RllB Part 1, RI22,
RL83, RL87, RLl05 Part A, RL114, RLlI7, RLIl9
and RLl27.
Grenville Planning Scheme - Amendment LIS.
Hastings Planning Scheme - Amendments L54,
L60, L69, L81, L97 and LlDO.
Hawthorn Planning Scheme - Amendments L2B,
L34and 1.35.
Healesville Planning Scheme - Amendments L48
Parts 1 and 2, L56 and R14.
Heidelberg Planning Scheme - Amendments L71,
L73 and L7S.
Horsham (Rural City) Planning SchemeAmendment L4 Part 1.
Keilor Planning Scheme - Amendments L84, L87,
L94 and L96.
Kerang (Borough) Planning Scheme Amendment L4 Part 2.
Knox Planning Scheme - Amendments L77, L87,
L92and L93.
Korumburra Planning Scheme - Amendments
L62and L67.
Kyneton Planning Scheme - Amendment L4.
Lillydale Planning Scheme - Amendments LI06,
LI26, Ll46, LlS3 and R14.
Macedon Ranges Amalgamation Amendment.

Melbourne Amalgamation Amendment.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendments
LlSB, Ll68, Ll7B, Ll90 to Ll92 to Ll94.
Melton Planning Scheme - Amendments L49 and
L59.
Metropolitan Region Planning Schemes Amendment RL163.
Milawa Planning Scheme - Amendments Ll and
Ll6.
Mildura (City) Planning Scheme - Amendments
L4B, L49 and L54.
Mitchell Amalgamation Amendment.
Mitchell Planning Scheme - Amendments L7 Part
1 and LB4.
Moe Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.32 and
L34.
Moira Amalgamation Amendment.
Moira Planning Scheme - Amendment L4.
Moorabbin Planning Scheme - Amendments Ul,
LSO, L53 and L5S.
Moreland Planning Scheme - Amendments L3,
L4, L8 and L9.
Momington Planning Scheme - Amendment L54.
Morwell Planning Scheme - Amendment L41
Part A.
Narracan Planning Scheme - Amendment L43.
Northcote Planning Scheme - Amendments L36
and 1..37.
Nunawading Planning Scheme - Amendments
L78, L81 and L82.
Omeo Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll3.
Pakenham Planning Scheme - Amendments ill,
L91, L98, LlDO, Ll03, LlOS, LIlO and L112.
Phillip Island Planning Scheme - Amendment
L60.

Portland (City) Planning Scheme - Amendment
L39.
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Port of Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendment LI3.

Upper Murray Planning Scheme - Amendment
L9.

Port Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment
Ll9.

Upper Yarra Planning Scheme - Amendments
1.35,1.39, L43, L45, L46 and R14.

Port Phillip Amalgamation Amendment

Upper Yarra Valley and Oandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan - Amendments Nos 63, 73,
75,78 to SO.

Prahran Planning Scheme - Amendments L52,
LS4, LS8 Part 1, L60 and L65.
Preston Planning Scheme Amendment.
Preston Planning Scheme - Amendments L57 and
L62.

Victoria - State Section Planning Schemes Amendments 540, 543, 546, 547, 549 to 551, SLI,
SR3 and SRLl.

Ringwood. Planning Scheme - Amendment U9.

Wangaratta (City) Planning Scheme - Milawa
Amendment.

Rochester Planning Scheme - Amendment LI3.

Warragul Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.33.

Rodney Planning Scheme - Amendments L69,
L79and L88.

L4 to L7.

Rosedale Planning Scheme - Amendments L44
and L46.
Rutherglen Planning Scheme - Amendment L9.
Sale Planning Scheme - Amendment U8.
Sandringham Planning Scheme - Amendment
LI6.
Shepparton (City) Planning Scheme Amendment L55.
Sherbrooke Planning Scheme - Amendments L81,
L89 to L91 and R14.
Southern Grampians Amalgamation Amendment.
South Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendments L59, LlD1, LIDS and RLI67.
Springvale Planning Scheme - Amendments L85
and L93.
Stawell (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
UD.

St Kilda Planning Scheme - Amendment RLI67.
Stonnington Amalgamation Amendment.
Sunshine Planning Scheme - Amendments L72,
L79, L87 and L91.
Swan Hill (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
LI9.
Talbot and Clunes Planning Scheme Amendment LI6.
Traralgon (City) Planning Scheme - Amendment
L58.
Traralgon (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
LSD.

Warrnambool Planning Scheme - Amendments
Waverley Planning Scheme - Amendment L53.
Werribee Planning Scheme - Amendments L67,
L80, L81, L85 and L86.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme - Amendments L84
Part 2, LIlO and L114.
Wycheproof Planning Scheme - Amendment u.
Yarra Amalgamation Amendment
Yarra Planning Scheme - Amendment Lt.
Project Development and Construction Management
Act 1994Nomination Order of 2D June 1995 and Application
Order of 27 June 1995 relating to the National Air
and Space Museum of Australia at Point Cook
(two papers).
Nomination Order of 22 August 1995 and
Application Order of 29 August 1995 relating to
the Melbourne City Link Project (two papers).
Public Prosecutions Act 1994 - Attorney-General's
statement of reasons of 12 September 1995 pursuant to
section 46(2).
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Act
1982 - Treasurer's notice of guarantees executed, 10
June 1995.
Rural Finance Act 1988 - Treasurer's directive of
21 July 1995 to Rural Finance Corporation.
Sale City Council (Water and Wastewater) Report,
1993-94.
Stamps Act 1958 - Treasurer's report of 21 September
1995 of approved exemptions and partial exemptions
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and refunds made on Corporate Reconstructions for
1994-95.
State Superannuation Fund - Actuarial Investigation
as at 30 June 1994.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament
Administration and Probate Act 1958 - No. 91.
Adoption Act 1984 -No. 68.
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Control of
Use) Act 1992 -No. 90.
Audit Act 1994 - No. 78.
Building Act 1993 - No. 121.
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974 -No. 102.
Children and Young Persons Act 1989 -No. 92.
Chiropractors and Osteopaths Act 1978 - No. 80.
Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987No. 74.
Country Fire Authority Act 1958 -Nos. 107 and
125.
County Court Act 1958 -Nos. 118 and 119.
Credit (Administration) Act 1984 - No. 69.
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act
1981-No.63.
Defence Reserves Re-Employment Act 1995 No. 94.
Electricity Industry Act 1993 -No. 75.
Environment Protection Act 1970 - No. 93.
Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994 - No. 82.
Evidence Act 1958 -No. 109.
Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982 - No. 112.
Fisheries Act 1968 - Nos 84, 96,104,111 and 114.
Health Services Act 1988 - Nos 87, 89 and 110.
Hospitals Superannuation Act 1988 - No. 77.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Acts 1966 - No. 79.
Magistrates' Court Act 1989 -Nos 99,103 and 120.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958 - No. 105.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958 - No. 106.
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 Nos 81 and 83.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - No. 124.
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Prostitution Control Act 1994 - No. 72.
Public Sector Management Act 1992 - No. 70.
Registration of Births Deaths and Marriages Act
1959 - No. 67.
Retail Tenancies Act 1986 - No. 95.
Road Safety Act 1986 - Nos 85, 98, 108 and 115.
Stamps Act 1958 - No. 86.
Supreme Court Act 1986 - Nos 71, 113 and 116.
Supreme Court Act 1986 - Juries Act 1967 -No.
117.
Surveyors Act 1978 -No. 76.
Tattersall Consultations Act 1958 - No. 122.
Transport Act 1983 - Nos 97 and 126.
Water Act 1989 - Nos 101 and 123.
Water Industry Act 1994 - No. 73.
Workers Compensation Act 1958 - No. 100.
Zoological Parks and Gardens Act 1967 - No. 88.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994
Ministers' exception certificates under section 8(4)
in respect of Statutory Rules Nos. 14,71 and
101/1995.
Ministers' exemption certificates under section 9(6)
in respect of Statutory Rules Nos 68 to 70, 73 to 75,
80,85 to 87,89,90,92,93,95,97,98,102,105 to 107,
110 to 112, 114 and 122/1995.
The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 - Report
on Williamstown District By~lection, 13 August 1994.
Trade Unions Act 1958 - Report of the Registrar,
1994-95.
Transport Act 1983 - Minister's order of 26 June 1995
transferring certain assets and liabilities from the Public
Transport Corporation to the Roads Corporation.
Treasury Corporation - Report, 1994-95.
Wangaratta City Council (Water Supply and
Wastewater) Minister's report of 20 September 1995 of failure of
body to submit 1993-94 annual report to him
within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Report, 1993-94.
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Proclamations of His Excellency the Governor in
Council fixing operative dates in respect of the
following acts:
Coastal Management Act 1995 - Remaining
provisions (except Division 4 of Part 3 and sections 42
(2) to (6) and 43 to 45 - 6 July 1995 (Gazette No. G26, 6
July 1995).
Consumer Credit (Victoria) Act 1995 - Section 42 - 28
September 1995 - (Gazette No. G38, 28 September 1995).
Coroners (Amendment) Act 1995 - Sections 4 and 5 1 October 1995; remaining provisions - 21 September
1995 (Gazette No. G37, 21 September 1995).
Defence Reserves Re-Employment Act 1995 -Sections
3 to 19 - 27 July 1995 (Gazette No. G29, 27 July 1995).
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Act 1994Remaining provisions - 9 April 1996 (Gazette No. G28,
20 July 1995).
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1995 - Whole
Act (except Parts 1 and 4 and sections 4 (2), 9, 10, 12,37,
38,46,47,53 (2) and 67 (2» - 20 June 1995; Section
12 -1 July 1995 (Gazette No. 552,20 June 1995);
sections 9,10,46 and 47 -8 August 1995 -(Gazette
No. 578,8 August 1995).
Equal Opportunity Act 1995 -Section 224 and item 5
of Schedule 2 -5 October 1995 (Gazette No. G38,
28 September 1995).
Gaming Acts (Amendment) Act 1995 - Section 35 24 August 1995 (Gazette No. G33, 24 August 1995);
section 17 -14 August 1995 (Gazette No. 579,8 August
1995).
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Repeal) Act 1995 - Parts 2
and 5 -14 June 1995; remaining provisions (except
section 44(2» - 21 June 1995 (Gazette No. 549, 14 June
1995).
Grain Handling and Storage Act 1995 - Sections 4 to
12 and 26 to 38 -14 June 1995; sections 13 to 25 and
39(1) -1 July 1995 (Gazette No. 549,14 June 1995).
Infertility Treatment Act 1995 - Sections 5 and 199,
Part 9 (except section 137 and paragraphs (a), (b), (c),
(d), (e), (f), (h) and (i) of section 122 (1) and Part 13 1 September 1995 (Gazette No. G34, 31 August 1995).
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Act 1995 -Remaining
provisions - 28 September 1995 - (Gazette No. G38,
28 September 1995).
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Land (Miscellaneous) Act 1995 - Sections 4, 6, 7, 8, and
9 and Schedules 1 and 2 - 3 August 1995 (Gazette
No. G30,3 August 1995).
Land (Miscellaneous) Act 1995 - Section 5 28 September 1995 (Gazette No. G38, 28 September 1995).
Latrobe Regional Commission (Repeal) Act 1995Section 7 -15 August 1995 (Gazette No. G29, 27 July
1995).
Legal Profession Practice (Guarantee Fund) Act 1993Section 7 -19 June 1995 (Gazette No. G23, 15 June 1995).
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Act 1994Sections 3 and 4 of Part 1 and Parts 2 to 6 - 1 June 1995
(Gazette No. 545,31 May 1995).
National Environment Protection Council (Victoria) Act
1995 Remaining provisions -15 September 1995
(Gazette No. G36, 14 September 1995).
National Parks (Yarra Ranges and Other Amendments)
Act 1995 -Section 3, Part 3, Part 4 (except section 45),
Schedule 2, Schedule 3 (except paragraph (c) of
Part B) -3 August 1995 (Gazette No. G30, 3 August
1995).
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 - Items 13,
48, and 61-1 July 1995 (Gazette No. G25, 29 June 1995).
Planning Authorities Repeal Act 1994 - Sections 12
and 13 -1 July 1995 (Gazette No. 563,29 June 1995).
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Act 1994Remaining provisions of the Act come into operation 15 June 1995 (Gazette No. G23, 15 June 1995).
Retail Tenancies (Amendment) Act 1995 - Remaining
provisions -1 August 1995 (Gazette No. G28, 20 July
1995).
Road Safety (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 1995Sections 3 to 9,11 to 13, 15 to 17, 19,21 to 25 and 27 6 July 1995; sections 18 and 26 -1 November 1995
(Gazette No. G26, 6 July 1995).
Water Industry (Amendment) Act 1995 - Remaining
provisions (except section 16 (8), 22 (a), 22 (e), 22 (g), 22
(h), 22 (1) and 33 - 29 June 1995 (Gazette No. G25,29
June 1995).

The PRESIDENT - Order! The rule is that
political material of any sort is not to be displayed in
the house. I am trying to work out whether the
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article around Mr Craige's neck comes into that
category.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - I do not believe it constitutes
political material, but in the interests of decorum it
should be removed. Take it off!

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this small bill is to facilitate the
admission of analytical evidence in proceedings
under the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act 1981.
Like a number of other acts, the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act contains provisions
designed to make it easier for factual evidence to be
proved in court without the need for witnesses to be
called. Section 119(b), for example, provides that a
certificate signed by the president or any two
members of the Medical Practitioners Board that a
person was, or was not, registered as a medical
practitioner at a certain date is prima facie evidence
of the facts stated in the certificate.
The act also makes provision for the admission of
the results of an analysis of a drug or plant. This is
contained in section 120. That section prOVides, in
part, that the production of a certificate signed by an
analyst is sufficient evidence of the identity or
quantity of the thing analysed and the results of the
analysis, and that the production of a certificate
signed by a botanist is sufficient evidence of the
identity or quantity of the thing examined by the
botanist.
,Analyst' is defined in the act as being a person
employed as an analyst by the (Victorian)
government or an analyst under the Health Act
1958. 'Botanist' is defined as meaning the chief
botanist or his or her delegate under the Royal
Botanic Gardens Act 1991.
As I am sure there is no need for me to point out, the
effect of these definitions is to preclude the courts
accepting certificates issued by analysts or botanists

in the other states and territories. Thus, if it is
necessary to prove to a Victorian court the identity
of a drug or plant that has been analysed interstate,
either the analyst or botanist must be called or the
drug or plant re-analysed in Victoria. Similar
problems are, of course, experienced if the analysis
is undertaken in Victoria and the results need to be
proved in another jurisdiction.

This problem was discussed at the 1992 Australasian
Crime Conference and Seminar, which, in essence,
recommended that all states and territories enact
comparable legislation enabling the courts to
recognise certificates of analysis issued by analysts
and botanists from other jurisdictions. The
recommendation of the seminar has been accepted
by the Victorian government and, accordingly, the
bill before the house will obviate the need for
analysts and botanists from other states and
territories to be called if the results of their analysis
are not in dispute.
This will be achieved by extending the definitions of
'analyst' and 'botanist' in section 120 in a way which
will enable classes of analyst and botanist employed
or approved under interstate or territory law to be
prescribed for the purposes of the Victorian act.
It is important to emphasise that the enactment of

the legislation will not deprive a defendant of the
right enshrined in section 120(2) of the act to have
the analyst or botanist called if he or she wishes to
contest the forensic evidence. Rather, the overall
effect will be to enable certificates of interstate
analysts and botanists to be admitted in proceedings
if neither the prosecution nor the defence requires
their personal attendance in court.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. C. J. HOGG
(Melbourne North).
Debate adjourned until next day.

UNIVERSITY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The purpose of the bill is to make amendments to
the acts establishing Victorian Wliversities and to the
Victorian College of the Arts Act 1981, to provide for
extension of borrowing powers, changes in company
formation procedures, decision-making mechanisms
using new forms of commWlication and
miscellaneous other amendments to streamline the
administration of tertiary institutions and remove
wmecessary constraints on their operations.
Victoria's Wliversities are a vital part of this state's
education system and their continued effective
functioning is of central importance in our cultural
and economic development.
The context in which they operate is changing
Significantly, with increased interaction with
industry in research and development, a shift from a
highly selective system to a mass system directly
serving a large section of the commWlity, and dose
relationships with academic commWlities
throughout the world.
New forms of commWlications technology are
changing arrangements for teaching and
increasingly impacting on research activities and on
the Wliversities' arrangements for administration
and academic support. The changes are particularly
Significant for the large multicampus institutions
that have emerged over the past few years.
The importance of new forms of commWlications
technology in administration and decision making
extends to arrangements for links with local
communities, academic and community-based
advisory bodies, and the activities of Wliversity
councils.
Universities are now large business enterpriseS as
well as academic communities and their sources of
revenue are becoming increasingly diverse. It is
important that they have the capacity to manage
their financial affairs on a proper commercial basis
and to form companies and enter joint ventures with
commercial partners with the minimum of
government oversight consistent with proper
accountability.
The capacity for universities to make statutes to
provide for granting credit for work done elsewhere
is being broadened to allow for recognition of a
much wider range of prior learning, which could
occur outside education institutions.
In the spring session of Parliament last year
amendments were made to the acts establishing the
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University of Melbourne, Victoria University of
Technology and Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology to remove the requirement of ministerial
approval for the formation of companies, to extend
borrowing powers and to make certain other
amendments to improve efficiency.
In this bill the provisions relating to company
formation procedures and borrowing powers are
extended to the other universities and provision is
made for the use of electronic and other forms of
communication by councils and other key bodies
within the universities without requiring members
to be physically present in a meeting.

Other specific amendments required for the
particular universities concerned have also been
provided for.
MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE BILL
Part 1 of the bill specifies its purpose and provides
for commencement.
Part 2 makes changes in the Monash University Act
1958. The bill extends borrowing powers and
modifies company procedures consistent with
changes made in other universities last year and
provides for resolutions without meetings of the
council or academic board and for approved
methods of commWlication. It extends the powers of
the Wliversity for affiliation with other institutions
beyond educational institutions to include other
institutions, organisations or bodies to assist in
attaining the objects of the university. Provision is
made to make it clear that the council may in a
prescribed manner revoke academic awards.
Part 3 amends the Melbourne University Act 1958. It
provides for resolutions without meetings of the
counci.1 or academic board and approved methods of
communication and makes other consequential
amendments resulting from changes to council
membership provisions made last year.
Part 4 amends the La Trobe University Act 1964 to
make it possible for a number of matters to be
specified by regulations under statutes rather than
by statutes, and modifies provisions for the terms of
office of counci.1 members so that changes in
membership occur at the standard date of
31 December.
This part also makes provision for resolutions
without meetings of the council or academic board
and provides for approved methods of
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communication The bill incorporates the same
provisions relating to borrowing powers and
company formation procedures as at other
universities. It makes it clear that the cOWlcil has the
power to revoke academic awards and makes other
minor amendments.

Provision is made to ensure that land granted to the
university by government cannot be disposed of
without the approval of the minister. At this
university, as for La Trobe University, prOvision is
made for a standard date of completion of the tenns
of appointment of the members of coWlci1.

Part 5 of the bill amends the Deakin University Act
to include the prOvisions relating to resolutions
without meetings of the cOWlci1 and academic board
and methods of communication, and modifies
borrowing and company formation procedures as
for other universities. It, too, provides for affiliation
of organisations other than educational ones to assist
in attaining the objects of the university. The cOWlcil
is increased in size by the addition of two external
members appointed by the Governor in COWlcil to
assist in achieving community representation across
the wide geographical area served by this
multicampus university.

Part 9 amends the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology Act 1992 to provide for resolutions
without meetings of the cOWlcil or academic board
and approved methods of communication of these
bodies, consistent with other acts. A similar
provision to that included elsewhere is made to
extend affiliation powers to include non-educational
institutions.

Part 6 amends the Victorian College of the Arts Act
1981 to remove an age restriction for members of the
cOWlci1. The prOvisions for resolutions without
meetings of the cOWlci1 or Board of Studies and
approved methods of communication are also
included. Other amendments are made to ensure
consistency with organisational arrangements
involving the provision of academic programs
leading to awards granted by the University of
Melbourne Wlder the tenns of the affiliation
arrangement between the college and that university.
Part 7 amends the Victoria University of Technology
Act 1990 to provide for resolutions without meetings
of the cOWlci1 and academic board and approved
methods of communication, and extends the
affiliation powers as for other universities.
Part 8 amends the Swinburne University of
Technology Act 1992 to provide for resolutions
without meetings of the cOWlcil, academic board or
board of TAFE and for approved methods of
communication for these bodies.
The bill amends borrowing powers and company
formation procedures consistent with changes made
for the other universities. In addition, this part
removes prOvisions limiting the number of tenns
that members can serve as members of cOWlcil and
modifies the electorate for members of the general
staff of the university to ensure that all members of
staff enrolled in that category are included in cOWlcil
elections.

Part 10 amends the University of Ballarat Act 1993 to
provide for resolutions without meetings of the
cOWlci1 and academic board and approved methods
of communication, and for the amendments to
borrowing powers and procedures for the fonnation
of companies, as for the other universities.
In several of the acts amendments are made to
prOvisions governing the investment of trust funds
to provide for consistency in powers at all the
universities with procedures established at the
University of Melbourne, Monash University and
La Trobe University.

A further change in the Monash, Melbourne,
La Trobe and Deakin acts removes a requirement for
presentation of annual reports to the governor since
provision is made elsewhere, as for other
universities, for the presentation of these reports to
the minister and tabling in Parliament.
The changes that have been made in this bill have
been the subject of discussions with Victorian
universities for some time. I am confident they will
result in improved efficiency and streamlined
procedures that will assist the institutions in
carrying out their vital roles of teaching, research
and support for the community throughout Victoria
and elsewhere.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of HoD. C. J. HOGG
(Melbourne North).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT BILL

permits for quarrying operations are granted for the
life of a resource except in particular circumstances.

Second reading

The bill not only implements those
recommendations of the ENRC report accepted by
government that require legislative change but also
makes further changes to provide a better legislative
framework for the industry.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)-I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I shall now refer to specific provisiOns of the bill.
The bill repeals the Extractive Industries Act 1966
and provides in its place a contemporary legislative
framework for the administration of extractive
industries in Victoria. The bill is further evidence of
the government's commitment to providing a
legislative framework that gives greater certainty to
industry while recognising the need to protect the
environment and other community interests.
The bill is an important step in implementing the
government's response to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee (ENRC) report on
planning issues for extractive industries. The
committee's report, which contained 36
recommendations, was comprehensive and detailed.
In its response to Parliament on 8 December 1994 the
government accepted many of the recommendations
as proposed. In some instances a recommendation
was accepted in principle but with a different
proposed implementation. A number of
recommendations accepted by government require
administrative rather than legislative change.
Separate action is being taken on these matters.
The extractive industry in Victoria plays an
important role in the Victorian economy in the
provision of rock, sand, gravel and other products to
the construction and allied industries. It is essential
that the industry is able to plan its operations with
certainty and to produce competitively priced rock
products for the benefit of the entire community.
Extractive operations can be established only where
stone resources are located and this can result in
potential conflict with other land uses. The bill and
the administrative changes referred to will enable all
factors and interests to be considered in the planning
approval process so that balanced decisions are
reached.
In parallel with this legislation, the Minister for
Planning will insert a section on extractive industries
in the state section of all planning schemes. TIlis will
establish the importance of stone resources, identify
extractive industry areas where future stone
resources may be worked and ensure that planning

OWNERSHIP OF STONE
The bill provides that ownership of stone is retained
by landowners. Consent of the landowner must
therefore be obtained in order to establish an
extractive industry. In the case of Crown land, the
Minister for Conservation and Environment and the
Minister for Natural Resources will be deemed to be
the relevant landowners. Where Crown land exists
below freehold land (that is, where the land has been
alienated from the Crown only to a limited depth
below the surface, normally 15 metres) no further
consents and approvals will be required if they are
in place for the freehold land above. However, the
bill provides that in this situation royalties will
continue to be paid to the Crown.
PLANNING APPROVALS
Applications to undertake extractive industry
operations will in future be through the planning
process. The Extractive Industries Board and the
existing extractive industry licensing system are
both abolished as a consequence of the bill.
Review and appeal of planning permit decisions will
be through the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The Department of Agriculture, Energy and
Minerals will be a referral authority and will advise
the responsible planning authority whether a
satisfactory work plan has been lodged. The
department will also recommend to the responsible
authority any conditions that should be placed on
the planning permit, if granted.
Also, to provide an integrated single approval
process for all developments, the Minister for
Planning has introduced proposed amendments to
the Planning and Environment Act that provide
broader powers to call in planning permit
applications when environment effects statements
are required. These powers can be used in the case
of major extractive industry proposals. These
changes will greatly improve the approvals process
for extractive industry proposals.
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EXEMPTED OPERAnONS
The bill enables the minister by declaration in the
Government Gazette to exempt categories of
extraction from all or part of the provisions of the
bill. A declaration based on recommendations of a
representative working group including relevant
government departments, industry and local
government will be made simultaneously with the
bill coming into effect. However, as a consequence
of a house amendment in the Legislative Assembly,
the bill has a specific provision that exempts from
the act any excavation on a fann where the stone is
used for a dam or some other farm works on that
farm and not for sale or some other commerdal use.
Also, it is not intended that this bill apply to
excavations such as excavations for building
foundations and road cuttings undertaken by
Vicroads and local government. These are expected
to be exempted from the new act.
PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENTS AND
PERMITS

In some cases stone resources have been identified
in locations where extractive industry is prohibited
under local planning schemes. The bill empowers
the Minister for Planning to undertake planning
scheme amendments to change a provision of a
planning scheme which prohibits the use of land for
extractive industry. This will enable extractive
industry to become a permit required use. This
provision will not be used to amend planning
schemes in the case of urban zones where it would
not be practical to establish an extractive industry. In
other areas it will enable extractive industry
applications to be considered through the normal
planning approvals process.
WORK AUTHORITIES
The requirements that must be satisfied before
quarrying can commence are the consent of the
landowner, planning approval, lodgment of an
approved work plan including rehabilitation
provisions, lodgment of a rehabilitation bond and,
where relevant, the consent of a holder of a licence
under the Mineral Resources Development Act.
Once these requirements have been satisfied the
minister must grant the work authority so that
quarrying can commence. The bill also empowers
the minister after consultation with the operator to
add, delete or vary conditions on the authority.
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The minister will also be able to revoke a work
authority for more serious breaches of the act or the
authority. Also, the minister can revoke the work
authority for breaches of any planning permit. In all
cases a notice must be served giving the operator
opportunity to show cause as to why such
revocation should not occur. A person who is
aggrieved about a decision to revoke an authority
may seek a review of that decision through the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. In the event of a
planning approval or landowner's consent ceasing
to exist the work authority will lapse.
REHABILITA nON AND REHABILITA nON
BONDS
The govenunent is committed to ensuring that
quarries are rehabilitated to a safe and stable
landform. The work plan that must be approved
prior to the grant of a work authority must also
contain a rehabilitation plan that must be approved
along with the work plan. The extensive periods of
time involved in the completion of quarrying
operations usually mean it is not feasible to state at
the application stage what the end use of a
particular site may be. An approved work plan will
nevertheless specify a range of end use options. At
completion of quarrying operations the end use
proposed for the site including any landfill
operation will be subject to the planning process.
The bill requires the lodgment of rehabilitation
bonds as security in the event of default by the
operator. The minister may utilise the bond to have
the rehabilitation undertaken where an operator has
defaulted and may also seek additional funds from
the consolidated fund where the bond money is
insufficient. Any residual debt due to the Crown
may be recovered through the courts.

In order to limit the cost burden on the industry and
reduce administrative costs the bill provides that an
operator of more than one site may lodge a single
rehabilitation bond which covers all sites. This
system has been applied effectively by the
Environment Protection Authority in the case of
companies which operate more than a single landfill
operation.
INSPECTION AND HEALTH AND SAFETY
PROVISIONS
The bill provides for the appointment and
empowerment of inspectors to ensure compliance
with this bill. A system of infringement penalties for
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less serious breaches of the act is provided which is
not available W\der the current act.
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MINERAL
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT
The bill eliminates the current provisions whereby
mineral development W\der the Mineral Resources
Development Act can be frustrated by competing
extractive industry operators or applicants. Holders
of a licence under the Mineral Resources
Development Act will be able to refuse consent to a
work authority for extractive industry proposals.
However, in the case of exploration licence holders a
decision by the holder of the licence to refuse
consent can be overturned by the minister where
such consent is unreasonably withheld. Should a
licence holder wish to access the area of an extractive
industry operation, that licence holder must
compensate the extractive industry operator as it
would any other occupier of land under the Mineral
Resources Development Act.
SEARCH PERMITS FOR STONE ON CROWN
LAND
The bill continues existing provisions enabling the
grant of permits to search for stone on Crown land.
Access to Crown land for this purpose will be on the
same basis as for exploration under the Mineral
Resources Development Act. Areas such as national
parks, state parks, wilderness areas and reference
areas will not be available. Other sensitive areas will
be treated as restricted Crown land and will require
the consent of the Minister for Conservation and
Environment or the Minister for Natural Resources.
SEARCH FOR STONE ON BEHALF OF THE
CROWN
The bill also continues the provision whereby the
minister can, on behalf of the Crown, authorise entry
onto private land for the purposes of searching for
stone. However, the Crown must reach agreement
with any relevant landowner as to compensation in
the event of damage to property, and in the absence
of any agreement compensation will be detennined
by the Magistrates Court.
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for renewals will be processed in accordance with
the provisions of this bill. Any current planning
permit which has been granted for a finite tenn must
be renewed upon expiry.
COMPENSATION FOR PERSONS DIRECTLY
AFFECTED BY QUARRY OPERATORS
The government rejected the recommendation of the
Environment and Natural Resources Committee that
a levy be imposed on quarry production with
subsequent payment into a community facilities
fund. The government undertook to examine
existing compensation mechanisms that may be
available whereby persons directly affected by
quarry operations could be compensated.
Compensation mechanisms exist under the Planning
and Environment Act, the Land Acquisition Act and
the Mineral Resources Development Act. However,
none of these provisions is capable of addressing
satisfactorily all of the issues associated with any
adverse effects on property owners arising from the
establishment of extractive industry operations.
With the adoption of specific performance standards
at the boundaries of quarry sites and internal
buffers, any adverse impacts on properties will be
more effectively controlled. A monitoring group
consisting of relevant government agencies, industry
and local government representatives will be
established to assess the effectiveness of these
measures and the need for any specific
compensation mechanism.
This bill is the product of extensive consultations
over the course of the past 18 months. I would like
to thank all interested parties for the contribution
they have made. The bill was allowed to lie over
during the parliamentary recess to permit all
interested parties to examine its detailed provisions.
As a result some minor amendments were
incorporated into the bill during its passage through
the Legislative Assembly.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Doutta Galla).
Debate adjourned until next day.

TRANsmONAL PROVISIONS
The transitional prOvisions in the bill have been
drafted to ensure that current operations under
extractive licence or lease can continue legitimately
and are therefore deemed to have a work authority
in place. Existing new applications and applications
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under the bill to exempt vehicles operated by
accredited transport operators from the licensing
requirements of the Transport Act.

Second reading
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) -1 move:
1bat this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Public Transport Competition
Bill is to provide for removal of regulatory
restrictions on competition in the road passenger
public transport sector; ensure that public transport
services continue to be provided in the public
interest; and increase the range of skills and
experience available to the Public Transport
Corporation board of management by providing for
additional appointments to the board.
The bill also confirms the responsibility of the
Department of Transport for integrated transport
planning and integrated transport system and
service development The bill covers transportation
of passengers for hire or reward by commercial
passenger road vehicles, but excludes taxicabs, hire
cars and vehicles used solely for the carriage of
passengers for religious, philanthropic, educational,
sporting or social purposes.
The bill does not affect the use of most vehicles
currently licensed as special vehicles, being vehicles
used for weddings, social events and tourist
activities. However the operation of some buses
currently licensed as special vehicles but used to
provide road passenger transport services as defined
by the bill will come within its scope. That corrects
an anomaly which has arisen with respect to a small
number of buses currently licensed as special
vehicles but which are used to provide services
indistinguishable from services provided using
vehicles licensed as metropolitan, country or urban
omnibuses.
Regulations may be made under the bill to address
safety issues associated with the provision of other
forms of road-based public transport, including
horse-drawn coaches and other vehicles drawn by
draught animals, steam and traction engine rides,
motorcycle pillion rides and the like.
The bill provides for a system of accreditation of
public transport operators by the Secretary of
Transport to qualify operators to provide public
transport services solely on the basis of their fitness
to provide those services. Regulations may be made

These prOvisions enable progresSive reform of the
present unsatisfactory regulatory system which
requires separate licences to be issued for each
vehicle used to provide public transport services.
There are currently 10 different types of licences
covering a total of approximately 5500 public
transport vehicles. Each licence stipulates the
specific public transport services which the vehicle
may legally be used to provide. The present system
has been justifiably and widely criticised on the
basis that:
it is a barrier to new entrants to the public
transport sector and reduces effective competition
within the sector. The present legislative
requirement that licences are to be granted or not
granted having regard to the effect upon existing
services of the services proposed to be provided is
particularly restrictive;
by limiting the uses to which particular vehicles
can be put, the system reduces the flexibility of
transport operators to respond to market demand
and commercial opportunities; and
licences to operate route bus services are an
wmecessary addition to the present system of
contracts managed by the Department of
Transport to ensure the provision of appropriate
services.
The bill facilitates increased effective competition in
Victoria's public transport sector by simplifying
entry to the public transport industry while
continuing to ensure that accredited transport
operators meet rigorous standards relating to: their
ability to provide passenger transport services
including the ability to manage transport business
operations; safety of passengers and the public;
service to passengers; and vehicles and equipment,
including their design, service, maintenance and
condition.
The bill provides regulation-making powers in
relation to specific matters to be examined in
determining transport operators' compliance with
standards. An industry working party established to
advise the Minister for Public Transport in another
place on road transport accreditation matters has
presented its report. Advertisements were placed in
the press on 22 April 1995 making the report
available for public consultation. The regulations
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governing accreditation will reflect the outcome of
these processes.
The bill will commence in stages. Preliminary
provisions will come into operation from the date of
royal assent. Part 5, containing amendments to the
Transport Act 1983, will operate from 1 January
1996. The remainder of the bill will commence
operation subsequently once regulations are made to
put in place necessary definitions, standards and
procedures for the accreditation and service contract
processes. A regulatory impact statement will be
published as part of the regulation-making process.
The transitional arrangements contained in the bill
provide that all existirig licensed operators will be
authorised to operate services for up to two years to
enable time for those operators to become accredited
in accordance with the new legislative requirements.
Since this bill was first introduced last May in
another place the government has had extensive
consultation with the bus industry. A committee
was established headed by the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for Public Transport, the
Honourable Geoff Craige, comprising his colleagues
the Honourable Andrew Brideson, the Honourable
Peter Hall and the honourable members for Berwick
and Warrnambool in another place. I pay tribute to
the work of that committee.
The members of the committee did a lot of good
work statewide. They had numerous meetings and
worked tirelessly to give the industry a further
opportunity for input and consultation. Three
meetings were conducted in Melbourne and
regional meetings were held in Geelong, Mildura,
Swan Hill, Shepparton, Wangaratta, Bendigo,
Horsham, Warrnambool, Ballarat, Bairnsdale and
Leongatha.
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basis that the contracts involve unnecessary cost to
government and that they provide no commercial
incentive for operators to increase public transport
patronage.
The changes to be made are overdue and inevitable
and are in no way a reflection on the bus industry
and its performance in the past. It has given good
service to the community. For a long period it has
provided to the community a safe and reliable bus
service of a high standard. That fact being
acknowledged, however, does not mean that change
should never come. It does not mean a better way
should not be considered. It does not mean that
change should not be addressed if it can save the
taxpayers of Victoria a lot of money, and that has
been the experience in transport in all the reforms
thus far.
The bill provides that regular passenger services are
to be operated only under the authority of a service
contract and sets out the way in which the service
contract system is to operate. As well as providing
better value for money to the government and the
people of Victoria, the new service contract system
will also ensure that regular passenger services are
delivered in an orderly manner and are responsive
to the needs of the travelling public. Contractors and
the public will be protected by the bill from
uncontracted operators who might operate in a
manner which would jeopardise the viability of
public bus services by practices such as bypassing
intermediate stops between major destinations or
failing to provide adequate off-peak services.
It is the government's intention that when or before
the present contracts expire new route bus contracts
will be based on the commercial fare principle
similar to those contracts recently finalised with the
private sector and the govemment-owned bus
business, Metbus.

The government went to great lengths to ensure
that, prior to those meetings taking place, bus
proprietors were informed of the dates and times of
the meetings in their areas and it did all it could to
make sure that as many as possible attended.
Clearly, the people representing the vast majority of
bus operators in Victoria met with members of the
committee and consulted with them, and so I pay
tribute to the work of the committee.

The current metropolitan bus contracts based in part
on a payment of a rate per kilometre travelled expire
on 30 June 1997. The similar country bus service
contracts expire on 30 June 1998. The bill therefore
serves to give notice of at least two years duration to
the contractors of the government's intention to
reform the arrangements for the contracting of bus
services.

Past processes for letting route bus service contracts,
including school bus services, have in many cases
been less than fully competitive. The nature of the
contracts, based in part on payment of a rate per
kilometre travelled, has also been criticised on the

The bill provides that where existing bus contracts
do not specify a termination date those contracts will
terminate two years from commencement of the act
unless the contracts are terminated sooner for any
other reason.
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With regard to route services the government has
decided after lengthy consultation to negotiate with
existing operators on the areas they currently
service, an objective the amendments will achieve.
Between now and the expiration of the contracts in
approximately two years - and sooner rather than
later - we will negotiate the routes with the
operators to see whether the existing contracts can
be changed to the fare-box incentive model. If the
negotiations are successful the government will be
prepared to give the route bus operators ID-year
contracts. There will be no automatic extensions at
the end of the first ID-year contracts for route bus
operators. Indeed, at the end of that time contracts
will go to open public tender.
At the end of each ID-year contract for existing
school bus services the government proposes to
renegotiate the terms and conditions, and if that is
successful the bus proprietors will each get a second
ID-year term - in other words, they will have the
first opportunity of contracting to supply the
services. If, when a H)-year contract for school bus
services comes to an end, the department is unable
satisfactorily to negotiate a further ID-year term, an
independent arbitration will be undertaken. If an
operator fails to accept the recommendations of the
independent arbitrator, school bus operations will
go to tender.
The Secretary to the Department of Transport will
tender contracts to run services that may be required
in the future in addition to 2D new service contracts
which are currently operating under temporary
arrangements. All contracts of this description will
be automatically tendered at the end of the ID-year
term. This process will enable competitive discount
rates to be benchmarked. The new discount rate will
then be used as a basis for negotia ting all school bus
contracts and will be indexed in line with contract
rate movements. While the benchmarked discount
rates will be continually measured against new
service tenders the benchmarked discount rate will
be phased in over a reasonable period to minimise
the impact on existing operators.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act of the reasons for altering or
varying that section. Clause 37 of the bill is intended
to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act
1975 to the extent necessary to prevent the Supreme
Court from awarding compensation in relation to an
act described in clause 36(1) or any matter referred
to in clause 36(2).
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Clause 36(1) relates to actions taken by the Secretary
to the Department of Transport, in accordance with
the bill, in relation to bus operator accreditations,
service contracts, or prohibiting a person from
driving a road passenger transport vehicle. The
reasons for preventing the award of compensation in
such circumstances are to prevent claims for
compensation when the secretary exercises
discretions conferred by the act in what are
essentially decisions on regulatory matters made in
the broad public interest. This continues the
situation that has always applied under the
Transport Act 1983.
The bill makes it clear that a person who has had
permission to operate bus services in the past is not
thereby exempt from the new accreditation
requirements by virtue of that fact. Operators, old
and new, should have to qualify for accreditation
under the new scheme in the interests of the public.
Clause 36(2) is intended to ensure that anyone who
may not meet current standards is not entitled to be
compensated at community expense and is not able
to cause delays to the new scheme by litigation.
Clause 36(2) also prevents claims for compensation
or litigation when bus service contracts are brought
to an end by clause 39(6). Only contracts which have
no fixed expiry date are affected. These would all be
school bus contracts. It is considered that the lengthy
period of notice the bill provides together with the
offer of a process for negotiation of contract renewal
which I have described are more than adequate for
contract holders to adjust to the new circumstances
and provide a fair mechanism for implementing
necessary change.
The bill provides the option of declaring by order in
council the bus industry to be a regulated industry
for the purposes of the Regulator-General Act. Such
a declaration would enable the Regulator-General to
regulate prices, quality standards and market
conduct, to conduct inquires and to report on the
bus industry should that prove necessary or
desirable in pursuit of the reforms contained in the
bill.
Government policy announcements have stressed
the need for the boards of management of state
business enterprises to include members with strong
commercial skills. The bill addresses this issue with
respect to the board of management of the Public
Transport Corporation, and in doing so also
addresses comments on the PTC in the May 1994
Auditor-General's report on ministerial portfolios.
The bill reconstitutes the present four-member PTC
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board and provides for the minister to appoint an
expanded board comprising a chairperson; the chief
executive of the corporation; and not fewer than two
or more than six people who have such managerial
or other qualifications as are considered necessary to
enable the board to carry out its functions.
The bill will amend some of the prosecution and
enforcement provisions of the Transport Act 1983 to
enable the provisions of the bill, and relevant
sections of the Transport Act, to be enforced by
persons authorised by the secretary.
Those changes serve a dual purpose. Firstly, the
effect of this bill is to make the regulation of most
passenger transport by bus the responsibility of the
Secretary to the Department of Transport. Therefore
it is necessary to empower the secretary to authorise
relevant department officers to be able to demand
the name and address of a person who is reasonably
believed to have committed or to be about to
commit an offence under the bill or the Transport
Act. Similarly, it is necessary to enable those officers
to be able to issue an infringement office when they
detect an offence. Those powers do not extend to
powers of arrest or power to search.
Secondly, the wording used in the bill is broad
enough to allow the secretary to confer those powers
on other persons. That is likely to extend in the
future to some staff of private sector transport
operators who have had appropriate training. About
95 per cent of bus transport within Victoria is now
being provided by private operators. Today there is
also a significant presence of private operators on
the rail network. Therefore, it is considered essential
for the bill to authorise the Secretary to the
Department of Transport to be able to involve
private sector transport operators to the limited
extent contemplated in this bill.
Finally, I want to comment on the bill in the context
of the agreements on competition policy made in
Apri11995 by the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG). Principle 5 of the
competition principles agreement requires the
government to develop a timetable by June 1996 for
the review and, where appropriate, reform by the
year 2000 of all existing legislation that restricts
competition.
The competition principles agreement allows
retention of legislative restrictions on competition
only if it can be demonstrated that the benefits of the
restriction to the community as a whole outweigh
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the costs, and that the objectives of the legislation
can be achieved only by restricting competition.
The road-based public transport reforms embodied
in the bill are consistent with the competition
principles agreement and are ahead of the year 2000
timetable it contains. Although service contracts
governing regular road passenger services could be
seen as imposing some restriction on competition
the contracts are, nonetheless, essential in the public
interest. With contracts for the provision of route
bus services, competition will be guaranteed by
periodic competitive retendering of service contracts.
Competition will be generated in school bus services
by the benchmarking of competitive discount rates
to be included in contracts, the indexation of rates in
line with contract rate movements, and the continual
movement of benchmarked discount against new
service tenders.
Decisions and actions to be taken by the secretary
under the bill are to be in all circumstances
consistent with the COAG agreements on
competition. The role of the secretary in ensuring
effective competition in road-based public transport
and the potential for alternative arrangements will
be kept under review in the context of evolving
national practice to ensure that Victoria continues to
comply with the agreements.
The competition principles agreement recognises
that there are circumstances under which services,
such as regular passenger transport services, can be
provided only by restricting market competition.
Victoria recognises that the proposed exclusive
service contracts coupled with the accreditation
system may restrict competition. The measures
contained in the bill have been proposed because the
government believes public safety, appropriate
levels of service and public access must be
maintained and that community service obligations
must be met at the lowest cost to taxpayers. If called
upon by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission to demonstrate that it is in the net
public interest that Victoria enter into exclusive
service contracts, Victoria will do so.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
(Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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ROAD TRANSPORT CHARGES
(VICTORIA) BILL
Second reading
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Road Transport Charges
(Victoria) Bill is to adopt uniform national road
charges for heavy vehicles. The bill affects vehicles
with a gross vehicle mass (GVM) of more than
4.5 tonnes.
The bill does not affect the granting of concessions
on registration fees to certain classes of road users or
the charging of administration fees in Victoria. The
adoption of uniform national charges is a
requirement under the heavy vehicles agreement
which was struck in 1991 between the
commonwealth, the states and the territories.
Following the agreement the National Road
Transport Commission (NRTC) was established in
1992 to develop a national package of transport laws
that improve transport efficiency, enhance road
safety and reduce costs of administration. A further
intergovernmental agreement relates to light
vehicles.
The agreements established the following key
fea tures for the process of adopting uniform
legislation:
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other parliaments through adopting acts which
reference that legislation. When and if amendments
are made to the legislation they are automatically
applied in all jurisdictions through the initial
adopting acts. That process ensures continuing
uniformity.
In 1992 the Ministerial Council for Road Transport
approved the heavy vehicle charges determination
submitted by the NRTC. The charges are intended to
recover the cost of road use only, incorporating
access and mass-distance charges. They do not relate
to the costs of administrative transactions by road
authorities. Transaction fees and rebates
(concessions) are explicitly excluded from the
provisions of the Road Transport Charges (ACT) Act
1993.

The bill is consistent with the template process and
adopts the charges in the Road Transport Charges
(ACT) Act 1993, as amended from time to time.
The charges adopted through the bill are based on
the number of a vehicle's axles, whereas the charges
in Victoria to date have been on the entirely different
basis of power mass units (horsepower). Significant
systems development within the Roads Corporation
has therefore been necessary to enable
implementation of the charges.
The bill does not affect the granting of concessions.
In view of the limited distances travelled by heavy
vehicles operated by primary producers the
government intends to grant a concession on the
prescribed fees to those road users.

the establishment of a ministerial council;
the development of appropriate NRTC-sponsored
heavy and light vehicle legislation;
template legislation to be introduced first into the
Australian Capital Territory and subsequently
adopted by the remaining jurisdictions through
specific adopting legislation; and
the passage by the parliaments of the states and
territories of appropriate legislation to ensure that
the existing legislation of those jurisdictions does
not conflict with the template legislation enacted
in the ACT.
The intergovernmental agreements require the
enacting of template legislation. The rationale for
template legislation is that it ensures uniformity or
consistency on a continuing basis. The legislation is
passed through one parliament and then adopted by

The bill will need to operate in conjunction with
regulations under the Road Safety Act, and is
planned to come into effect on 1 January 1996.
I wish to comment on the bill in the context of the
April 1995 agreement of the Council of Australian
Governments to implement the national competition
policy and related reforms. Under the conditions of
payments to the states in the agreement is the
obligation to demonstrate effective observance of the
agreed package of road transport reforms. The
adoption of the national charges through this bill is
an important element in the agreed package of road
transport reforms and one awaited keenly by the
road transport industry.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
OikaJika).
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Debate adjourned until next day.
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by a reduction in road funding by the present state
government to local government in the area.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:

Various solutions and combinations of solutions
have been speculated about in the local press,
including roundabouts, traffic lights, road widening
and the bringing forward of the Hallam bypass.

That the house do now adjourn.

N arre Warren North Road
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I address an
issue to the attention of the Minister for Roads and
Ports. Early last month there was a fatal accident in
Narre Warren North Road when a school bus
collided with a small sedan.

I call upon Vicroads, in cooperation with Casey
coundl, to prepare, implement and resource actions
that will dramatically improve the level of safety
along Narre Warren North Road and will also form
the basis for further, more comprehensive safety
features that will be necessary with increases in
traffic volumes in the future.

Darebin: Preston Town Hall
Regrettably, to those aware of the traffic conditions
at peak hours along Narre Warren North Road this
was a tragedy waiting to happen, as numerous
minor acddents occur along this section of road.
Traffic volume has greatly intensified along Narre
Warren North Road over recent years with the
development of the Oatlands housing estate to the
east of the road and the Maramba housing estate to
the west of it. Narre Warren North Road tunnels
traffic from both estates to the Princes Highway.
This situation has been exacerbated by the
development of the Fountain Gate shopping centre,
into which Narre Warren North Road is now a
feeder road.
In addition there is the steadily increasing volume of
traffic coming down Narre Warren North Road from
Wellington Road, given the increased development
in the southern Dandenong Ranges, and from the
Narre Warren-Cranboume Road, given the
increased development in Cranboume and Narre
Warren South. Because of the unbroken volume of
traffic speeding down Narre Warren North Road at
peak hours it has become unsafe at such times to
turn into Narre Warren North Road from any of the
side streets leading into the Oatlands and Maramba
estates.

That this is a matter of considerable public concern
is evidenced by 800-plus signatures gathered from
local residents in protest against the present
situation. By any account this is an extraordinary
number. It appears that insuffident advance
planning and resourdng have been applied to cope
with the predictable increases in traffic volumes
generated by population increases in the south-east
growth corridor. The situation has been worsened

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) -1 seek the
assistance of the Minister for Local Government
about a matter 1 raise as local member relating to the
City of Darebin and, in particular, the Preston Town
Hall.
The Preston Town Hall has been a significant
institution in that region since the late 1890s. The
current building has been in place since 1929.
During the Second World War the town hall was
used as headquarters for the 7th fighter sector. At
one stage 24 officers and 26 airmen were stationed
there and it was a central part of the war effort in the
northern region.
The town hall has also been a strong venue for
community activity in the former City of Preston.
For example, it has been used as a regular venue for
the Preston Symphony Orchestra and the former
Preston Municipal Band. The hall was a focal point
during the Queen's visit to Melbourne in 1954, and
during the 1956 Olympic Games television sets were
provided in the hall for people who did not have
sets at home.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - Which was most of us!
Hon. PAT POWER -Certainly. 1 raise this
matter because late last night some ratepayers and
residents of the new City of Darebin contacted me to
express concern that the commissioners had
resolved to conduct a major refurbishment of the
inside of the hall. I understand the hall has not been
available to community groups since May of this
year, and it is the intention of the commissioners to
carry out the refurbishment work and use the hall as
a staff facility, and to transfer the work force of the
former Northcote coundl to Preston.
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The constituents who contacted me do not contest
that in this new era those needs must be addressed.
There is no question that staff require modern
facilities and that there should be appropriate
venues for ratepayers and residents to access
information or assistance. However, there is a strong
concern in the community that the town hall and all
that it represents will be taken from the ratepayers.
There is no similar facility available or proposed. It
seems to me as the local member - I emphasise
local member - that, given that elections in Darebin
are scheduled within a matter of months,
commissioners are taking a decision that the
incoming council will be landed with as a
management responsibility. Perhaps it may have
been wiser for the commissioners to make a dear,
strong recommendation about the future use of the
town hall site but leave the implementation of the
recommendation up to an incoming democratically
elected council.
Will the minister consider requesting the
commissioners to review their decision in the
context of considerable community concern and the
imminent election in March 1996?

Police: crime prevention officers
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Roads and Ports, who is the representative in this
house of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. In February this year the crime prevention
officers who were based primarily at the police
offices attached to the Crown Casino were
decentralised. Previously from that central location
those officers performed an important role in our
SOCiety: they prevented crime and assisted the
community in implementing crime prevention
strategies.
Much of the work of crime prevention officers
involves the preparing of material for presentation
to community and school meetings and site visits
outside the normal police setting. As it was difficult
for officers in that central location to have contact
with community groups in the various regions the
government decided to decentralise the officers and
placed an officer into each region. When the officers
were transferred to police stations in their new
regions they discovered they had no desks or
computers and were lucky if they got old
typewriters. Cars and telephone services were not
available to them. There was no equipment at all.
Even now crime prevention officers do not have
easy access to motor vehicles.

It is extremely important that the community is
protected and that these strategies are put in place to
assist all members of the community. I ask the
minister to take up this issue with the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services to ascertain the
regions where basic equipment and accommodation
is still a problem and to ensure that these officers are
expeditiously given the essential equipment
required to perform their very important duties.

T AFE colleges: fees
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I raise
with the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training the materials fees required by TAPE
colleges. This example, which I believe may be
widespread, has been drawn to my attention by a
student at the Sunraysia College of TAPE. The
student's concern, firstly, is that the fee is being
charged as an up-front fee rather than on a
term-by-term basis which would make it a lot easier
for the student's budget.
The other part of this concern is the relationship
between the fees charged and the materials received
by students. I understand the minister has sent a
directive to the colleges in an attempt to clarify this
situation. In that directive, item 12 reads:
A council must not charge fees in relation to the
enrolment in a centrally funded accredited course other
than ...
(b) to recover the cost of providing goods and materials
to be retained by the student as his or her personal
property. However, a student must not be required

to purchase goods or materials from the college.

The up-front fee in the case of the student who
contacted me was three times the cost of the actual
materials received. That does not seem to comply
with the directive. The student informed me that the
college maintains that with the striking of an ad hoc
materials fee the student will sometimes win while
at other times the college will win. Therefore it
seems there is no mechanism to evaluate the
situation, leading to real fears that any
overestimation may go undetected.
I ask what further steps the minister will take to
clarify what should be happening on this issue in all
TAFE colleges.

Hudson Conway: fraud allegations
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I direct an
issue to the Minister for Gaming. Earlier in the day I
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directed two questions to the minister on the action
being taken by Hudson Conway against the Gas and
Fuel. I understand the Gas and Fuel action is being
handled by the SEC shell under its chief executive
Mr Graham Brooke.
It is my understanding - but I seek clarification that Mallesons was acting for the SEC shell in turn
on behalf of the Gas and Fuel and that legal advice
had been obtained by Mallesons from a leading QC.
I understand that as a consequence of that advice,
advice came from the SEC shell through Mr Graham
Brooke that matters should be referred to both the
police fraud squad and the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority. I seek clarification from the
minister whether such legal advice was obtained by
Mallesons and whether it was acting on behalf of the
SEC shell.
Further to the same issue of the Hudson Conway
action against the Gas and Fuel, it is my
understanding that the Premier indicated publicly
that cabinet had made a decision in principle in
support of the increase in the number of tables.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I am not trying to be
difficult, but the rules state that only one issue can
be raised. I understand the first one was the Hudson
Conway issue.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Yes.
The PRESIDENT - And I think your second
question today related to when or whether a
decision had been made.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I thank you for your
advice, Mr President, and I am happy for you to
reiterate that ruling if I can just complete that point
because it goes to the Hudson Conway case against
the Gas and Fuel. I seek clarification from the
minister as to whether a decision in principle had
been made by cabinet in support of an increase in
the number of gaming tables prior to the casino
authority reaching a conclusion about the matters
you, Sir, have now referred to - that is, whether
cabinet reached a decision in support of increasing
the number of gaming tables prior to the casino
authority reaching a conclusion about the matter
that had been put to it.
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that during question time the minister said that no
decision had been made by the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority on the issue of the increase in the
number of gaming tables and left silent the question
as to whether the government had made a decision
in principle in support of increasing the number of
gaming tables. I seek clarification from the minister
of whether cabinet had reached a view in principle
in support of the increase in the number of gaming
tables prior to having heard from the casino
authority. I suggest the question asked this
afternoon was different.

Responses
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mrs Hogg raised with
me the fees charged for materials used in various
TAPE courses and expressed concern that, because
of the system used, the charges are inappropriate or
not properly charged for in some form or another.
She asked me to seek clarification of that matter and,
no doubt, if it shows some problem to address the
problem itself. I will take up the issue of materials
fees for TAPE students and seek to provide
clarification to Mrs Hogg.

Mr White asked me what seemed like two questions.
The first one related to whether the legal action
involving the Gas and Fuel and Hudson Conway is
being managed by some SEC shell company. I
believe it is being managed by a shell company. I
thought it was a Gas and Fuel shell company. I
honestly do not know the answer to the question; it
is not in my jurisdiction.
However, to follow on, Mr White asked whether
Mallesons, the solicitors acting for the shell
company - whichever shell company it might be had advice from cow\se1 about the allegations. I do
not think that is a matter on which I can comment. If
advice had been received it would certainly be a
privileged. legal communication, and the honourable
member should ask the relevant minister with
responsibility for the portfolio.
Hon. D. R. White - But you have not seen any
such advice? That is what you were saying this
afternoon?

The PRESIDENT -It seems to be the same
question asked earlier in the day.

Hon. HADDON STOREY - That is another
matter. I said I had not received. any legal advice,
and that is correct.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - No, it is not, Mr President,
in the sense that what I am responding to now is

Hon. D. R. White - And you have not seen any
legal advice?
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Hon. HADDON STOREY - I am not going to
get into a series of questions. TItat is not what the
honourable member was asking.

always difficult to match resources with rapid
growth. I shall obtain a report from Vicroads and
communicate with Mr Ives in due course.

Hon. D. A. Nardella -So you have seen some
legal advice?

Mr Nardella raised for reference to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services the resourcing of
crime prevention officers. I shall refer the matter to
the minister as requested and see that Mr Nardella
receives a reply.

Hon. HADDON STOREY - Mr Nardella always
tries to put words into people's mouths. He should
understand that not saying one thing does not mean
the opposite.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What do you mean?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY - I am saying to
Mr White that I do not think this is an issue that
should be raised with me, it should be raised with
the minister in charge of the matter. With regard to
the cabinet decision, again I do not know what the
Premier said last week.
I do not think I can add to the answer I gave earlier
this afternoon, which is that I do not think it was as
Mr White put it. I think the answer I gave was that
three different elements are being looked at - the
first by the authority, the second by the state's
nominated representative and the third by the
government. I said that no final decision had been
made, and I do not think I related that to anyone of
those elements because they are obviously all
interrelated. I did say that a final decision, which
would relate to the whole matter, will be made by
cabinet. I believe when that decision is made it will
be announced. I do not think it is appropriate or
proper to inquire into different stages that might be
taking place before that final decision is made.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Ives related a recent tragic fatality at an
intersection on Narre Warren North Road. A road
fatality is always followed by deep regret and an
investigation by either the police and/or Vicroads
and the local community into the cause of the
incident and what action might be taken to avoid its
being repeated.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Power raised an issue relating
to the Preston Town Hall and a decision of the
Commissioners of the City of Darebin. He invited
me to intervene on the decision. I think he well
knows by now that I will not intervene; in fact, I
make the point that if I did intervene in other
circumstances he might actually criticise me for
intervening.
I do not accept the plea he puts forward on this
occasion, that I should intervene because we are
dose to a return to an elected council. In fact that
argument would go to an issue he has invited me to
consider in the past to have the commissioners act
as caretakers. I have been at some pains to establish
that, in my view at least, they are certainly not there
to be caretakers and in many instances are required
to address issues that would be much more difficult
for an elected council to decide - so there is room to
argue that in some circumstances it is more
appropriate for the commissioners to address the
issue.
The use of historic facilities such as the Preston
Town Hall is repeated in almost every municipal
environment. We do not walk away from the fact
that town halls contain a whole range of history.
Although I will not intervene - and the honourable
member will understand why - I will talk to the
commissioners about the rationale of the decision. I
shall follow through the process that led them to the
decision, and I invite the honourable member to do
precisely the same.
Motion agreed to.

I am aware of the rapid population growth in that
part of the metropolitan area and the need to keep
the road network up to a standard that
accommodates that increased growth, but it is
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environmental controls and greater consumer
protection;
(e) guaranteeing that rural domestic consumers pay no
more than urban consumers; and

The PRESIDENT (Bon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.03 a.Dl. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Anti-Cancer Counci1- Report, 1994-95.

(f)

developing and adopting a charter of consumer
rights.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I have advised the
Leader of the Opposition that I believe paragraph (e)
of the motion is a matter on which the house has
already adjudicated - that is, the recommendation:
(e) guaranteeing that rural domestic consumers pay no
more than urban consumers.

Building Control Commission - Report, 1994-95.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as
would prevent general business taking precedence over
other business until 2.30 p.m. dwing the sitting of the
Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY
PRIVATISATION
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Uika Jika) - I
move:
That this house calls on the government to adopt the
recommendations of the report of the Independent
Public Inquiry into the Privatisation of the Electricity
Industry, sponsored by major church and welfare
groups by:
(a) discontinuing the privatisation process and
establishing a government-funded independent
inquiry to investigate methods of improving the
economic, technical, social and environmental
performance of a publicly owned electricity
industry;
(b) clearly and publicly demonstrating how

privatisation will reduce debt to a level that leaves
the community no worse off;
(c)

establishing minimum safety and maintenance
standards;

(d) broadening the role of the Regulator-General to
include price control after the year 2000,

The house will recall that on 7 September 1994 it
negatived a motion which, on the face of it, dealt
with that issue. I am therefore advised that under
standing order 99 I should rule that part of the
motion out of order.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Mr President, the government
understands your ruling and its correctness, but,
given the preamble to the motion and in the interests
of allowing debate consistent with the spirit of the
motion, the government will give leave for that part
of the motion that would otherwise contravene your
ruling to be debated.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The matter is in the
hands of the house. If that is its will, the house is
entitled to pursue that line.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Uika Jika) - It is
important to debate all the issues raised by this
report. Clearly one issue that is crucial to country
Victorians is whether in the future they will pay
more for electricity than people living in
metropolitan Melbourne. It is an issue that should be
debated, and I am happy that the house has agreed
to that course.
This government does not listen; it is a government
that does not consult and it is a government that is
about to foist onto the Victorian people a disaster the
magnitude of which we have not seen before.
The privatisation will be an absolute disaster not
only in financial and environmental terms but in
terms of service to the people of Victoria. The
government has arrogantly pursued its policy of
selling our assets despite overwhelming public
opposition to these sales. In the long run it will
create a massive financial crisis for Victoria because
no-one believes the price obtained as a result of the
sales will offset the loss of income. No-one believes
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it, and nearly all of the economic commentators who
have commented on this matter share my opinion.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Terry McCrann!
Do you want me to list them?
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Terry McCrann does not
take that view!
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Victorian Council of Social Services, the Wesley
Central Mission, the Uniting Church and the Baptist
Church are sponsors of the report. In normal
circumstances any government would say that those
organisations have a caring and concerned attitude
to the community. They have a legitimate right to be
concerned and they should be listened to. Their
views should not be just flicked away, and they
should not be told they are liars.
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I shall quote him
later and we will see what view Terry McCrann
takes. The fact that the report of the Independent
Public Inquiry into the Privatisation of the Electridty
Industry was sponsored and prepared by churches
and community groups is a testimony to the
government's lack of consultation. It is testimony to
the frustration the community feels; it is testimony
to the fact that the community does not believe the
government and does not believe an adequate
investigation was held before such a dramatic step
was taken. This government has totally disregarded
the report and sought to belittle its authors.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad you
asked that question because in the Age of 26 August
1995 there is a quote from the Premier and the
Treasurer. This is what they say about the Uniting
Church, which is one of the organisations that
sponsored the report - Hon. R. M. Hallam - They are reported to have
said!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - They are direct
quotes and they have not denied them. The article
states:

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad that
you say 'quite right' because it shows that
government members believe the authors of and the
people who sponsored the report should be belittled.
Perhaps they should have a look at who sponsored
the report and the people and organisations the
government thinks it is correct for the Premier and
the Treasurer to belittle.
Let us look at who sponsored the report. The
Brotherhood of St Lawrence sponsored the report.
That is a rotten organisation, isn't it? The
Brotherhood of St Laurence is apparently doing all
these awful things. According to government
members its view should not be taken into
consideration. And it is not only the Brotherhood of
St Laurence. There are the Anglican Diocese of
Melbourne, the Anglican Church Social
Responsibilities Committee, the Good Shepherd
Youth and Family Services and the Salvation Army.
They should be belittled, shouldn't they?
Government members think those organisation are
not entitled to express a view. That is what
government members are saying!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Catholic
Commission for Justice Development of Peace, the

The Premier last week warned a public meeting '" that
'you can't believe everything that comes out of the
Uniting Church'.
He also accused the Uniting Church director of justice
and social responsibility, Bronwyn Pike, of 'not always'
telling the truth.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - You said it was a direct
quote, that is not a direct quote!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The statements
attributed to the Premier are in inverted commas.
The article also quotes Mr Stockdale - this is a
quote in inverted commas, which I think is what a
quote means:
... the Uniting Church is telling 'lies and mistruths'
about the effects of privatising power '"

The words 'lies and mistruths' are a direct quote! I
ask the minister whether he agrees that the Uniting
Church is telling lies?
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He is quoted as
saying it and he did not deny he said it By
implication the Minister for Finance is saying he
agrees with the statement that the Uniting Church is
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a liar. That is what he is saying. It is an absolute
disgrace that the government is prepared to go to
the depths of attacking the churches, welfare groups
and the people who care in this community in order
to put up a policy that the vast majority of people do
not agree with - that is, the sale of our electricity
industry.

The members of the panel were David Scott, Aa,
who was the Executive Chairman of the Land
Conservation Council. He was also a commissioner
of the SEC and chairman of the Brunswick to
Richmond power line review panel. He is a person
of standing who knows the industry, and somebody
whose views should be considered.

The government has no mandate for the sale of our
electricity industry. As the Uniting Church said, the
problem with this government is that just because
you disagree with it you are called a liar. Because
you disagree with a government does not mean you
are a liar, and the minister should have the decency
to apologise for the Treasurer's reference to the
Uniting Church as a liar. He should apologise
because I do not believe the minister would make
such an outrageous comment about the church. I
believe he is embarrassed by the fact that the
Treasurer made such a comment.

The other members of the panel were Ms Fay
Marles, Managing Director of Fay Marles and
Associates. She is the Deputy Chancellor of
Melbourne University and a past president of the
Alfred Health Care group. Ms Marles was the first
Victorian Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, and
is a person who is not afraid to speak her mind.
Again, her views should be respected.

Hon. B. N. Atkinson - He looks uncomfortable!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He certainly
does, and he should! I shall quote from the
introduction of the report.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Hartigan and
Mr Atkinson are not helping the house or the
reporting of the debate by having a conversation.
They should sit next to one another and converse
quietly.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I shall quote
from the introduction of the report. However, before
I do it is important to note the members of the panel
which held the hearings and constructed the report
because they are people of standing.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I certainly did,
and they are people of standing.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Did they listen to you?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Obviously
government members are still getting over their
$1000 expenditure on the dinner last night. They are
in an exceptionally JOVial mood and are treating this
issue with the same contempt with which the
Treasurer and the government have treated the
churches and welfare groups of this state that care
about this state.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Is she an expert on
electricity?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - She is. As I have
indicated, the chairman is an expert on electricity.
The panel is made up of a chairperson and other
expert people. Are government members saying that
the chairman of the panel, who was a commissioner
of the SEC, knows nothing about electricity? They
are the inane kinds of comments one would expect.
The chairperson was a commissioner of the SEC
from 1986 to 1993. It is typical that government
members do not want to debate the issue; they want
to attack individuals or community groups anybody who says, 'We don't agree with what you
are doing'. They don't say, 'TIlese are reasonable,
responsible people with a legitimate view, but we
don't agree with them'. At least if the government
took that approach one could have respect for it, but
instead it says, 'He knows nothing about electricity',
and attempts to denigrate members of the panel
rather than addressing the substantive issues that
the report is all about.
The third member of the panel is Mr Graeme Wise of
Body Shop Australia. He has worked in the
aluminium industry and has undertaken a range of
activities in the community. He is a business person
who understands business, the need for efficiency
and the delivery of services. This is a balanced panel
with expertise and business understanding, and it
produced a fearless report.
The introduction to the report states at page 3:
Electricity is a service that is essential to living with
dignity in modem Australia.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - According to
Mr Forwood, they are just as bad as the Uniting
Church. I shall start again:

Electricity is a service that is essential to living with
dignity in modern Australia. It provides light and
warmth. In the home it powers our communications
technology as well as our cooking and cleaning devices.
It is necessary for enabling us to have adequate food,
clothing and shelter. Beyond the home it is vital for the
efficient operation of job-creating industry and
business. Reform of our electricity industry is an issue
of immense social importance affecting the welfare of
the entire community.
The quote comes from the Catholic Commission of
Justice, and encapsulates the fact that the electricity
debate is not only an economic debate; it is also a
social and community issue because it affects the
welfare and the lives of all Victorians. It illustrates
the importance of the debate and shows the paucity
of critical analysis of the government's proposals
that has appeared in the press thus far.
Recently the Treasurer, together with the Minister
for Finance, addressed the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee. The Treasurer provided
projections for the budget in the coming years which
suggest a substantial budget surplus until the end of
the decade.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - On the current account?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -On the current
account. The projections of substantial budget
surplus on the current account to the year 2000 are
based on a no-privatisation scenario. They deliver
ongoing public authority dividends in excess of $800
million. That is what it assumes. If the SEC,
Melbourne Water and the Gas and Fuel Corporation
were sold off and dividends dispersed, the whole of
the budget strategy to the year 2000 would be in
tatters unless an adequate price were secured so that
the debt would be repaid to the extent necessary to
offset the loss of income from the public authorities.
I think even the Minister for Finance would agree
with that proposition.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - What proposition? He
wasn't listening.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - For your benefit
and for the minister's benefit, I am suggesting that
unless the sale price compensates for the income loss
and repays a Significant proportion of debt
necessary to offset the loss of the public authority
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dividend, the budget predictions are all wrong and
the budget is in tatters. You have to understand
what that means. In this case it means not only that
all the SEC's debt has to be repaid as a consequence
of the sale but also the government has to generate
enough from the sales to payoff a substantial
amount of on-budget debt so that the forgone
interest payments would offset the loss of the public
authority dividend. What does the report say on
page 23?
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Which report?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The report we
are debating. Why don't you go and get a copy so
that you can be a part of the debate instead of sitting
there like an idiot?
At page 23 the report states:
For a revenue-neutral result ...

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! It is becoming
difficult to hear the honourable member. I know
there is not a great deal of noise, but the set-up of the
Council makes it difficult for Hansard to hear.
Because the reporters are in the centre of the
chamber they hear the chatter from all around the
house. The Assembly has a microphone system, the
reporters have earpieces and they hear only the
words of the speaker on the issue being debated. I
ask members to take into account the fact that
Hansard has to record what goes on in the chamber.
At times we make it difficult for that to occur.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - At page 23 the
report states:
For a revenue-neutral result, the total sale proceeds
would have to be approximately $125 billion, which
would allow non-ESI state debt to be reduced by
$3 billion, with consequent reductions in the interest
bill of $300 million, roughly equivalent to the dividends
formerly paid by the SECV to the government.
This is a basic position. It does not take into account
that the projections of the SEC and the industry for
growth in earnings before interest and tax and
growth in dividends payable which would be paid
to the state are significantly greater than the $300
million which is used as a base figure in this
particular projection.
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What is the finding on this? A complex argument is
put on pages 24 and 2S which says it is not possible
to achieve that level without allowing the
distribution companies to increase prices to an
inordinate level or without having take-or-pay-type
contracts which were negotiated during the Loy
Yang B contract period. The central point of the
argument is contained in a quote from County
Natwest Corporate Finance on page 24:
An atomistic industry of small generators will lose the
well-known advantages of economies of scale and
scope and the financial critical mass that underpins real
growth. Credit agencies and investors both will value
more highly a larger, diversified utility with secure
cash flow and this will be reflected in the cost of equity
and debt funds ...
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Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - That means you have
been wrong consistently?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No, it means you
sold it for $1.5 billion, which is $500 million below
my view of the price. Why is it worth more to the
people of Victoria? It is worth more because of the
tax compensation issues. As honourable members
know, under the government's proposal the federal
government will get a windfall of future earnings or
tax breaks coming from those industries which
currently flow to the people of Victoria. That is an
undeniable fact. Even if you do an analysis on the
basis of the $1.5 billion that United Energy was sold
for-Hon. R. M. Hallam - I t is actually over
$1.8 billion!

The finding on page 25 states:
Since potential profitability affects the sale price of the
various generation and distribution businesses, there
would appear to be a trade-off between the
government's objectives of delivering lower prices and
reducing non-ESI-related state debt. Reduction of this
debt is a secondary aim of the reform program,
subordinate to ensuring that the industry becomes
privately owned. Thus sale prices, especially for the
less profitable enterprises, may be reduced below the
true value of the assets and below what is required to
reduce state debt to the point that a net financial
improvement in state finances is produced.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is not. The
minister knows and understands what the franchise
fee is. He knows what it means. It is a fee paid by the
various distribution businesses and it is a payment
that is in the form of a tax. It is an equalisation
payment. It doesn't matter whether the business is
sold or not sold. The franchise fee is payable to the
state.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Not true!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I t is payable.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Not true!

Hon. Bill Forwood - Maybe. It may not be!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I accept that the
authors are making the point and they mayor may
not be correct. The point is that the government has
not put a case. It has not been prepared to say, 'This
is what we believe we will get'. It has not been
prepared to put a price on the assets below which it
will not sell and to be honest, on the other side of the
equation, about future price rises. It is not just me
saying these things. We shouldn't be fooled by the
price achieved for United Energy, which was around
about $1.5 billion.
Hon. Bill Forwood - A good price?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No, it was
certainly not a good price. I have said consistently in
this house in debates that when you take into
consideration tax compensation and other issues
United Energy was worth well over $2 billion to
Victorian taxpayers. I have said that consistently.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You put your
argument when you get up on your feet. You
probably won't be given a chance.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Hartigan, I have
you listed as second speaker for the government. I
suggest that you contain your pearls of wisdom
until that occasion.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - All that occurred
was that the government said in its initial
announcement that it had capitalised the franchise
fee, added about $275 million or thereabouts to the
price of United Energy and said, 'We also got this in
the price.' The fact is that that franchise fee was
payable. It is a tax; it is not part of the sale price,
otherwise you would not make the distinction at all.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Okay, you have it your
way.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I ask the
minister: would the franchise fee be payable if it
were not sold?
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - No, it would not be.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Then why are
the others paying it?
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Because they are
going to be sold.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Terrific answer,
Mr Hartigan - they are paying it because they are
going to be sold, and United Energy is paying it
because it has been sold. That is good. Thank you for
your pearls of wisdom, Mr Hartigan. They show
your absolute and total ignorance. If I were you I
would just shut up and listen to the debate.
The $1.5 billion is not a high figure for United
Energy if you look at its value.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - So you are out of step with
everyone else, including every political
commentator and your own colleagues?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You could sell
the rest of the distribution businesses for the same
price. Everyone knows that United Energy is the
jewel in the crown and it has been sold for
$1.5 billion, so it is all downhill from here. Even if
the sale price for all the remaining businesses were
$1.5 billion, after selling the generation of
distribution businesses you still would not achieve
what the government needs to come out at cost
neutral.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Says you, the great
authority!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You do your
own maths and tell us what you get. The fact is that
everyone knows - and certainly Mr Strong would
not dispute this fact because he knows something
about the industry - that United Energy is the jewel
in the crown. It is worth more than anyone of the
others. He is shaking his head, saying yes.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Is he shaking or
nodding? Normally a shake means no.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Nodding, if you
like, and saying yes, which means it is all downhill
in terms of sale prices from here onwards.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - He has been stunned by
the intellectual rigour of your argument.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That must be it.
What did Terry McCrann say about this? In the
Herald Sun of 24 August he is reported as having
said:
The sale of the bits of the old SEC is going to be a
financial disaster for Victorians ...

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Did he later recant that
statement -on the very same day?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You produce
your evidence, because that is absolute bulldust.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He said on the same day
that he recanted it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - And I look
forward to your providing the evidence. It is typical
of this government no research, just statements
without any kind of backup.
This is something Terry McCrann did not recant; he
made some other comments in relation to it but he
did not recant this statement, nor did he walk away
from his comments in the article.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - But did he say we should
proceed with privatisation?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - This is in black
and white, and I am happy for the minister and me
to contact Terry McCrann and ask him whether he
walks away from these comments. This is what he
said, and it was not a mild statement or one that
could be misinterpreted: it was a bald statement
The sale of the bits of the old SEC is going to be a
financial disaster for Victorians, costing us billions of
dollars as taxpayers/owners.

That is what the first statement says. He then goes
on to say:
A reasonable figw-e would be around $3 billion more than $600 for every Victorian.

That is what it will cost
Even higher figures are arguable. The arithmetic is
simple, chilling and undeniable.

That is what he said.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - Then why proceed?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He goes on to
say:
As well, small business and householders as customers
are going to pay a further $3 billion in 'extra' electricity
prices ...

So there is $3 billion lost directly through asset sales,
and another $3 billion to be lost by consumers in
having to pay extra electricity prices.

Hon. R. I. Knowles - Do you agree with his
conclusion?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Six billion
dollars!
Hon. R. I. Knowles - You're quoting him. Do
you agree with his conclusion?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I make this point
perfectly clear: the importance of this article by
Terry McCrann is that in a general sense he supports
privatisation: he has a view about the working of the
economy, and that is what makes the article more
potent and important Yet in the long nm, even
forgetting the fact that Victoria might be worse off
relative to the whole of Australia, and even though
he thinks that for Australia as a whole the
privatisation of electricity might be good, he still
maintains that it will cost Victorians $6 billion:
$3 billion in losses from asset sales and a further
$3 billion in increased prices. What a disgrace!
This person ought to be taken seriously, and in case
people do not understand, the extra $3 billion in
higher prices will not be shared equally. Terry
McCrann says that big business and shareholders
are not being required to contribute to the second
$3 billion, so ordinary Victorians lose something
more: they have to pay the extra $3 billion in
increased prices. Those ordinary Victorians who
own the electricity industry will lose $3 billion.
Terry McCrann says, 'This is a conservative
estimate'. I am sure Mr Strong has read the
Treasurer's bald and up-front response in the Herald
Sun of 25 August, in which he says:
His numbers are wrong.

Earnings of the whole electricity industry, before
interest and tax (known as EBIT) for 1994-95 are about
$1280 million, not $1600 million-$l800 million as
Mr McCrann claims.
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I remind the house that Mr McCrann says, 'The
arithmetic is simple, chilling and undeniable'. He
based his figures on an EBIT of $1600 million, but
the Treasurer says that he is wrong and that the
actual EBIT for the industry is $1280 million.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - And it is hypothetical.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Treasurer
did not say that it is hypothetical. I am happy to
pass on to the Treasurer that the minister believes
the Treasurer's numbers are hypothetical. That is a
helpful statement. That is a really sound foundation
for selling the electricity industry!
There is a disparity between the hypothetical
$1280 million the Treasurer has put forward and the
Simple, chilling and undeniable figure of
$1600 million Mr McCrann has put forward. I
wondered about the disparity, so during a hearing
of the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee I
asked the Treasurer whether the $1280 million he
claimed as the EBIT included the franchise fee. It
was a simple question and the Treasurer was forced
for the first time - he did not include it in his article
and he was not up front about it when challenged by
Mr McCrann in his article - to admit in his answer
to thePAEC:
No, it does not include the franchise fee.

I found that very interesting because the Treasurer
has taken an effective tax, the franchise fee, above

the line. He has said, 'We won't call this a tax. When
we give a figure for earnings before interest and tax
we will take one of the tax components and put it
above the line so that we can reduce the EBIT figure
to $1280 million'. What a fiddle! It is typical of the
way the government operates.
It is not the churches who are the liars, it is the
government! It tells haU-truths and seeks to provide
figures without giving the full details. It would have
been a simple matter for the Treasurer to have
responded to Terry McCrann by saying, 'My figure
for earnings before interest and tax is $1280 million,
but in arriving at it I have put the franchise fee
above the line. The franchise fee is worth so much,
and I do not agree with you that the franchise fee
ought to be part of the calculation of the EBIT'. He
could have put that argument, but instead he sought
to hide it by providing a figure that did not include
the franchise fee.

During the PAEC hearing I asked the Treasurer to
provide figures on the franchise fees payable. We
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know what was paid for United Energy because it
has been sold, but I cannot get the figures on
frallcruse fees for the other distribution businesses.
Perhaps the minister will be prepared to take up the
matter with the Treasurer and give us some figures
so we know what the debate is about
'That is the kind of deceit the government is involved
in. On the one hand it is prepared to call the
churches liars, but on the other hand it has provided
deceitful figures and argued on those deceitful
figures. It has not answered the issue raised by
Terry McCrann, who said that Victoria will lose
$3 billion directly as a result of asset sales and that
we will lose a further $3 billion in increased prices
that will be borne only by the domestic consumers.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - All of which makes it
difficult to understand why he suggested that we
should proceed with privatisation.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Again I make
the point that what makes these statements from
Terry McCrann so important is that he actually
supports privatisation, and in that context - Hon. Bill Forwood - Do you?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I certainly do
not. Terry McCrann is prepared to say that the
government's proposals for the privatisation of the
electricity industry will be a financial disaster for the
people of Victoria, and he is a person who supports
privatisation!
It is also important to understand in the debate

about United Energy that for the first time the
Treasurer has revealed what the EBIT was. There
was a lot of speculation about it. The Treasurer had
a debate with Kenneth Davidson and finally he
responded to Kenneth Davidson's figures by saying
that the EBIT for United Energy was $123 million.
'That reinforces what Terry McCrann said. The EBIT
figure was released by the Treasurer after many
articles on the subject, but anyone who wanted to
buy part of the electricity industry could find out
what the EBIT for the distribution businesses was,
although the opposition and the people of Victoria
could not find out what the figure was.
An EBIT figure of $123 million does not make good
sense when you are paying $1.5 billion for
United Energy, because if you put $1.5 billion in the
bank it is possible to get a better return than
$123 million.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - So they paid more than it
was worth?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - What
Terry McCrann has raised must be understood. On
the basis of that figure - Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister can
carry on as much as he likes, but the fact is that it is
worth more than $2 billion to the people of Victoria
because of the tax compensation issues and because
it is part of an overall, state-owned electricity
industry. It was worth whatever the private sector
was prepared to pay for it, which in this case was
$1.5 billion. The private sector paid $1.5 billion. The
implication is that Terry McCrann is correct in
saying that that amount is not enough to make up
for the $3 billion that will be lost in overall asset
sales. I agree with Terry McCrann's pOint.
The other side of Terry McCrann's argument
concerns income streams, earnings before interest
and tax (EBm and price. He suggests that a
commercial return cannot be achieved with an EBIT
of $123 million. The private sector has to do
something, and there are only two things it can do:
firstly, cut costs and, secondly, increase prices. There
is no third option.
Everyone knows the electricity industry has had
huge reductions in employee numbers. There may
be some scope for additional savings, but even if the
number of employees at United Energy is
reduced-Hon. Bill Forwood -Say that again - 'There
may be some scope'.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - There may be
some scope for further reductions in staff at United
Energy. Even if it reduced its staff from 950 to 700,
that would generate a saving of only around
$15 million.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Each year.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The EBIT are
yearly, not every 10 years. If United Energy cuts
maintenance on poles, does not put up wires where
required, does not maintain lines properly and so
on, it has been estimated it could save $10 million.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Estimated by who?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I think it was
estimated by Stephen Mayne that a further
$10 million could be saved, but I will have to check
that. United Energy may therefore be able to save as
much as $25 million. It has an $123 million EBIT, and
it might be able to save a further $25 million at best.
But to get a commercial rate of return on an
investment of $1.5 billion, it would have to achieve a
$230 million to $240 million EBIT. It would virtually
have to double the size of its EBIT.
There is no way of doing that other than by cutting
costs or increasing prices. Perhaps increasing prices
is not quite the correct term; rather, it should be
increasing revenue. Increasing prices is one way of
increasing revenue; another way of increasing
revenue is to promote electricity sales - to cut out
anything to do with demand management and
environmental constraints, to aggresSively market
electricity and high-energy-use components and so
on. The strategy used to increase the EBIT-Hon. R. M. Hallam - What about the increase in
market share; did you happen to overlook that?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad the
minister has mentioned that because that leads me
to ask whether there will be competition. The notion
of market share is dependent on there being general
competition and choice. I am happy to speak on that
subject and will do so during my contribution, but
before doing so I want to make one point.
Mr Bob Green, the chief executive of Utilicorp,
which is part of the Pacific Partnership purchasing
group, indicated his attitude to community services.
He is reported as stating in the Age of 8 August:
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - You have just implied he
knows nothing about business.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is bullshit!
The PRESIDENT - Order! The honourable
member will withdraw his remark.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I withdraw, but
the minister should not be making such comments.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You imply he made a bad
deal and yet you want to quote him as an authority.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I quote from an
article on Mr Green's organisation, Utilicorp, in the
Age of 13 August:
... in 1993, it bought one-third of Waikato
Electricity Ltd, in the central part of the North Island.
Taking full advantage of New Zealand's deregulation,
the company has doubled the value of its shares, cut
operating costs and last year lifted its profits by 10 per
cent

That is what we can expect in Victoria. That has to
occur because the EBITs are too low to service the
investment.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - So you say.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister can
be sure of that. If he thinks $123 million is a
commercial return on $1.5 billion, he does not know
anything about business. The article continues:

At the end of the day we are running a business and
we've got to collect from our customers ...

This has raised the ire of local consumers opposed to
privatisation, including an elected member of the trust
set up to administer the public's one-third share in
Waikato Electricity.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Is that wrong?

Mrs Pat Neagle -

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am not saying
he is wrong. I am saying that that is how a business
is run. As I have said from the outset, and as
churches and community groups have said
constantly, the electricity industry is more than a
business.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is a charity?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is not a
charity, but it is a necessary service that affects the
lives of all people in the community. Just in case
honourable members think Bob Green - -

the abovementioned elected member of the trust warned that Utilicorp was adept at gaining control
without a majority shareholding.
'They have put in their management, got control of the
board of directors, but we have not seen the benefits of
new technology and expertise that they have
promised', she said. 'They_ have cut jobs and put up
prices and are not what I would call a "good corporate
citizen"'.
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They have done precisely what Terry McCrann,
Stephen Mayne and other people are saying will
occur in Victoria. In New Zealand market prices
were cut and services were reduced. According to
this report, Utilicorp is not a good corporate citizen.
Most importantly, it increased prices.
This report is based on a huge body of evidence that
shows that prices will go up, that we are making a
mistake, that we should rethink the position and
that we should have a proper inquiry into whether
we are going in the right direction. The report also
highlights the government's claim that privatisation
was necessary because of SECV inefficiency and
high prices. Page 14 of the report states:
Melbourne's weighted average price of electricity
jumped from 9.7 c/kWh between 30.9.92 to 11 c/kWh
at 1.8.93, which saw Melbourne's power prices drop
from the second cheapest Australian capital city to the
fifth cheapest

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -Are these residential
prices?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - They are
weighted average prices.
This price increase cannot be attributed to SECV
inefficiency, but rather to price rises ordered by the
government after it was elected.

The notion that electricity was too expensive
because of inefficiency was put out by the
government to justify privatisation, and it is another
lie. It is the government that tells lies, not the
churches. A second government claim is that the
SECV carried too much debt. The findings at page 16
of the report state in part:
The SECV debt~uity ratio compares favourably with
that of Australia's leading 20 companies. The size of the
SECV debt has not made it uncompetitive in terms of
price.

Hon. Bill Forwood - That sounds like Michael
Salvaris.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - If Mr Forwood
wants to make accusations about the authors of this
report, he should go outside and call them liars.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - What he said was that
Michael Salvaris is a front for the Victorian Labor
Party, which is pretty accurate.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is obvious and
true that the SECV serviced all its debt and paid a
handsome dividend to the people of Victoria, so the
notion that it was somehow overburdened with debt
and was going broke is an absolute lie.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It borrowed to pay the
dividend.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - At page 18 the
report recommends:
The privatisation of the electricity industry should not
continue until the government has established an
independent inquiry to investigate fully methods of
improving the economic, technical, social and
environmental performance of a publicly owned
electricity industry.

The report is preaching caution. It says that no-one
knows. It says that we should have a proper inquiry,
put the facts on the table and try to find out the best
way to go. The opposition believes there are enough
question marks over the privatisation of the
electricity industry to warrant that inquiry.
The report asks whether the engineering reforms
that have already been introduced and the break-up
of the SEC will improve the industry. A significant
contribution on this topic was made by
Richard Urie, an engineer.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Did he work for the SECV?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, he is a
former chief engineer of the SECV; he worked in the
planning and investigation department. He is a man
of considerable expertise. He makes the point that
there is very little technical or engineering expertise
being employed to assess the long-term viability of
the reforms that have taken place. Evidence to the
inquiry submitted by engineering experts suggests
that the introduction of competitive modelling in
generation is going to increase rather than decrease
inefficiency in the production of electricity.
That is a serious point, and it goes to the question of
competition versus a planned, integrated generation
model. He also states at page 20:
Each station has its own particular role to play ... and
they cannot be segregated into individual entities, each
seeking to maximise profit, without putting the whole
system at risk, and increasing cost overall.
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It is not simply a matter of engineering and technical
issues; it is also a question of how the pool works
and whether it delivers competitive or lower pricing.
The pool does not work on the basis that the
generators who make bids are paid on the basis of
those bids. A generator bidding in at 2 c/kWh will
not necessarily be paid 2 c/kWh. In fact, it is a
perverse type of pool because the price paid is the
highest price of electricity being taken out of the
grid, and it is paid to all generators, even those with
the lowest bids.
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competition can, in certain circumstances, bring
down prices, as it did with Optus and Telstra for
long-distance calls. That is real competition. The
difference is I can pick up the phone and ring Telstra
and say, 'I don't want to be with you any more; I
want to be with Optus'. It is one phone call. The
difference here is that you are going to need. a smart
meter, and that infrastructure is not in place. That is
the problem and it is not likely that the
infrastructure will be put in place.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.

Even though people may be bidding in at 2 cents,
5 cents or 7 cents, as soon as you take even 1
kilowatt out of the 7-cent energy that has gone into
the grid, everybody gets 7 cents. That is a recipe for
rorting.
The electricity industry has been rorted in other
countries, and because the opposition has
documented the fact in previous debates it will not
go into detail on why the generators will not deliver
cheaper prices. However, if members think there is
no real competition between the generators going
into the pool the stories coming out of the pool are
even worse.
Every one of the distribution companies will pay
exactly the same price, therefore, the cost of the
electricity for the distribution businesses will be
identical. In addition, the distribution businesses
will also pay an identical price for transmitting the
electricity because that has been calculated on the
basis of equalising arrangements. Therefore, 90 per
cent of the price a consumer will pay will be made
up of a fixed unchangeable cost. The scope for
competition in price relies on that small band of
about 10 per cent of the overall price.
It is important to understand how that translates for
the average consumer. Before I turn to that matter I
will point out what the Business Council of
Australia is quoted as saying at page 21 of its report.
The council also rejects the pool system outlined and
refers to it as a commodity pool because it is unable
to deliver stable prices and security of supply. Even
the Business Council of Australia is saying the pool
system will not work. As I have said, the system is
unlikely to provide the competition necessary to
bring down prices.

Hon. Bill Forwood - At least you accept that
competition will bring prices down!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - First of all you
have to establish that there will be competition. Real

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is not likely to
be put in place! If this government were to put the
infrastructure in place in the first instance and had a
competitive model then it might be in an a position
to argue that competition will bring down prices.
But since it does not have it in place, the argument is
irrelevant. The government has firstly to put the
infrastructure in place. That is what the federal
government did with Optus and Telstra; the
infrastructure was there so you could make an
immediate choice between provider A and provider
B. The community will not have that choice with the
electricity industry.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Competition brings prices
down. That is your point!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I do not have
any problem with that. Competition in all sorts of
areas brings down prices.
Hon. Pat Power - It's his point, but it's not your
practice!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Exactly, that is
why the former government introduced reforms in
the liquor industry to introduce competition that
brought down prices. The Labor government
provided better services, so it is not opposed to
competition and it never has been. It is opposed. to
monopolies, and that is what the government is
creating. That is the difference.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Compared to the SEC!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The SECV was a
state-owned enterprise.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It was a monopoly!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Fair enough, but
it was a state-owned enterprise.
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Hon. Bill Forwood - 'That makes it all right then!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It was a
state-owned enterprise; there is a big difference. If
there is one thing worse than a state monopoly, in
the minister's own terms, it surely must be a private
monopoly.
The government is establishing private monopolies.
Crown Casino is a private monopoly and is making
a fortune not only for its shareholders but for the
government's mates. The government is now
establishing five private monopolies in the electricity
industry, and it is no different.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - These businesses
are based on geography.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - They can trade across the
boundaries!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - How?
It is important to note that the government is talking
about two periods. The first is the legislative period
up to 2000 where there is no competition on price
and where prices are regulated.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Excepting for those that
are deregulated on the way through!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I shall make it
clear that that is true and I accept that there will be,
according to the government's papers, an increase
from 2500 contestable consumers to 7500 by the year
2000. But for the other 2 million or more consumers
there is no contestability; they will rely on the
regulator's prices. The minister is correct; for 7500 it
will be before 2000 and for 2 million - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Do we agree that
for 2 million consumers it is a regulated structure up
to the year 2000?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You want it regulated
beyond the year 2000, according to your motion!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is important to
look at the two periods when you are discussing
price and the impact of price competition. Within
the first period the government has said no real
price reductions will be delivered over the course of
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the next few years up until 2000. However, what
does the report say? At page 32 it welcomes the
announced reduction to domestic consumers and
states:
While that is to be welcomed, analysis presented by
Peter Fitzgerald suggests that these reductions will still
result in domestic consumers being worse off by 2000
than they would have been had prices been pegged to
the CPI from July 1992.

Hon. Bill Forwood - 'That is really an intelligent
thing to say.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It certainly is an
intelligent thing to say. The only exception would be
those domestic consumers with a high energy
consumption. An average consumer will be around
$200 worse off than if the prices had remained at
July 1992 levels.
What did the government do? It increased the price
of electricity by 10 per cent, doubled the supply
charge and said it would give some backup until the
year 2000. All the productivity savings achieved
under the former government in the electricity
industry were lost. The government is not giving
back what it has taken; people will still be $200
worse off at the end of the period than they were in
1992. So much for the regulated period and
reduction in prices during that period!
The report also shows that after the year 2000, 90 per
cent of the price charged to consumers will be part
of a fixed or regulated price with regard to wire
access or in terms of the identical price paid out of
the pool by the distribution businesses (DBs). 'That
means that only 10 per cent of the final price that
consumers will pay will be that part of the price that
is contestable. If one is trying to compete, assuming
the infrastructure is in place, on the basis of 10 per
cent, the report estimates that electricity prices could
be reduced or there could be a differential between
one DB and another DB of as much as 1 per cent.
One may be able to get 1 per cent cheaper electricity
from the distribution business next door, given the
level of fixed costs.

If people want to contest this, the Treasurer has
agreed that 90 per cent of the costs are already fixed
in the wire business. Do we have competition over
this 10 per cent? The argument is that maybe one
may be able to get a 1 per cent reduction in
electricity prices from the distribution business next
door. What is important is that to get the 1 per cent
cheaper electricity one needs a meter.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - It does not have to be next
door.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It could be next
door to the one next door. The point is that one must
have a meter. I had a look at one of these meters at
the engineering section of Solaris Power. The person
I was with was not keen for anybody to speak to me,
but somebody who had been working on the meters
for some time spoke to me and gave me information
about them. He told me the company had paid
$1800 per meter and was testing them. I said that the
price had to come down below that figure.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Who is this person?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am not telling
you who he is.
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save 1 per cent on an electricity bill over a 12-month
period? The average electricity bill in Victoria has
increased under this government from $700 to $800
a year. One per cent of that is $8. How long will it
take one to recover a 6 per cent inaccurate meter at
$8 a year? It shows the utter stupidity of the
proposal, which is highlighted in the report.
Hon. P. R. Hall - The report says that there has
been an increase in the average household bill in
three years. That is reported at page 37 for July 1993,
July 1994 and July 1995.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - There was also a
10 per cent increase in electricity prices before that
and a doubling of the supply charge.
Hon. P. R. Hall - And an average reduction in
the tariff charge.

Hon. R. I. Knowles - This is a fairy tale!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -If the minister
wishes to contest what I am saying, he should say
so. I am talking about a documented visit I made to
Solaris Power.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Date of visit?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I cannot
remember the exact date, but I can get it if
Mr Forwood is so concerned about it.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Was it this year or last year?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It was this year. I
was also given other technical information. It was
indicated to me that to get the price of a meter down
from $1800 there would have to be a compromise on
its accuracy. This is an interesting concept because
the best of the meters, the $1800 smart meter model,
has an inaccuracy tolerance of about 1 per cent. We
are saying that the distribution business next door
might offer only a 1 per cent reduction in power
costs but the top meter has an inaccuracy tolerance
of plus or minus 1 per cent, which means that the
reading might be wrong by the amount that one is
trying to save. That meter is too expensive. To get
the price down to as low as $300 or $400 the
technical officer estimated that a meter would have
to have an inaccuracy tolerance of about plus or
minus 6 per cent.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It also says that
with the proposed reductions people will still be
$200 a week worse off overall from 1992.
Hon. Bill Forwood - In eight years time!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is after the
government's announced reductions. Mr Forwood
should read page 32 of the report. The report
concludes that the point I was making about the
meters is correct. To cite an example, at page 34
there is a quote from John Ernst, who has made
calculations on the basis of a meter costing as little as
$200. He says that if one takes a bill of $600, and if
$136 of the $600 is in the form of a supply charge, it
means that purchasing a smart meter for $200 would
save $4.64.
I have exaggerated and said you could save $8 a
year, but John Ernst has said you will save up to
$4.64. On his calculations it would take you 43 years
to repay a meter costing $200. The government has
not established the fact that there will be
competition. It has not put the infrastructure in place
for competition. People will not have the meters in
their homes in the year 2000. Domestic consumers
will not have those meters so they will not be able to
choose other distribution businesses. On that basis
there will be private, geographically based
monopolies operating in the Victorian electricity
industry. They will hold captive within their
geographic areas all the people who live there.

Hon. Pat Power - This is a con!
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Wrong!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is an absolute
con! What does it mean for the average person to
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Because you
won't have the meters in. Will you have the meters
in?
Hon. C. A. Strong interjected..
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! there is too
much interjection. It is impossible for Hansard to
record the proceedings and it is impossible for the
Leader of the Opposition to make his points.
Mr Strong will have the opportunity of making his
comments in a moment
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Unfortunately
for Mr Strong the meters currently in our homes are
not smart meters; they are not the meters which
allow for that competition to occur. The current
meters do not allow time-of-day usage to be
measured and they do not measure electricity usage
every half hour.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Of course they do.
Hon. D. R. White - If that is correct, you can do
it now. You do it!

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! I don't
think the Leader of the Opposition is being assisted
by members of his own side or members of the
government who are interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Treasurer
has consistently talked. about the capacity to choose
your electricity supplier at various times of the day
or night so that you can benefit from purchasing
cheaper power at various times of the day and night
You won't be able to do that in 2000, and Mr Strong
knows that He is misleading the house in
suggesting that you can. A consumer may say that
he will take electricity from a different distributor
but he will not be able to say that he will buy
electricity from certain companies during any
particular period of the day or the month. That
won't be possible.
The real issue here, as Mr Strong clearly
understands, is that power is cheaper at certain
times of the day or night and the whole thing swings
on the profile of each individual. Mr Strong should
do some research. Competition occurs only when
companies calculate a profile of usage for each
person and then sell and compete on the basis of
changing that profile. The meters that will allow the
profile to be tracked over a 24-hour period will not
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be placed. in homes by 2000, and Mr Strong cannot
say they will. The sort of competition the
government is talking about is absolute nonsense.
There won't be any competition because nobody
will be interested in buying a meter at that cost in
order to get the benefits of competition. You cannot
get the benefits without the meter.
The only reason people would want to change from
buying electricity from distribution business A to
distribution business B is if they like the name of
distribution business B better than the name of
distribution business A. You won't get a better deal
from one company without buying a meter because
they can't track the profile.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I have quoted.
extensively from the report, which is an important
report. It calls on the government to do a whole host
of things. I shall conclude by referring to the issues
raised in the report about the environment. Page 29
makes it clear that more than 50 per cent of
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria come from the
electricity supply industry. The government has
dumped the demand management program. The
Minister for Conservation and Environment didn't
even know that had occurred; he hadn't been
consulted.. The Victorian industry is the only one in
Australia, pOSSibly in the world, that does not have a
demand management program.
The energy auditing and retrofitting programs have
been scrapped, the home energy advisory centre has
been scrapped, the wind farm project has been
scrapped and cogeneration has been wound back.
All the environmental initiatives of the SEC have
either been scrapped or wound back. It is certainly a
cause of concern, and that is why the report states at
page 31:
The government should ensure adherence to the
commitments of the national greenhouse response
strategy, including integrated resource planning and
prepare or service the SEC strategy to achieve
greenhouse targets by the year 2000.

The bottom line of this report is saying no to
privatisation. It is saying no to damaging our
environment It is saying no to country Victorians
paying more for electricity than people in the
metropolitan area. It is saying there will not be any
real competition in the industry.
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The report comes from a group of people sponsored
by a set of organisations that should have the respect
of members of the house. They are organisations
which care about Australia and Victoria. They
certainly care more than the present government
The opposition believes the report they sponsored
and endorsed should be taken seriously. I call on
members on both sides of the house to support this
report by voting for the motion.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - It is
worth closely examining the motion moved by Mr
Theophanous because it calls on the government to
adopt the recommendations of the report of the
Independent Public Inquiry into the Privatisation of
the Electridty Industry. Therefore it is worth looking
in detail at what that report says rather than just
hearing a general blast against privatisation, which
is the standard approach of the Leader of the
Opposition.
If we are to accept the recommendations we need to
look at their credibility. There is probably not much

doubt that the people who have sponsored the
report have done so with the very best of motives.
However, any inquiry such as this is dependent on
many factors. Perhaps the pivotal ones are: from
whom did they draw their evidence? What fadlities
and backup do they have to analyse what will
inevitably be conflicting evidence, sift truth from
assertion and come up with the appropriate
recommendations?
It is a great pity that as soon as the Leader of the
Opposition has delivered his typical tirade he
simply leaves the chamber. Rather than waiting to
hear some logic about the report and an analysis of
it, he walks out, which is fairly standard behaviour
for him.

Who made presentations to this hearing on
electridty? I shall quote at length from pages 47 and
48 of the report, which is heavily weighted towards
a certain category of presenter. It includes Gavin
Dufty from the Victorian Coundl of Social Services;
Richard Urie, who is here as an energy consultant
but who is a former SEC employee and whom I will
deal with in due course; people from the Consumer
Law Centre and the Consumer Advocacy and
Finandal Counsellors Association of Victoria; Leigh
Hocking from the Australian Services Union,
Victorian Energy Branch; Jenny Gerrand from Public
First; and we all know where they come from - Hon. Bill Forwood - That is a front organisation!
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - Indeed it is, and well
known to be. There is Brian Oates from the CEP
Union, Electrical Division; Mike Salvaris, whom we
have heard about before, from the Centre for Urban
and Social Research, Swinbume University; Kenneth
Davidson from the Age, who is well known for his
particular bias. Of course Mr Theophanous was also
a presenter, and I would be most interested to know
how long his submission took. Peter Kinrade of the
Australian Conservation Foundation was another
one.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What about Beryl Scott?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - And of course Beryl
Scott from the Country Women's Association was
one, and there are a few others.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What about page 49?
What about VECCI?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - What comes through
clearly is the bias of the people who presented to the
hearing. It has been suggested that page 49 presents
other sources that have been relied on, and there are
some good ones such as Kenneth Davidson and a
couple of papers from Dieneke Walker and Jo
Benvenuti, who also took a very partisan position on
this issue in the past
Hon. D. A. Nardella - And VECCI; you forgot
VECCI! And the Business Coundl of Australia!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I will deal with the
details of their submissions in a moment What
comes through is an overwhelming amount of
evidence from a particular direction. That is not to
say there was not evidence from other sources, but
the overwhelming amount of evidence from people
who went to the hearing came from a particular
viewpoint
This brings me to the next important issue, which is
the staff, backup and expertise of the people who
put the inquiry together and their ability to critically
analyse the information they were given. Without
such staff resources and backup, without knowledge
of the industry to critically analyse the information,
if 10 people tell you one thing and only one person
tells you another, you tend to go with the majority.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So you reckon David
Scott hasn't got any credentials?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I believe that is fairly
self-evident, yes. You cannot have just one person
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sitting on a hearing, no matter what experience that
person may have in the general engineering
industry, without backup. Having said that, it is
probably worth going through the reports in some
detail because the credibility of the evidence put
forward and conclusions drawn from it go to the
credibility of this motion.

Hon. C. A. STRONG -It is true.
Mr Theophanous should look at all the benchmark
studies. The average price is related to cost.

The first issue dealt with is price. The report in its
summary states that it is extremely difficult to assert,
as the government does, that the SEC is
uncompetitive on price. The report then deals with
some of the evidence on which it bases that
conclusion.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - I know a lot more than
you know, Mr Theophanous. You are probably
responsible for some of the misinformation that
perpetuated the myth that power in Victoria is
cheap based only on the industry segment. That
myth appears in all the union publications.

Let us look at that evidence, because if the evidence

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The average price in
Victoria was the second cheapest, to Queensland not
New South Wales. That is how much you know!

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are making it up!

is suspect, so is the conclusion. Continuing

distortions are made by many people in dealing
with the question of price. Page 14 of the report says,
for instance, that
The BIE ... found Victoria to be the cheapest source of
power for industry in Australia in overall terms ...

It also quotes from a 1994 KPMG benchmarking
study carried out on behalf of the current

government, which found that the cost of electricity
for industrial customers was one of the lowest in the
world.
Victoria has some of the cheapest electricity prices
for large industrial use in the world. One has only to
look at the prices paid by Alcoa to know that that is
true. Alcoa pays a very cheap price, and we know
that because we are paying approximately $200
million a year from the budget to subsidise it!
Large industries are paying a low electricity price
because of cross-subsidisation. If the SEC was
competitive on price in one sector, the industrial
sector, as a result of cross-subsidisation, so what!
That is not an argument for anything other than
cross-subsidisation.
Every bit of evidence in benchmark studies of the
electricity industry in New South Wales,
Queensland and Victoria that have been published
in SEC reports year after year shows that during the
past 10 years the average price of electricity in
Victoria - not just one sector - is higher than in
New South Wales and very much higher than in
Queensland.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is not true!

Hon. C. A. STRONG - I am not making it up.
The benchmark studies all say the same thing. The
last study done on Queensland by Garlick and
Associates - Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Mr Theophanous has
never heard of Garlick and ASsociates, but that
company has done more benchmarking studies on
electricity costs in Australia than any other
organisation. He says he has never heard of it, yet it
has done benchmark studies on Queensland, New
South Wales and Victoria for the past three or four
years. Those results have been published in the
ESAA magazine and in all its reports, but
Mr Theophanous has never heard of the firm! It is
probably because he doesn't like the results. The
studies say the same thing about costs. A 1991-92
study, for example, shows the all-up cost of
electricity production in VictOria at 7.78 c/kWh
compared with 6.2 c/kWh in Queensland and
7.7 c/kWh in New South Wales. There is no doubt
where Victoria ranks. The conclusion drawn by the
independent public inquiry report referred to by
Mr Theophanous is that the SEC was competitive on
price, but the report based that on the cost of
industrial electricity supply. That is a major
mistake - although in all fairness it is a mistake
many people make because they look at the
electricity price for only one segment, industry.
People who understand the industry and have a
research capacity that allows them to get beneath a
superficial submission are therefore needed. If you
are coming from a particular point of view, you can
use the figures to create an impression that is wrong.
I argue strongly, as does all the evidence, that the
report's conclusion - that it is extremely difficult to
assert that the SEC was uncompetitive in terms of
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price - is clearly and demonstrably wrong! That
fact is well established and well known in the
industry.
The next point raised in the report is SEC
indebtedness. At page 15 it says some things that are
true. It talks about the government's claim that there
was a large debt and that there is a link between cost
and prices and that debt is built into cost and is
therefore reflected in price. The first paragraph on
page 15 states:
If the interest cost on SECV debt was excessive due to
over-indebtedness, then this cost could and would be
passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices,
especially in a monopoly situation.

It agrees with what we have said all along: when
you have a monopoly it is anti-competitive and the
consumer must take what he is given. The report

continues:
Competitive prices may have an adverse effect on the
ability of an enterprise to service its debt, however, this
was not the case with the SEC in recent years. Several
submissions presented evidence that the SECV was not
only able to service debt, but also paid a sizeable
dividend to the government.

When one considers that in the light of the earlier
paragraph, which says that a monopoly is able to
charge what it likes, the report draws the conclusion
that the debt was not a problem for the SEC - a
really breathtaking conclusion!
The report goes on to look at the various standard
measures of indebtedness such as the debt-equity
ratio. It states:
In 1992-93, prior to the reform process, the SECV's

debt-equity ratio was 342 per cent and had been
decreasing for several years. Is this excessive? By
comparison, the top 20 companies listed on the
Australian stock exchange had an average debt-equity
ratio of 382.2 per cent.

I do not know where the report's authors got that
information from. SECV documents give what it
believes was the debt-equity ratio. It says that in
February 1992 the debt-equity ratio for the SEC was
466 per cent, which is different from the 342 per cent
quoted in the report.
The SEC's debt-equity ratio was 466 per cent. Let us
look at the debt-equity ratios of some of the largest
listed companies in January 1992: Australian
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Gaslight Company, 117 per cent; BHP, 81 per cent;
CSR, 73.8 per cent; Pacific Dunlop, 222 per cent; and
Coles Myer, 50.3 per cent. Those figures are
remarkably different from the figure of 382 per cent
in the report.
It may well be that at the time of the analysis the

stock exchange had listed in the top 20 companies
owned by Bond and Skase. As you know,
Mr Theophanous, timing is all important in such
matters. That may have made a difference, but there
is no doubt that the debt-equity ratio of the SEC was
significantly above that of major respectable
companies.
The report that is the subject of today's motion
draws the conclusion that debt is not a problem. The
actual debt-equity ratios show that that argument is
clearly flawed because the factual information on
which the conclusion is based is wrong. That
reinforces the need to have one's own people do the
work. It is understandable that anybody who relied
on a submission from Mr Theophanous might be
somewhat misled.
The report examines the funding of the SEC and its
debt levels and suggests that the wonderful
no-new-debt policy the SEC put in place in 1991-92
had a big impact. On page 5 of the report, SEC

Corporate Strategy: Understanding the SEC's Business
Position, is a chart that illustrates where the SEC's
money goes. I will summarise the key box, which
divides the total cash outflow of the SEC: every year
4 cents in the dollar goes to public authority
dividends; 39 cents to employees; 36 cents to outside
suppliers; and 47 cents to finance charges. TIlat
comes to 126 cents per year. The SEC's cash outflow
of 126 cents per year is matched by a cash inflow of
100 cents per year from customers and 26 cents from
lenders. That shows the SEC's critical financial
position. The money spent by the SEC year after
year was way in excess of the money it brought in
from sales.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What is the date of that
document?
Hon.. C. A. STRONG -It is dated 1986. It is no
different from the later position. Page 10 of that
report projects the SEC's budget and cash and
expenditure levels. The projections are even
worse - and they were fulfilled. I make those points
simply to make it clear that, without appropriate
in-depth analysis, the situation will not be
understood.
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The annual report of 1992-93 is the last annual report
to deal with the electricity industry as one unit. It
reveals some interesting points that are never
mentioned by Mr Theophanous. For instance, Wlder
the heading 'Profit and Loss' finance charges
amount to almost $1 billion. The notes to the annual
report make some interesting points regarding
capital charges. Paragraph 1.61 on page 46 states:
Finance charges comprise inter alia interest on all
borrowed funds, loan establishment fees, amortising of
premiums/ discounts ...

It states that the capitalisation of finance charges will

take place. In other words, all finance charges, all
money associated with SEC capital investments,
whether Loy Yang A or Loy Yang B, during the
construction process have always been capitalised.
People approach this subject glibly - that is not the
case with Mr Theophanous; he fundamentally does
not understand the situation - believe that profit
and loss interest is all the SEC incurred. The interest
charge of $1 billion referred to significantly
understates the total interest charged - by around
$200 million. When capitalised finance charges are
added, the debt servicing cost is increased by
around $200 million a year.
The debt situation is significantly worse than
generally reported by commentators who look at the
annual report in a superficial way. Loy Yang B was
sold to overcome that problem and to remove that
debt before it got on the balance sheet. The report
that is the subject of today's motion states that debt
was reduced; it was not reduced, it was simply
shifted off the balance sheet. The conclusions
regarding indebtedness are simply incorrect and
cannot, therefore, have any credibility.
The next issue dealt with in the report is SEC
efficiency. Let us once again turn to the evidence
available. Simply quoting evidence from partisan
sources will give the result a person is looking for; if
incorrect evidence is relied on, inevitably the wrong
conclusions will be drawn.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Like the Business
Council of Australia.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - In fact there is some
evidence from that group, which I shall go into in
detail.
Hon. Pat Power - Tell us about the meters.
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - I shall get to that, too.
One of the key opinions drawn on by
Mr Theophanous at some length was from
Richard Urie, a former chief engineer, planning and
investigations, of the SECV. It is important to
remember his position in the SECV because within
the structure of the SECV at that stage the planning
and investigations department dealt with the siting
of power stations and other facilities and
investigated the soil conditions, the coal
WldergroWld and so on, rather than dealing with
how much electricity would be generated.
He showed his lack of knowledge about the margins
of capacity over demand by saying that it exceeded
40 per cent in the mid-1980s but came down to
23 per cent in 1992. In dealing with the issue of
capital productivity the figure he quoted does not
take account of the fact that two Loy Yang B units
have since come on line.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is a strong
speech.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I am giving
Mr Theophanous some real facts rather than the
rubbish he churns out and presents in a partisan
way year after year - just like the rubbish he
churned out when he considered the United
Kingdom system and spoke at great length about
vertical disaggregation in the UK! He quoted a lot of
UK examples, one of which was in Scotland. He
gave Aberdeen as an example, but he did not even
know that it was in Scotland or that Scotland does
not have vertical separation.
Mr Theophanous does not know a single fact about
this industry; he just takes what suits his personal
position. By carefully selecting the time span for
which he gives the statistics he gets a different
position. The evidence he presented was skewed
and incorrect and the conclusions he drew are
inevitably suspect, and that is exactly the case with
his capital productivity argument.

One of the sources of material the authors of the
report used is the Hilmer report on national
competition policy. It is interesting that they quote a
paragraph from the Hilmer report and then totally
ignore it:
Where privatisation of a substantial public monopoly is
proposed there should be a rigorous, open and
independent study of all related structural issues. There
should be a presumption in favour of vertical
separation.
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Ron. W. A. N. Rartigan - What is happening in
New South Wales?
Ron. C. A. STRONG - That is a good point,
because the line that used to come out of New South
Wales gave an enormous amoWlt of comfort to
members opposite. Ross BWlyon made many
comments about vertical integration being the way
to go. A Labor government in New South Wales has
now looked at Pacific Power after a whole series of
reports into what was the best way to go and
decided on vertical separation and the split-up of
generation. Only this past weekend, according to
newspaper reports, something like 60 per cent of
members at the New South Wales ALP conference
supported that separation.
Once again the opposition is caught in a time warp.
The rest of the world - even the Hilmer report - is
going in one direction, but the opposition is going in
a different direction. It is quoting one person who is
way out of step with the rest of the world and
claiming he is the source of all wisdom. That
wisdom has overtaken him, and the opposition is
left without credibility.
I shall now consider the trends in the rest of the
world. There is a trend throughout the world
towards vertical separation; it is happening in all
major COWltrles. The US, New Zealand, Italy,
HWlgary, Portugal, Turkey are all disaggregating
their existing industries. It is to do with structure.
The second trend is to introduce private capital into
the electricity market That has been done in two
ways: a staged privatisation, where as new
increments are added they are funded by the private
sector, and wholesale privatisation of the existing
system.
The first model of private ownership of new
increments is happening almost everywhere in the
world. It is now happening in the Middle Eastern
countries, China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan and the
Philippines.
Hon. Jean Mc Lean interjected.
Ron. C. A. STRONG -If she is such an expert
on China, I ask the honourable member who is
building the new increment there? If you read the
papers you will see the great majority of them are
being built by private capital. China will be
electrified by private capital.
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Privatisation is already under way in Argentina,
Mexico, Peru, Spain, Venezuela and the UK. It has
already happened in Malaysia and most of the
USA's electricity is already in private ownership.
There is no doubt that there is a massive worldwide
change towards private ownership. France is going
the same way; it will be privatising its electricity
industry.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - They are running an
extension cord from Mururoa Atoll!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Gee, you're funny. A
serious issue like that for our COWltry and our region
and you crack some weak joke!
The PRESIDENT - Order! I suggest that
Mr Strong ignores interjections.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - You're pathetic!
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Strong, when I
am speaking I expect you to take some notice of
what I say. I suggest you ignore the interjections.
The debate has nothing to do with Mururoa and you
should return to the subject matter before the house.
I suggest to the Leader of the Opposition that he not
interject on an entirely irrelevant matter.
Ron. C. A. STRONG - I shall talk about the
Business COWlcil of Australia, which made a
submission clearly in favour of the direction that has
been taken. It expressed some concerns about the
pooling mechanism; the way electricity will be
traded. The concerns expressed were that there
would be insufficient opportunities for contracting,
and that has been reported in the press on many
occasions. Discussions have taken place between the
Business Council of Australia and the electricity
reform unit. The cOWlcil now much better
Wlderstands the situation and is more than pleased
with it.
The report of the Independent Public Inquiry into
the Privatisation of the Electricity Industry also
criticises the pooling arrangements we have adopted
by comparing them to the UK's pooling
arrangements. The point needs to be made that we
have a pooling system that is quite different from
the UK pooling system. In saying the pooling
problems are a result of not being allowed to
contract, the report says at page 21 that
apprOximately 95 per cent of the power traded is
operated outside the pool in Britain by contracts.
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This is just one of the inconsistencies throughout the
report, fundamentally because of a lack of detailed
understanding. In dealing with privatisation the
report looks only at two issues - that is, vertical
separation and pooling. There is no evidence
presented in the report for or against the whole
question of whether privatisation will be a good or
bad thing. It reduces the question of privatisation in
its consideration to the issue of pooling. Therefore, it
does not address the question of privatisation at all.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -lbat is not true!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Have you read the
report, Mr Theophanous? On page 19 it asks
whether privatisation will improve the situation.
That is the question. Page 22 states the answer:
Finding: Dividing the industry's generation capacity
into five competing units appears unlikely to create
either greater technical efficiency, reliability of supply,
or lower prices. The financial and technical efficiency of
the wholesale market, with both bilateral agreements
and pool transactions, is contentious.

Nowhere does the report deal with the broader issue
of privatisation of public ownership versus private
ownership. It is reduced to an issue of structure and
pool trading. The simple point I am making is that
the credibility of the report's recommendations is
related to the submissions. You can talk about
anything and make some recommendation that is
way out of left field, but it has no credibility if it is
not based on the arguments, information and
evidence canvassed in the report. As I have pointed
out, there is no canvassing of privatisation in that
section of the report that alleges to deal with
privatisation.
The report asks whether state debt will be reduced
and talks about the recent sale of United Energy for
approximately $1.5 billion. It refers to the fact that
the SEC has a total debt of $9.5 billion. It says the
$9.5 billion worth of debt is to be reduced by the sale
of United Energy for $1.5 billion, which leaves a
further $8 billion worth of debt.
The report continues with that logic to talk about the
need to sell all parts of the SEC for $12.5 billion.
What is consistently overlooked and needs to be
clearly put on the record is the fact that the
government has no intention of selling the totality of
what was the former SEC. When the opposition
compares the total debt of the former SEC to only
that portion the government is selling it is being
misleading. To be correct the opposition must talk
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only about the debt of that portion of the SEC the
government is selling.
The part that is not being sold is the basic high
voltage transmission system - Power Grid Victoria.
That portion has a debt of close to $2 billion. So, of
the total $9.5 billion, about $2 billion will remain in
state ownership. We are therefore talking only about
debts of $7.5 billion attached to the assets the
government is to sell. The report says that for those
parts the government will sell the likely sale price is
$12.5 billion. Those assets have $7.5 billion of debt
associated with them. It will not be as bad as the
report suggests, because the report overlooks the
detailed figures that I have just outlined. Why?
Because it is not in the interests of those who
presented the evidence to do so.
Unfortunately the issue of paying off the debt and
comparing that to the dividend stream is
misrepresented all the time. At page 14 the report
refers to power prices. The situation when we came
to office and the necessity to raise extra money to
reduce state debt resulted in the government putting
a special levy on electricity for that singular purpose.
The levy is now to be phased out by the year 2000 as
a result of tariff pricing. One can distort the facts by
saying that the special levy was part of a normal
dividend. By taking the historic level of SEC
dividends between 1982 and 1992 before the special
levy and reducing those figures to 1992 dollars, one
can work out the average annual dividend from the
SEC, which is $113.6 million.

If one simply takes the interest saving from the debt
reduction achieved by the $1.5 billion United Energy
sale, that already puts one ahead of the average
dividend level. No sensible business would use that
special one-off levy and call it a dividend. It is
misleading. The conclusions in the report are
therefore flawed. The amount from the United
Energy sale, when applied to paying off debt, gives
a reduction in interest greater than the average
dividend over that 10-year period.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is the dividend
that applied in the 1980s. Why don't you talk about
the productivity of the industry instead of going into
stupid arguments of what the dividend was back in
the 1980s?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - The report quotes at
length from Ross Bunyon, Chief Executive Officer of
Pacific Power. His comments of June 1993 are now
invalid and have been overturned by the Labor
government of New South Wales, which
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acla\owledged the necessity for vertical separation
and disaggregation of the generation area. I do not
know how Mr Theophanous rationalises three years
of opposition to this direction when his brothers in
New South Wales, after being in office for a short
period, have embraced exactly the opposite position.
I turn to the question of safety. In many cases the
information in the report misses the point about the
role of the Office of the Regulator-General in the
area of licensing and so on. It talks about anecdotal
evidence that has been put to it. I shall paraphrase a
letter that appeared earlier this year in one of my
local newspapers. In essence, the letter to the editor
talked about a rotten pole in the area that fell down
and blacked out Significant parts of the suburb.
There followed what one could call a comedy of
errors when the wrong people showed up and had
to go away to get material, and after returning had
to go away again to get other material. The letter
painted a picture of considerable and unnecessary
disruption, inefficiency and cost to the community.
It implied that this was clearly a consequence of the
restructure of the SEC.
The incident was investigated by the local
distributor, who had no record of it but finally
managed to track down the lady who wrote the
letter. The distributor asked whether she had
witnessed the incident. She said she had noti that
she had simply heard about it She went on to say
that now the SEC is privatised this sort of thing is
happening all the time and that she wrote letters on
behalf of the Public First campaign which, as we all
know, is an anti-privatisation group funded by
unions.
There is a strong need to look beyond the face value
of these issues because this is a clear example of
misleading information being promoted in the press.
If the opposition is interested in safety it should look
no further than two reports that have recently been
published. The first was released yesterday by the
Office of the Regulator-General, which has set out a
whole series of indices for customer service, safety
levels and so on. The second was also released over
the past few days by the Office of the Chief Electrical
Inspector W\der the Electric Light and Power Act.
Both reports reveal that since the disaggregation of
the industry there has been an improvement in the
safety and service levels of suppliers. There has
certainly been no deterioration. On the evidence
there has been a Significant improvement - and
that is also the evidence that has come out of the
United Kingdom. There is no real evidence
suggesting that the service has been reduced. There
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has been only phoney evidence such as misleading
letters to newspapers that are regurgitated in forums
like this.
In considering the consumer's choice of meters it is
important to read what others say about choice so
that we can recognise how false some claims are.
Page 33 of the report refers to customers being able
to buy from any retailer after deregulation of the
industry. The report also quotes various letters to
the Age which suggest that the retail margin is in the
order of 10 per cent. One letter by John Dick to the
Age states:
A 10 per cent saving to a consumer of the 10 per cent of
costs that they have control over translates to a massive
1 per cent of their total energy bill.

The report says that as a result of competition and
meters you will be able to make a very small saving
in the retailing element of the total energy cost
However, those who presented the evidence to the
study did not say that if you consider the cost of
electricity as delivered, about 55 to 60 per cent of
that relates to the manufacture of the product, about
10 per cent is the retailing element and the rest is the
delivery charge. If you were able to buy from
competing generators and retailers, between 60 and
70 per cent of the total cost of the product would be
contestable, not the 10 per cent as suggested in the
report. That is the false evidence contained in the
report behind the conclusion that choice would not
give any benefit, that you would have a choice of 10
per cent of the product cost, whereas the real choice
would relate to 60 to 70 per cent of the product cost
simply because you would have the choice of the
company which produces it - and that is where the
major cost lies.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - The fact that you don't
understand is absolutely breathtaking. When you go
to buy any product in the competitive marketplace
you are dealing with the cost to manufacture that
product, not simply the margin that some milk-bar
operator might add on as the retailing element. You
are dealing with the total cost. You can subject the
full manufacturing component to competitive forces.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But everybody is
going to buy from the pool!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - The competitive forces
work in the pool. Any conclusions based on the
incorrect evidence in the report are similarly
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incorrect. They miss the point Our whole objective
is to try to get competitive pressure applying to the
producer of the electricity, because that is where the
cost is.
At page 33 the report also refers to the prohibitive
cost of metering and administrative costs. It says if a
meter is going to cost you $200 and you have only
the retail margin to deal with it will take you forever
to get the benefit. "That overlooks the fact that there
will be competition on something like 60 to 70 per
cent of the price of the product.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are you saying there
will be a 60 to 70 per cent difference in price?
Hon. C. A STRONG - I am not saying that.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What will be the
differential?
Hon. C. A STRONG - About 60 to 70 per cent
of the total cost of the product will be contestable. If
you use the 10 per cent figure that this report uses
you could get a 10 per cent saving on 60 to 70 per
cent of the cost, which represents a lot of money.
It is important to examine the metering issue, and I
shall take some time to explain it to the opposition.
You have a meter on your house now. In the future
you will have the ability to buy electricity from
various people. How will the company know what
to charge you for your electricity? Its representatives
will read your meter. If you bought 100 units of
power from me it would be shown on the meter. If
the price I charge you is, say, 5 cents a unit, then, as
you have used 100 units, I would charge you 5 cents
multiplied by 100. What will happen in the
competitive industry? People will offer you a
different price. Rather than offer you a price of 5
cents a unit they might offer you 4.5 cents a unit.
You will use the same units and they will come
along and read the meter and if you have used 100
units they will multiply that by 4.5 cents by 100 and
you will get a reduced price. You will buy electricity
from somebody, whether it be a generator or retailer,
and that person will sell it to you at a rate as he does
now and your existing meter will read the volume as
it does now!

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - So I will be able to
ring up Loy Yang B?
Hon. C. A STRONG - If Loy Yang applies for a
retailer's licence, as it probably will, you will be able
to ring up Loy Yang and buy it from them.
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Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Hon. C. A STRONG - Before the luncheon
adjournment I was referring to meters and the fact
that consumers will have the benefit of competition
using the meters they currently have because
different suppliers will charge different rates and the
consumer's bill will reflect the volume read on the
meter multiplied by the rate.
Hon. D. R. White - And why can't you do that
now?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - You can, in fact, do that
now. As soon as customers are deregulated they will
be able to do it through their existing meters.
Therefore, if they were deregulated now they could
do it now.
The question is not about meters; it is about the
deregulation timetable, as Mr White well knows. On
the question of more technologically advanced
meters, I know various smart meters are available.
As with all technology, their prices are reducing
rapidly and if consumers want to avail themselves
of the benefit that might come from using such a
meter they can purchase one, but all the benefits of
competition will be derived through existing meters
once the industry is deregulated.
Another example of that point is the recent article
from Citipower, which through the metering system
is already allowing customers to produce their own
electricity, feed it into the grid and credit that power
against their power bill. That option is available
now. I refer honourable members to an article in the
Age of 30 September stating that that facility is
already available for consumers.
The other issue that comes through the report quite
extensively concerns problems that may occur for
people who will be worse off in terms of
disconnection. In today's Australian an article
appears under the headline:
Lower-paid better off after power break-up.

It relates to a report released yesterday by the
Regulator-General, Mr Robin Davey, and says, in
part:
'The break-up of Victoria's electricity industry had not
led to a reduction in service standards with lower
income earners actually better off, a report by the
state's Regulator-General has found.
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Once again that puts a hole in the argument that
these changes will disadvantage people. The facts
are on the table: there is no disadvantage. As one
goes through each of the items in the report,
whether they concern price, indebtedness or
efficiency, one finds the evidence led is incorrect and
conclusions drawn from incorrect evidence will
clearly be wrong.
Therefore, in every way the conclusions and
recommendations of the report are suspect on the
basis of the evidence and the analysis of it, and any
support for the recommendations of the report is
clearly not appropriate because the
recommendations are themselves flawed as a result
of the evidence presented. On that basis I oppose the
motion.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Mr Strong
wants us to believe that the current metering system
is capable of delivering competition. He wants us to
believe that the only thing restraining us from
having competition is that we are operating in a
regulated market
This regulated market has seen the emergence of
five distribution companies and the sale of United
Energy to Utilicorp, and he is saying the technology
required is available. The only regulation we have at
the moment is a regulated maximum price for the
sale of electricity. There is no regulated minimum
price and no marketing is being done by Powercor,
Citicorp, Solaris, Eastern Energy or anyone else
suggesting to the commercial or domestic market
and particularly to residential consumers that they
have a choice from existing technology.

What Mr Strong is talking about in respect of the
emergence of competition within the retail market is
a complete fallacy. There is no evidence to suggest
that competition is available in the form that we
know and understand in the telecommunications
industry. We have Optus and Telstra out talking to
the domestic market, seeking our business, but in
electricity there is no evidence that that type of
competition is available: there is no marketing
strategy to seek it and of course the technology is not
available to enable it to occur, nor will it be available
at affordable prices by the year 2000.
Therefore the notion that competition is available is
incorrect both now and beyond the year 2000, and as
Terry McCrann points out - and he is a supporter
of privatisation, as well as being a better financial
analyst than Mr Strong -because of the price at
which the Treasurer and Premier are dedicated to
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selling the electricity business, not only are the state
coffers worse off but there will be an increase in
electricity prices beyond the year 2000. There is no
question that prices will increase as they have in
other parts of the world, and domestic consumers
will be worse off.
However, I refute the statements of Mr Strong and
the words of some major supporters of privatisation
about structural reform in Victoria. These include
Mr Robert White, former Chairman and General
Manager of the SEC, and Charles Trethowan, also
formerly Chairman and General Manager of the
SEC, who is currently a board member of the
National Australia Bank, Mayne Nickless Ltd and
other major companies.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You worked him over,
didn't you? You lift-welled him! Didn't you chuck
him down the well?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - While I was minister he
became the Chairman of the SEC. We split the
functions in the SEC and he became the chairman
and Jim Smith became the chief executive. During
the time he was chairman we also had Kevin
Connelly in place. He was the person who, after the
Loy Yang A industrial dispute during the late 1970s,
was suggested to the Hamer government when it
sought someone to manage the construction of the
Loy Yang A power station. The Hamer government
was told that there was someone within the SEC
who could do that, Kevin Connelly. He was given
that responsibility. He was also head of transmission
and for a brief time he was the chief general
manager. For some time he was the late George
Bates's superior.
He is joined by Allan Maguire, a former chief
engineer for production coordination, and Greg
Lake, a former chief engineer, system control. Those
five men are supporters of privatisation and this is
what they say about electricity supply reform. They
are people who, between them, have spent between
200 and 300 years in much more senior positions in
the SEC than Mr Strong ever attained or ever could
attain. They state:
We are writing on behalf of a group of retired former
SEC executives to voice our concerns about some
aspects of the plans the government is implementing in
its reform of the electricity industry. It is over 70 years
since the former SECV was established - -

Hon. C. A. Strong - What is its date?
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Hon. D. R. WHITE - August this year. It
continues:
... and we agreed it was timely to examine the role of
government in the electricity business. We can
understand the desire of the government in wanting to
make it the responsibility of private enterprise.
We acknowledge the government's intention to
privatise the distribution business; to retain the
transmission network as a separate entity; to establish
VPX as a means of coordinating supply and managing
the wholesale market; to establish a means of
regulating the industry; and finally to proceed with the
privatisation of the five presently corporatised
generating entities - namely, Loy Yang A, Yallourn W,
Hazelwood, Newport/Jeeralang, Victorian hydro
stations.
Our prime concern is the adoption of arrangements

based on the reform system developed in England and
Wales in terms of the disaggregation of the generating
system and the use of a competitive bidding method
based on quoted prices unrelated to the actual cost of
production. We note that this method is not known to
be in use anywhere else in the world.
As a group we have given serious consideration to

these reforms and feel compelled to comment on
several problems which we believe are inherent in the
existing arrangements and proposals.
(a) The lack of overall planning for the expansion of the
generating system, thus leaving consumers at the
mercy of private entrepreneurs who mayor may
not respond to price signals in the marketplace.

The question being raised is that there is surplus
capacity of between 20 and 30 per cent - the
government says 40 per cent - and at any time part
of the system must be being used, restored and
maintained. They say that in February 1995 there
was a real prospect of blackouts in this state, and
they also say that under the marketplace reforms the
government proposes that someone will emerge
from the marketplace to build the next unit as and
when it is required in accordance with security ~f
supply in the system, but they argue that that will
not occur. There is no evidence to support the
government's optimism about the marketplace
producing someone to design, plan, construct and.
build the next power station in time to meet secunty
of supply requirements if there is no gove~ent
planning, activity or initiative. The letter continues:
(b) The outworking of a half-hourly 'bidding into the

pool method' as a basis of short and long-term
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financial transactions. These bids are in no way
related to sellers' costs, either total or incremental.

The letter goes on to suggest the upgrading of the
scheduling and coordinating responsibilities of VPX
so that more efficient use of resources can be
achieved and reliability of supply improved. It
continues:
This would be greatly assisted by the introduction of

demand and energy components of coast as suggested
above. Section 17 of the legislation provides VPX with
overriding responsibilities in times of system
emergency. However, it is equally important to have
the facility to direct operations in anticipation of
potential system emergencies.

They also say there is a need to:
Establish a corporate entity to have the responsibility
for long-term planning of the generating system,
including the calling of tenders for the construction of
new plant under private enterprise finance '"

What they are saying is that the outworking of a
half-hourly bidding system into the pool me~od is
not only causing dislocation in day-to-day pnces but
will continue to do so. It means we do not have a
secure pricing method. They are saying that at the
moment a person who is proposing to purchase a
part of the generating system will have no sec:unty
of market for his or her product. They are saymg
that the owner of a generating system will have as
its only security the ability to sell to the pool every
half hour.
Hon. C. A Strong - Unless it has a contract
outside the pool, which it probably will have.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - With whom?
Hon. C. A. Strong - With a purchaser.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - In response to Mr Strong: if
you were a purchaser of one part of the generating
system, such as Yallourn W, you would approach a
financier today and say, 'I wish to purchase Loy
Yang W in whole or part'. The financier would say,
'What market have you got for your product?' You
would then have to say, 'I have no market for the
product, all 1 have is the ability to supply into the
pool plus the capacity to enter into some contracts
with some large users'. Compare that with what the
financier will expect if he or she is going to finance
the purchase of Yallourn W. The financier will
expect some security and a genuine market for the
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product. There is no evidence to suggest that a
financier would accept anything else.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - With overcapacity
and pricing that your government sought for
10 years to overcome! I say that as a member of the
community.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I will address both of those
issues.
Hon. C. A. Strong - Investors in the USA have
shaped up to and accepted the ability to fund
generation without long-term contracts.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - With the pooling methods
overseas there is no doubt there is a guaranteed
market for the generator. Under these arrangements,
with the model Troughton has on the table that is
currently operating, that will not be sufficient to
attract support from financiers underpinning any
bid for one of the major generators. As a
consequence one of two things will happen: either
the pooling method will have to go or the
prospective purchaser will have to look to the
Treasurer for some form of guarantee, which City
Link has already done.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I refer Mr Hartigan to the
evidence given before the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee last week by the Treasurer
when he responded to a question about the fact that
on 7 September he put in the Government Gazette a
notice about the capacity to provide a government
guarantee to City Link. He said he was currently
having negotiations with City Link with a view to
prOviding that support.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - What support?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - A guarantee to assist City
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Hon. D. R. WHITE - The honourable member
should read the transcript of evidence. We will see
whether Transurban and City Link operate under
such a guarantee.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Are you suggesting an
alternative is a fixed price for 30 years?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - We made available to the
opposition of the day all details of the Mission
Energy transaction before it reached a position. Not
only did we give all pricing details but we funded
the opposition in conducting a separate study.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Were you in
government? Did you make the decision?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - We will come to that. Then
opposition members asked for funding that would
assist in getting technical and professional advice
regarding Mission Energy. They asked that the
consultant Price Waterhouse carry out some work
for them, work the then government paid for to
enable them to reach a position on the Mission
Energy transaction.
As the government of the day, the Labor Party did
not seek to look at the Price Waterhouse study, but
the then opposition looked at the Price Waterhouse
material and all other documentation made
available and willingly supported the project and its
pricing.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The honourable member
was once a strong protectionist, which is why he got
the job at Ford. He was a tariff officer, a full-time
protection officer. His express purpose was to get
more protection for Ford. Anyone looking in the
parliamentary handbook will see he is a born-again
rationalist who throughout his commercial life
survived--

Link.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - A financial guarantee?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - It is a financial guarantee
to reduce funding costs. He knows that with a
government guarantee the cost of financing City
Link will be reduced. There is no doubt that that is
what the Treasurer is foreshadowing he will
formally do.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Hartigan, I
suggest you allow Mr White to address his remarks
through the Chair. Mr White should ignore
interjections; the motion has nothing to do with tariff
officers.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I am happy to respond to
the honourable member's interjections. The letter I
have referred to states:
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Present indications are that new generation plant will
be required in some four or five years time thus
requiring immediate attention. (This could be
exacerbated by the retirement of the Hazelwood power
station).

Two out of the eight units at Hazelwood are no
longer operative because of a shortage of water. The
government, in its secrecy, has failed to announce at
any time that those two units have been lost to the
system in total. No announcement to that effect has
been made by state-owned enterprises, the
government or the relevant minister.
Hon. P. R. Hall - My understanding is that they
are in mothballs. They may be important at some
future time.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I will place a bet with you
that they will never operate again.
Hon. P. R. Hall - They might not need to
operate again.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - They will never be used
again. According to the efficient model the
government is operating under, it did not see fit to
take the Victorian community into its confidence
and tell the community that those two units are no
longer part of a system.
Hon. P. R. Hall - Everybody knows about that.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - At no stage has it been
announced that those two units are no longer part of
the system.
Hon. P. R. Hall - It is common knowledge.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Show me one press
report -locally, interstate or anywhere else.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The member will
speak through the chair.
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The PRESIDENT -Order! I am trying to keep
him quiet, too. You are encouraging him.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The honourable member
will not be able to find any newspaper anywhere in
the state that reports that those two units are
inoperative. Certainly the Minister for Energy and
Minerals has never indicated that that is the case.
On the one hand we have people like Robert White,
Charles Trethowan, Kevin Connelly, Allan Maguire
and Greg Lake saying that the security of supply is
jeopardised by those operations now and into the
future; on the other hand, we have Graham Dillon
and Peter Troughton saying that all is well.

The Regulator-General did not comment today on
the nature and extent of blackouts. I remind
honourable members that it was alleged in the press
when the chief executive of Powercor, Chris
Mitchell, resigned that he did so because he wanted
to see a public float of Powercor and not a trade sale.
The honourable member for Warrnambool said that
that was not the case. He said that Chris Mitchell
had resigned because of the number of blackouts at
Mortlake. On the front page of that reputable paper
the Warrnambool Standard is John McGrath taking the
credit for getting rid of Chris Mitchell. Why was that
so?
As you, Mr President, would well know, farmers at
Mortlake had been complaining about the nature
and extent of the blackouts under Powercor,
blackouts that had not previously been experienced.
Mr McGrath complained day after day, week after
week, on behalf of the people of his electorate,
saying that such blackouts had not been experienced
in the 76-year history of the SEC.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is surprising given
that those people would not have been connected to
the power grid for 76 years.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - I am happy to respond to
his interjections.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - For the benefit of
Mr Hallam, from the time the people of Mortlake
have had the benefit of the provision of electricity
they have not experienced such electricity blackouts.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I am not happy for
you to respond.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -How would you
know?

Hon. D. R. WHITE - Mr President, I remind you
that interjections are disorderly; responses are
orderly.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - You should ask the
honourable member for Warrnambool. Mortlake is
also in the electorate of the Minister for Finance. He
does not deny that what Mr McGrath is saying is
correct - namely, that since the deregulation of the
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system the people of Mortlake - people in the
electorate of Mr Hallam and the President - have
been experiencing blackouts in a form never
experienced. Such reports are coming to us every
day of the week.
There have never before been blackouts in the
shopping centre at Anglesea or at Endeavour Hills,
Jolimont and East Melbourne, where 7000 properties
were without electricity. People have been
complaining every week of blackouts in the
Woodend area. The opposition has contacted
Powercor. It has helped set up an arrangement
whereby a nominated group of people in the
Tylden-Woodend area have to keep a diary over the
next three months detailing every incident such as a
blackout or power surge so that Powercor can then
check the system to establish the cause.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
SEC: Flinders Street headquarters
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Finance the
fact that his predecessor had offered Grollos
$150 million for the proposed SECV headquarters,
which were no longer required by the SECV due to
privatisation of the electricity supply industry. As
the minister is aware, the Premier intervened after
discussions with his wife's brother-in-law and
upped the offer from $150 million to $250 million.
Will the minister advise the house whether the
Premier sought advice from the department of
finance in increasing the offer to $250 million, or did
he do it by himself?

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am asking
whether he sought advice from the department of
finance, and it is the responsibility of the minister.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)-I
am happy to respond on this issue, but 1 say at the
outset that 1 am absolutely intrigued that anyone on
the other side of this chamber would be prepared to
raise this issue. In his preamble Mr Theophanous
said it was Grollos who were keen to get out of the
contract. That is not true.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -No, I didn't say that.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, you said the SEC
no longer required the property, therefore the
Grollos were keen to get out of the contract.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is not what I
said. Would you like me to repeat the question?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, I would.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Theophanous is
entitled to read out the question.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
direct the minister's attention to the fact that his
predecessor had offered Grollos $150 million for the
proposed SECV headquarters, which were no longer
required by the SECV due to privatisation of the
electricity supply industry.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) As a point of interest, I think the honourable
member has changed the question.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Let the record show that
from my recollection you misread your own
question.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I look forward to an
apology tomorrow.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If there is anyone who
has to offer an apology in respect of 452 Flinders
Street it would have to be someone on the other side
of the house. It might just be the Honourable David
White, who was the minister responsible at the time
this incredible contract was written.
Let the record show what that contract actually
undertook. It committed the SECV to pay a rental in
excess of four times the going rate across the city:
$820 a square metre a year, when the same
organisation could have gone next door and
expected to get the same accommodation for about
$200 a square metre. Not only that, but the same
organisation that Mr Theophanous holds up on
high, the State Electricity Commission of Victoria,
also agreed to a contract for that rental to go ahead
for 30 years with an outcome of something in excess
of $600 million - I think the figure was $646 million.
Now, Mr Theophanous, you might understand why
my predecessor, lan Smith, was keen to extract the
government from that terrible deal. That is only the
first part of the story. lan Smith did not just offer the
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Grollo company $150 million. I think what he said
was that if it did not accept $150 million he would be
tempted. to go to cabinet and ask it to bring in
legislation to take the lease out of existence. The
outcome was that we purchased that property for
$250 million.
Hon. D. R. White - Who did that?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The government.
Hon. D. R. White - Who did it on behalf of the
government?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The government did it.
Hon. D. R. White - The Premier did it, with his
wife's brother-in-law. Neither of them should have
been there.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You are an absolute
disgrace, David White.
Hon. D. R. White - Who did it?
The PRESIDENT - Order! The house should
settle down.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr White is in no
position to take it up in this context. He is the one
who wants to slur a member of the public who has
no defence, when in fact it was he who wrote the
deal-Hon. D. R. White - The Premier did it.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I shall put this fact on
the record: the Valuer-General of this state, whose
advice we would accept in other circumstances and even David White would - said the property
was worth $275 million. We negotiated. a deal on
behalf of the Victorian - Hon. D. R. White -No, you didn't; the Premier
did.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - We negotiated. a deal on
behalf of the Victorian community for $250 million.
Hon. D. R. White - They should not have been
there. So you are defending the Premier.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am defending the
outcome of the contract.
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Hon. D. R. White - Are you defending the
Premier taking the phone call? TIlat is the question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In the outcome it was a
good result, given the incredible deal that you
oversaw.
Hon. D. R. White interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The question was
asked by Mr Theophanous, not by Mr White, and I
ask him to desist.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What did the
department say?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The department said the
original deal was a disgrace, an absolute disgrace.
Hon. D. R. White - You are happy for the
Premier and his wife's brother-in-law to have their
handprints all over this.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am happy for it to be
raised, Mr White, because there is another whole
episode of this sordid deal. TIlat is only the first half.
There is another little deal that had to do with
Monash House, which is where the SEC was
accommodated. According to the market it was
worth about $10 million. What did the SEC do under
your guidance, Mr White? Your handprints are on it.
Hon. D. R. White -And the Premier's
handprints are on this, with those of his wife's
brother-in-law.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - What did the SEC do? It
sold Monash House.
Hon. D. R. White - That is the style of this
government. The Premier, with his wife's
brother-in-law - they are up to their armpits.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The question was
asked. by the Leader of the OppoSition. The Minister
for Finance is responding to it. Members of the
house know the rules that apply to responses. If
Mr White feels that anything that has been said is
incorrect, he has certain rights before the house.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I was actually taking the
house through the second episode of this sordid
deal, which had to do with Monash House, which is
adjacent to 452 Flinders Street. The market at the
time suggested. that it was probably worth about
$10 million. What did the SEC do? It struck a deal
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with an overseas company and sold that property,
not for $10 million but for $40.1 million. In return for
that it agreed. to lease it back for $10.6 million each
year for four years thereafter.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -How long?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Four years. I have not
finished yet. In addition, the former government
agreed to a payment of $3 million for public access
over adjoining property to give the new SEC
headquarters a William Street address. It also agreed
that the SEC - this is the famous SEC that it holds
uphigh-Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am answering it. The
former government agreed to the SEC paying the
cost of providing the pedestrian access to William
Street, which the government thinks would cost
about $7 million. In addition, rental of Monash
House would apply during the construction at the
rate of $10.6 million a year.
I shall now come to the last part of the little tale,
which I am pleased the honourable member raised.
The former government did not pay the last $100 000
until the expiration of four years - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Who did?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am sorry, the SEC!
An Honourable Member - What did that have
to do with it?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It had everything to do
with it because it was the property that the SEC was
accommodated in prior to the construction of the
building the honourable member talked about. But
here is the nice little twist in this entire tale. The deal
was arranged so that the last $100 000 was not
payable until the expiration of the four years. Guess
why? Because that meant the SEC still owned it and
the property thus did not attract municipal rates and
land tax. The fonner government arranged it so it
was a sordid finance deal, and that is the same deal
the opposition now has the gall to talk about! The
government had to undertake to extricate the
community from the rotten deal the Labor
government oversaw, so I am absolutely relaxed
about this government's part in the outcome.
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Eastern Freeway: extension
Hon. G. H. COX (Nunawading) - The house
will be aware of the excellent progress being made
on the extension of the Eastern Freeway from
Doncaster Road to Springvale Road. Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports advise what progress
has been made towards finishing the freeway by
building the remaining section from Springvale
Road to Ringwood?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Cox has taken a great interest in the
construction of the Eastern Freeway. His colleagues
representing the area, Mr Atkinson, Mrs Varty and
Mr Forwood, and I acknowledge the point he makes
about the construction currently going on in the
section from Doncaster Road - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - And Mr Skeggs as well.
In fact, the freeway is proceeding. The honourable
member for Doncaster in another place recently
opened one of the overpass bridges on the project
and a contract has been let with a major road
construction company for the formation of the
freeway proper. Honourable members who drive in
that area will note when they reach the end of the
existing freeway that the appallingly ugly
corrugated structure that used to greet them has
now gone. In the next few weeks Significant
earthworks will be undertaken along that section of
road.
Mr Cox has rightly asked about the next section
from Springvale Road to link up with Ringwood. A
good deal of work is proceeding on finalising the
plans for that section because there is some
apprehension in the locality, which I acknowledge,
that the termination of the Eastern Freeway at
Springvale Road is not a satisfactory termination in
the long term.

It is the desire of the government to proceed with
the next section as soon as possible. I had a review
conducted of the next section to finetune the
planning reservation. One should bear in mind that
the first section was completed in 1989 following the
environment effects statement process and during
the time of the last government Among other
things, the review acknowledged a demonstrable
need for a freeway link between the proposed
Eastern Freeway at Springvale Road and the
Ringwood bypass and the connection of that to the
proposed Scoresby freeway.
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Without that Eastern Freeway link traffic congestion
on existing roads would be intolerable, and that
would result in degradation of the suburban
environment and impose costs on the community.
The construction of the Eastern Freeway link should
be carried out to minimise the delays where the
Eastern Freeway terminates at Springvale Road, and
I certainly endorse that.
The alignment of the Eastern Freeway link should be
retained along the existing planning scheme
reservation work done in the time of the former
government. Because of the environment along the
Mullum Mullum Creek valley, considerable care and
innovative landscape design are needed to minimise
potential effects, and we would all acknowledge that.
The review was concluded recently and presented to
the Premier, who was the Acting Minister for Roads
and Ports while I was away. It is now being worked
through by Vicroads officers, and I look forward to
the work continuing. In due course construction will
start, but, as always, it is dependent on funding
levels. Mr Cox acknowledges that we are in a time of
tight budgets with roads, and at this stage it is not
possible to indicate when funds might flow.
Nonetheless, it is certainly an intention of the
government to complete this freeway at the earliest
possible time and to meet the commitment given
prior to the last election.

Hudson Conway: fraud allegations
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Yesterday
the Minister for Gaming said that he referred serious
allegations to the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Control AuthOrity. I ask whether the minister saw in
whole, in part or in an executive summary form, the
advice from counsel, Mr Ray Finkelstein, QC, from
Mallesons, and the administrator of the SEC shell,
Graham Brooke, or whether he was briefed on the
contents of that opinion?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - I think I said yesterday to the
honourable member when he asked various
questions on this matter that the appropriate person
to deal with issues about any advice that may have
been obtained by the shell company and by the
solicitors for the shell company - Hon. D. R. White -On a point of order,
Mr President, the minister is indicating that it is not
an appropriate question for him. He said it was
more appropriate that it be directed to the minister
handling the shell, and I am indicating that the
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Minister for Gaming has the responsibility for
referring the serious allegations to the Casino
Control AuthOrity. I am endeavouring to establish
the basis on which he referred those matters to the
Casino Control AuthOrity.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The point of order
was premature. The minister has not given a
response, so I do not uphold the point of order.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - I cannot remember
where I was in my sentence when the point of order
was taken. Certainly, as I said a moment ago, I
explained yesterday the context of the legal
proceedings being taken. The solicitors acting for the
shell company, who were responsible for the
winding up of Gas and Fuel, may well have taken
legal adVice. They are solicitors and they may well
have sought counsel's advice.
I received advice about the general nature of the
allegations made. I did not receive, or see or hear of
the content of any of the legal advice that mayor
may not have been obtained by the solicitors
Mallesons on behalf of the shell company, nor
would it be appropriate for me to do so. I was
informed of the general notion of the allegations,
and because of their nature and because they
constituted allegations of potential criminal offences
I deemed it appropriate that they should be referred
to the Victorian Casino and Gaming AuthOrity as the
responsible body, and that is what I did.

Electricity industry: customer service
indicators
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - Has the
Minister for Finance examined the report on
customer service indicators issued by the
Regulator-General, and can he report to the house
on its major findings?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) The short response is yes, I have considered the
report, and I am delighted with the result The act
requires the Regulator-General to report on, among
other things, customer service indicators. I suggest
each member of the chamber should recognise the
importance of monitoring customer service, given
the government's commitment to appropriate
regulation.
The indicators that were developed and implied in
the report come to us after the involvement of the
Regulator-General's customer consultative
committee. As an aside I mention that this is the first
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report and we can expect that the data collection will
improve from here on in. I am sure that if we can be
confident of the consistency of measurement we can
be even more confident of the integrity of the
reporting in the future.
The question posed by Mr Strong is: what effectively
does the report say? At its most pessimistic, it says
that service standards do not appear to have fallen
since the disaggregation of the SEC. Indeed, the
overall picture it paints is of noticeable
improvements in many of the indicators. Apart from
anything else, the report confinns that
disaggregation does not lead to a fall in service
standards.
Hon. D. R. White - Tell that to the people of
Mortlake.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am sure that
Mc White's New South Wales ALP colleagues would
take heart, given their recent decision to
disaggregate Pacific Power. I suggest to the chamber
that the achievements outlined in the report are even
greater when one considers the tremendous task
involved with the restructure that has taken place
over the past 12 months.
The house should also be aware of a comment from
Roy Morgan Research, which prepared a report for
the Regulator-General, to the effect that the
companies involved were not resistant to providing
the indicators but made it clear that they realised the
value of the data.
I shall not quote extensively from the report, but
three indicators in particular are worth noting. The
first is disconnections, a subject about which much
nonsense has been talked in the house.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - What about security
deposits, Mr Theophanous? They are down slightly
also. What about unplanned outages? They are
down also.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - This report is eight
months old.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous can
refer to the report. I do not claim that we are seeing
dramatic improvements in any of these indicators,
but this is the first report released by the
Regulator-General. The indications are that the
benchmarks that we all see as important are moving
in the right direction. In that context it is the
doomsayers who should feel embarrassed. The
Regulator-General stated that the report was good
news for consumers, and that is a view with which I
wholeheartedly concur.

Yarra: libraries
Hon. PAT POWER Uika Jika) - I direct my
question to the Minister for Local Government in the
context of compulsory competitive tendering. The
minister would be aware that there are currently
eight libraries operating in the City of Yarra.
Ratepayers, residents, library staff and library users
are concerned that commissioners are putting in
place plans that would result in the closure of a
number of those libraries. Will the minister confirm
whether commissioners are acting in accordance
with government policy in making plans to close
existing municipal libraries?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am happy to put on the record
that from my perspective the commissioners of the
City of Melbourne are doing a remarkable job, as are
the commissioners of the City of Yarra.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is chatter both
on my right and left and Hansard finds it difficult to
report answers, which should be properly recorded.
I ask members to quieten down.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The first indicator
which I suggest is worth noting relates to
disconnections, an issue that has been canvassed
extensively in this house. The report is clear:
disconnections are down.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is rubbish.

The debate has gone off the rails, and I suggest there
was some help from the other side of the house in
bringing that about. What is contemplated by many
of the newly constructed councils is the outsourcing
of the management of the libraries. When that was
announced in this context, it became distorted to the
point that we could expect to see less funding from
the government. Wrong! We have actually gone to
some length to dispel that rumour. The opposition
went on to say there would be fewer services.
Wrong! Then it went on to conclude that we could
expect to see a charge for library services. Again
wrong! I can reinforce the fact that my colleague the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training put
that to rest.
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Hon. Pat Power - That is not the question; the
question is whether you support the closure of
libraries.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am happy to be judged
on the ultimate record. I have no problem in
suggesting that library services in that part of the
city will turn out to be much better than when the
commissioners were appointed.

Aged care: injury prevention strategy
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - Will the
Minister for Aged Care advise the house of any
recent initiatives to improve the safety of older
citizens within the home and community?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - Injuries occurring from avoidable accidents
is a Significant issue for older people. The Medical
Accident Research Centre established that about
28 000 Victorians over the age of 55 years suffer
Significant injuries as a result of falls. Apart from
being a high cost in personal terms, it is a significant
cost to the community in hospitalisation and
rehabilitation costs of more than $600 million a year.
As a result of older people having suffered injury
from falls they lose self-confidence and often become
frail and dependent The government has developed
an injury prevention strategy and established a
reference group which includes a number of key
players in the area. It has been working up further
initiatives to promote ways in which the number of
avoidable accidents can be significantly reduced.
One of the pilot programs, which I had the pleasure
of launching last week, involves the Medical
Accident Research Centre working with the Greater
Geelong City Council and my department
developing an information and education strategy
on the Bellarine Peninsula. They are involved in
recruiting about 500 volunteers who will involve
themselves in peer education as well as educating
trainers and other people at premises that older
people frequent Initiatives that can be taken will
significantly reduce the number of accidents. The
pilot program will be monitored by the research
centre.
If the program is found to be effective in reducing
injuries the government will extend it statewide. We
are developing a pilot program that will involve
local government in the initiatives that are being
taken. It is an important strategy from a government
perspective. Just as reducing the carnage on the
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roads has had Significant benefits to the state in both
social and economic terms, so could an effective
injury prevention strategy significantly enhance the
lives of older Victorians while at the same time
developing benefits to the broader community.

Maroondah: council meetings
Hon. D. E. HENS HAW (Geelong) -Is the
Minister for Local Government aware that the City
of Maroondah recently held a council meeting that
went for 7 minutes, which resulted in the outgoing
mayors of the former Croydon and Ringwood
councils claiming commissioners were not open to
public scrutiny? Does the minister support council
meetings being conducted in that manner, and does
he agree that ratepayers and residents are entitled to
feel commissioners are not making themselves
available for public scrutiny when meetings are
conducted in that way?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - One can draw two inferences from
the way the honourable member has framed the
question. The first is that council meetings of the
length he has mentioned are somehow a measure of
the accessibility of the commissioners. I reject that
because in many cases the messages coming across
my desk indicate both the commissioners and
council administrations are more accessible than
was the case when we had elected councils.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That is the evidence; I
simply repeat it. The second inference in the
question is that we can judge the efficiency of the
conduct of the council by the length of the council
meetings. I suggest that in the past we could actually
do the same and draw the opposite conclusion
because council meetings went all day and into the
night I sat through many of them and became
absolutely frustrated, as Mr President will recall,
with the system.

If the business of that council can be effectively
transacted within the 7 minutes claimed by the
honourable member, I think that is very good rather
than the reverse. I am not sure how long meetings
have habitually taken in that council, but I suggest
that it is not a true test of how well the organisation
is being conducted.
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Mount Dandenong observatory
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Silvan) - I
congratulate the Minister for Conservation and
Environment on some of the initiatives taken in the
Dandenong Ranges, especially the management of
the Dandenong Gardens. Will the minister advise
the house of plans to redevelop the Mount
Dandenong observatory site?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I am somewhat humbled by
the praise. I am pleased to advise the house that the
government has called for expressions of interest in
redeveloping the observatory at the peak of Mount
Dandenong. That is one of Victoria's premier tourist
attractions and already attracts up to 800 000 people
a year. It is an 8-hectare site which I believe most
honourable members will have visited over the
years.
The observatory site enjoys some of Melbourne's
most panoramic views. Unfortunately it has
degenerated in recent years and is in a very tired,
run-down state. Although it has brilliant potential, it
is not now as attractive to visitors and tourists from
interstate and overseas as it should be. The
observatory site, the neighbouring Dandenong
Ranges National Park and the Dandenong Gardens
Mrs Varty mentioned, are three of Australia's
best-loved tourist attractions.
The government is committed to improving visitor
facilities and services for the Dandenongs over the
next five years, and this is one of the important
projects for that area. Guidelines have been
developed to ensure that the surrounding natural
environment and public recreation opportunities are
enhanced and protected. I hope when people visit
the site in 1997 and see the redevelopment they will
agree it was long overdue and will enhance not only
the Dandenongs but the neighbouring Yarra Valley.
The government will insist on the following features
as being important parts of the redevelopment: an
international standard tourist information centre
focused on assisting and informing visitors of the
opportunities in the Dandenong Ranges and
beyond; an observation deck prOViding sufficient
all-weather viewing; an interactive and educational
playground for children; upgraded picnic and
barbecue facilities; new exit and entry facilities for
cars; and public amenities. All those extra facilities
are important in enhancing the site. When it is fully
developed we expect it will attract several hundred
thousand additional visitors a year and will become

one of the most important tourist attractions in the
Melbourne area.

East Gippsland: shire employees
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) - The Minister
for Local Government may be aware that the
Australian country information service facilitator at
Omeo claims the creation of East Gippsland's super
shire has left an indelible mark on the local
economy. Nineteen employees of the former Omeo
shire have lost their jobs. The minister would
understand that most of those are in their mid-SOs,
hold little superannuation and are in no position to
retire. Given that there are few other work
opportunities in Omeo, does the minister expect
these workers will be taken up through the tender
process or does he agree forced local government
changes in Omeo will leave those workers
permanently unemployed?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I have gone on record on a number
of occasions on the shift in employment
opportunities across local government and made the
point -and I don't walk away from the fact - that
if we are to get the effidency gains we all
acknowledge are important there has to be a shift in
the level of employment across Victoria.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - But down there those
people have no other opportunity.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Do you want to hear the
answer or not? The fact is that about three-quarters
of every dollar expended by local government is
directed towards wages and wage costs.
Hon. Pat Power - And spent within the
community?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You are not suggesting
that because it is not being spent there we are taking
it somewhere else and burning it! The point is that
efficiency gains mean benefits to the ratepayers. You
might have trouble understanding that, but that
expenditure is still there. The difference is that the
direction of that expenditure is at the discretion of
the ratepayers. You might misunderstand that.

In addition, the services are not being adversely
affected - in fact quite the reverse. They are now
being undertaken in many cases by private
contractors.
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In that environment I should have thought that if
these people are as valuable to the community as
you make them out to be - and I have no reason to
doubt that - they will be prime candidates for the
jobs that are generated in the private sector as a
result of the efficiency gains. I do not walk away
from the fact that in many cases the dislocation is
difficult It is a sensitive issue, but necessary if we
want to gain the efficiencies we know to be there.
Even those on the other side of the chamber would
have to acknowledge that that fact makes this a very
sensitive issue.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - My retort would be
along these lines: if members of the Labor Party
would now have us believe that, notwithstanding
the fact that they had as a very important part of
their political strategy the reform of local
government and they are saying in another context
that we actually pinched their policy, they might
explain to the chamber how it was to have any
advantage for the people of Victoria if it had no
impact on the level of employment across local
government. I ask that particularly in view of the
fact that about three-quarters of every dollar is
directed towards wages. If that is what you want the
Victorian community to believe, you must believe in
fairies. No-one falls for that story.
While I am sorry for those who may be caught
adversely in this process, I say again that the vast
majority of Victorians will receive an enormous
benefit from the reform of local government, and I
am quite happy for the Kennett government to be
judged on its record in the reform of local
government.

Fringe Festival
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Central Highlands) - Will
the Minister for the Arts please explain to the house
the contribution of this year's Fringe Festival to
Victoria's cultural tourism?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the
Arts) - I thank Mr Craige for his question and
profound interest in this area. The Fringe Festival is
just another way in which Melbourne is becoming
renowned for holding first-class cultural festivals
that take place week after week throughout the year.
Very soon the Melbourne International Festival will
be held. I am sure Mr Craige will want to know
something about that as well, and I will be happy to
answer any question in that regard also.
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The Fringe Festival has an even bigger and more
interesting array of events than ever before. There
are now 178 events, which is the largest program in
the festival's 13-year history. It is hoped that it will
attract between 200 000 and 250 000 people through
the various events taking place in theatres, streets,
cafes and a range of interesting environments they occur not only in conventional theatres but in
other public places.
The Fringe Festival involves a range of artists and
different art forms including performing arts, visual
arts, streetscape arts, film, video and television,
writing and publishing, outdoor and free events,
music and festival club. It even includes the latest
innovation, which I am sure Mrs McLean will be
pleased about given her great interest in information
technology, and that is the introduction of
Cyberfringe.
For the first time the festival will be presented
on-line, globally, via the Internet. The web home
page will be interactive and one of the first of its
kind in Australia. It will offer on-line interviews, art
works, information and opinions, all created and
updated hourly by a team of journalists, artists,
reviewers and photographers. It will showcase
Melbourne's contemporary arts and cultural life to
the world. In that way not only will the Fringe
Festival attract people because of events taking place
in Melbourne, but it will attract people from around
the world who want to access it via the Internet,
which encompasses a growing number of people.
Hon. Jean McLean -Only 98 per cent of the
world's population doesn't have it!
Hon. HADDON STOREY - And the other 2 per
cent represent a much larger population than
Australia has by far, and that number is growing all
the time. The festival implements the state
government strategy to take the arts into the 21st
century. It reflects two of the important objectives
set out in Arts 21 - to provide great cultural
programming and to deliver our artistic activity to
Australia and the world, also recognising the
importance of moving into the information age.
The festival has established itself over 13 years as an
exciting, innovative festival. It is a prime example of
creative energy, talent and activity, and I
congratulate the organisers and hope it is very
successful.
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Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Second reading
Remaining stages
Debate resumed from 3 October; motion of Hon.
R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing).
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) Legislation providing for drugs, poisons and
controlled substances is continually being amended.
In every session it seems we have a bill that amends
that legislation. This particular bill makes a small
change, and it is one with which the opposition has
no difficulty.
The amendment makes it easier for factual evidence
to be proved in court without the need for witnesses
to be called. Currently, in Victorian courts if a drug
or plant has been analysed by an analyst or botanist
interstate that person must appear or the substance
or plant must be analysed again in Victoria.
However, if the analyst or botanist is Victorian a
certificate will suffice. '!bat situation flows from the
definition of 'analyst' or 'botanist' as being
Victorian, and the same situation exists in every
state.

Passed remaining stages.

UNIVERSITY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 3 October; motion of Hon.
HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training).
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
University Acts (Further Amendment) Bill is an
omnibus bill that makes changes to the Monash
University Act 1958, the Melbourne University Act
1958, the La Trobe University Act 1964, the Deakin
University Act 1974, the Victorian University of
Technology Act 1990, the Swinburne University of
Technology Act 1992, the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology Act 1992, the University of Ballarat
Act 1993 and the Victorian College of the Arts Act
1981.

One of the great benefits of the movement towards
mutual recognition legislation - I know there are
many upsides and downsides to mutual recognition,
but this is one of the commonsense benefits -is that
anomalies such as this can be corrected. I believe
every state will be enacting this kind of legislation. It
is a thoroughly sensible consequence of a belated
recognition that we are in fact one nation and we
should recognise what is done in other states and
give that validation. This small bill does that, and
the opposition is happy to support it.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:

Some of the amendments are common to all the
university acts and others are specific to a particular
university. All amendments have been requested by
the universities. Common to all the universities are a
number of financial provisiOns, which for some
universities were inserted in an amending bill that
was debated and passed on 8 November in the 1994
spring sessional period. This bill allows those
amendments to be extended to other universities.
Broadly, those amendments provide for universities
to borrow to obtain financial accommodation within
the meaning of the Borrowing and Investment
Powers Act. There is provision for the formation and
membership of companies and for the university to
notify the minister. Another common amendment
makes provision for the use of electronic and other
forms of communication by councils without
requiring members to be physically present at
meetings.

That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mrs Hogg for her support for what she has
said is a practical measure that will streamline the
administration of drugs, poisons and controlled
substances in this state.

A third common amendment is the widening of the
organisations that may be affiliated with a
university. Other amendments are of a minor nature
and concern such things as the terms of office of La
Trobe University council members, an increase in
the size of the Deakin University council by two
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members and a change from the term 'PACCT' which stands for 'professional administrative clerical
computer technical' occupations - to the words
,general staff'. There are also amendments to
provisions governing the investment of trust funds
to provide consistency with the procedures of
Melbourne, Monash and La Trobe universities.
Most of the legislative changes concerning the
universities are housekeeping matters. With the
mergers and amalgamations of universities as things
settle down there is a continuing need to, for
example, readjust numbers on university councils to
ensure they are not too large and unwieldy or too
small and therefore WU'epresentative.
Each time legislation of this kind comes into the
house we must reflect on how much the
management of universities has changed and how
worldly the universities have become. That reflects
the internationalisation of many aspects of our lives.
In many ways universities are nut like complex
large businesses - they are large; there is no doubt
about that. In many ways they share the commercial
features of businesses - they now participate in
joint ventures and in companies. They set up
campuses overseas and they compete with other
Australian universities and they compete with
overseas universities for overseas students.
Education is undoubtedly big business. Victoria's
education and research base is paramount to this
country. There is no doubt that our universities add
considerably to the economic strength of Victoria.

Clearly any power that a university requests to
facilitate its operation is to be considered seriously
and usually favourably by all honourable members
if it is a reasonable request We all appreciate the
role of universities and would jealously guard their
place in Victoria. We appreciate their changing role
and the businesslike edge of those organisations.
Certainly, we appreciate the traditional activities of
an university, though I confess I wonder what
differences new technology will make to the way
universities have traditionally conducted their
activities.
There will be enormous improvements to and
changes in the way courses are taught and students
learn. Just as the photocopier revolutionised study in
the 19705 -in my day we took notes by hand and
learnt how to summarise as a survival skill; we sat
up all night if the book we needed was only
available for overnight loan - new technology is
producing another revolution right now.
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Hon. Haddon Storey - There was always a
problem with the inkwell.
Hon. C. J. HOGG - The minister mentions the
problem of the inkwell; indeed, some problems in
universities are perennial. No doubt, there are
problems we cannot imagine in accessing new
technology. The very fact of the existence of new
technology adds a dimension to the life of a
university that, for someone like me, is difficult to
perceive.
The revolution in learning, teaching and research
that new technology will bring about can be
compared only to the development of printing
techniques. We will come to understand that
revolution in the future. Almost weekly we read
somewhere or see something on television about yet
another advance in science that would not have
occurred without the scope of computer assistance.
Honourable members understand that new
technology has changed the nature of many kinds of
research. New technology must have changed
profoundly the way many disciplines are taught in
universities.
The bill provides for the meeting of university
councils with the assistance of new technology.
Members will not have to be physically present at
meetings, a change that apparently requires our
assent Simply reading that provision has made me
think of how much universities must have changed
due to the impact of new technology. Despite the
visits members make to universities, whether on
governing councils, as a visitor or for some special
occasion, we simply cannot assimilate quickly
enough the profound changes taking place.
I have no doubt that changes such as those brought
about by the introduction of new technology and
many other changes will be reflected in the
legislation that comes before the Parliament over the
next five years in the lead-up to the next century. It
is unlikely that we will see profound changes; but
what might appear to be small changes,
housekeeping changes, will be about much more
than that. While members may not notice the role of
universities changing, each piece of legislation
should give us some occasion to pause and reflect on
the scope of learning and teaching.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - I welcome the
opportunity to comment on the University Acts
(Further Amendment) Bill and welcome the
opposition's support of the bill. As most honourable
members would be aware, Victoria has nine
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universities: the Australian Catholic University,
RMIT, the Victoria University of Technology, the
University of Ballarat, Swinburne University of
Technology and Deakin, La Trobe, Melbourne and
Monash universities. The formation of some of those
universities in the past few years was actively
debated when acts to constitute them were passed in
this place.
Collectively, Victoria's nine universities have just
over 172 000 students enrolled in undergraduate and
postgraduate courses. Some of that number attend
part time; the number attending full time is just over
129000. Those figures are based on 1994 enrolments,
and I suspect that when they are compiled at the end
of this year the figures for 1995 will not be
significantly different.
Most honourable members would also be well
aware that each of Victoria's nine universities is
constituted under its own act of Parliament. This
amending bill makes changes to the acts of all of our
universities, with the exception of the Australian
Catholic University. It also amends the Victorian
College of the Arts Act.
As explained by Mrs Hogg, many of the
amendments in this bill are common to all the
university acts. I will make particular comment on
one change I see as significant the provision for the
use of electronic communication at meetings of
university councils, academic boards or their
equivalents.
In the case of Monash University these changes are
effected by clause 4 of the bill. Other clauses of the
bill enact the same provision in other university acts.
By way of example, clause 4 inserts into the Monash
University Act proposed section 20B, entitled
'Approved methods of communication for council
meetings', which states in part:
If not less than two-thirds of the members of the
council for the time being holding office so agree, a
meeting of the council may be held by means of a
method of communication, or by means of a
combination of methods of communication, approved
by the Chancellor for the purposes of that meeting.

That point is elaborated, but essentially I want to
talk about that concept. In the future university
councils may use technology such as telephone
conferencing, which has been with us for quite a
while, or video conferencing, which is becoming
more commonplace. It is used frequently by
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universities and schools for tutorials and lectures,
including lectures held across several campuses.
As Mrs Hogg said, we often visit universities and
schools and see such sophisticated technology in
action. I have had the opportunity at Monash
University's Gippsland campus at Churchill to
communicate as though face to face with people at
the Clayton campus. That sort of advanced
technology makes easy communication between two
places more than 160 kilometres apart. It makes
much sense that this facility, which has been used
for teaching purposes for some time, should also be
used for fonnal meetings of university councils or
academic boards.
As a member of Monash University council I would
appreciate such facilities being available. For me,
attending a meeting at Monash University
invariably involves a 2-hour journey to the
university, a 2-hour meeting and a 2-hour trip back
home. It takes up a large part of my day and
productive working time is used up in travelling. A
video conferencing facility would be helpful for
people living in regions not nearby the place of the
meeting. We have many multi-campus universities
around Victoria. For instance, Deakin University has
campuses at Warrnambool and La Trobe University
has campuses in northern Victoria. Representatives
from some of those and other campuses who are
members of university councils would make good
use of video conferencing techniques to participate
in meetings without being required to travel to the
venue.
It would also be helpful if other university
committees met under similar arrangements.
Usually university council members serve on a
variety of university committees, and the university
has the power to hold a properly constituted
meeting under the regulation-making powers of the
council. University councils might well consider
video conferencing facilities to achieve more
productive meetings of some of the committees. I
have spent some frustrating times travelling to
Monash University in Clayton to attend half-hour
meetings. That is an unproductive use of time.

Members of Parliament also say from time to time
that such facilities should be available for all-party
parliamentary committees. Once again, it takes up
the whole day if I am required to attend an all-party
parliamentary committee meeting in Melbourne that
might last for only 1112 or 2 hours. Parliament should
consider introducing those facilities for its all-party
parliamentary committees. It could use the new
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technology that is available, especially for video
conferencing, to hold properly constituted
committee meetings.

urgency, but the power should be used cautiously. I
shall watch with interest how it operates at the
university council of which I am a member.

Another amendment common to all the university
acts relates to resolutions without meetings of the
council. Once again I cite the insertion of proposed
section 20A into the Monash act, which is typical of
all the acts covered by the bill. It is headed
'Resolutions without meetings of the council' and
states:

The other amendments relate essentially to
procedures, the making of statutes and borrowing
powers and will give all Victorian universities
unifOrmity. Currently some universities have these
powers and others do not. I am pleased this
amending bill brings about uniformity.

(1) If a majority of the members for the time being of the
Council sign a document circulated by, or on
behalf of, the Chancellor containing a statement
that those members are in favour of a resolution in
terms set out in the document, a resolution in those
terms shall be taken to have been passed at a
meeting of the Council held on the day on which
the document is signed or, if the members do not
sign it on the same day, on the day on which the
last member to sign signs the document

I understand the reason for inserting the provision is
the infrequency with which university councils
meet Monash University meets eight times a year about once every six weeks. I think that is about the
~g for most university councils. I understand the
need for some decisions to be taken, and, as
Mrs Hogg also said, universities can be involved in
important business affairs concerning their
operations and company affiliations. Sometimes
decisions that cannot wait need to be taken before
the next council meeting. The provision will help in
that regard. However, it is also important that
urgent decisions are not made by this means
without full debate by council members.
The benefit of having full debate involving all the
members of a forum, whether it be a university
council or this chamber, is that arguments one may
not have thought of are put forward by others. It is
helpful to have a wide input on a debate of any sort.
If important council decisions are simply agreed to
by the Signatures of a majority of the members of a
council, it may mean that important arguments from
other members who are not signatories to the
document are not heard and are not taken into
account.

This prOvision needs to be used wisely by university
chancellors. We must make sure it is used only for
minor decisions. Major decision making should still
go to the university council for full debate.
However, I can understand the reason for the
prOvision in the bill. It is necessary that some
decisions be made with a reasonable amount of

I add in conclusion that the government has
consulted with the universities, and most of the
amendments before us were initiated by the
universities, with the government merely
responding positively to the requests. I do not think
there are any controversial matters. I am sure the
universities will appreciate the passage of the bill,
and I have no doubt the bill will assist them in their
role as providers of education as well as in the
research role they now play in our society. I
commend the passage of the bill to the house.

Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - As has been
mentioned by Mr Hall, the bill was essentially
initiated by the universities. As I understand it, it is
housekeeping legislation. It is essentially a catch-up
in the sense that it makes sure that legislation
catches up with the current realities of university
administration.
I was brought sharply face to face with the nature of
these new realities when two years ago the board of
Swinburne University conducted an overseas tour
investigating world-best practice. We found a
number of similarities between Australia, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America,
especially in the move away from elite education to
mass education, but without the full funding needed
to achieve that jump. By and large universities in
Australia, the VI< and the USA undertook a number
of similar strategies to cope with this situation where
they were moving towards mass education but did
not have adequate funding arrangements to achieve
that objective.
The first strategy they all pursued was to make
arrangements with the private sector. They were
after corporate sponsorship and contract research
arrangements. They were building science parks and
engaging in joint in<ompany training courses. A
closer nexus was forming between the corporate
world and the universities, with a growing
appreciation of the benefits one had to give the other.
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The other development was very much in the
student base. In Australia, the UK and the US it was
discovered that there were not enough middl~1ass
boys and girls between 18 and 22 years of age to fill
the increasing number of places at the universities.
Consequently in all three countries there were quite
massive attempts to recruit overseas students,
particularly Asian students, who were full-fee
paying students, although the UK also concentrated
on European students.
In that sense universities are becoming much more
internationalised than they were. They have had to
cater for a greater diversity of background and
culture in their students. Certainly in the case of
Asia universities have had to provide more shared
courses and reciprocal arrangements and have had
to integrate ever more closely with the Asian
academic scene.

Not only was there a need to recruit overseas
students but there was also a need to recruit greater
numbers of minority students, to hunt down
mature-aged students and to go into distance
learning and correspondence courses. All these
movements have had an impact on the state of
teaching, the acceptance and crediting of various
sorts of prior education and the relationship with
and approach to the community.
As Mrs Hogg mentioned, universities have become
not only more competitive with each other within
Australia but more and more competitive with one
another internationally. Above all, one of the major
changes has been that a university has become more
and more a complex corporate entity and less and
less a college of scholars. Quite obviously something
has been lost and something has been gained from
all that, but this is not the appropriate place to
attempt to produce a balance sheet on what has been
lost and what has been gained. I simply
acknowledge those changes confronting our
academic institutions.
If one reads the second-reading speech one sees that
many of the developments I have outlined are listed.
It mentions the changes in the context within which
universities operate. The second-reading speech
speaks about the increased interaction with industry
in research and development and the shift from a
highly selective system to a mass system.

The second-reading speech points out that there is a
close relationship between academic communities
throughout the world. New fonns of communication
are impacting on teaching, research activities and a
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range of administrative and academic support and
decision making. This extends to arrangements for
links with local communities, academic and
community-based advisory bodies and university
councils.
The second-reading speech refers to business
enterprises as well as academic communities and
sources of revenue becoming increasingly diverse. It
is important for universities to have the capacity to
manage their financial affairs on a proper
commercial basis and to form companies and enter
joint ventures with commercial partners. There is a
growing realisation that universities need to grant
credit for work done elsewhere. They must allow for
recognition of a much wider range of prior learning
which could occur outside educational institutions.
My own experience on the overseas study tour and
the trends that have been distilled in the
second-reading speech make it clear that over the
past decade a vast change has occurred in university
management. The scene has altered completely. If
you look at Swinbume, the institution which I am
most closely involved because I am on its board, you
will see that as well as coping with the rapidly
changing nature of tertiary education, prOviding
world-class technology study at its Hawthorn
campus and providing vocational and general
education through its TAPE component at the
Prahran and Hawthorn campuses, Swinbume offers
a comprehensive range of studies to cater for
educational and community demand in the outer
east.
I point out that the Mooroolbark campus will be
transferred next year to the 24-hectare site abutting
Lilydale Lake, a development that commenced in
March 1995. Enrolments for next year are expected
to be 400 and will quickly increase to around about
15000. The focus will be on learning rather than
teaching. While lectures and tutorials will still be
part of the learning, the use of appropriate
technology such as lap top computers, audio tapes,
videos and electronic mail will enable students to
manage and enhance their learning.
Facilities will include a ISO-seat lecture theatre, a
high-tech library, computer laboratories, a
communications hub linking the campus to all
Swinburne's learning technology, student-support
services, classrooms, tutorial rooms, executive
meeting facilities and a cafeteria. Community access
to a number of these facilities, such as the lecture
theatre and the executive meeting rooms, will be a
Significant part of the development. Because
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universities are changing they now require a
different response to the community they serve and
of which they are part. It is planned that the
community will benefit from 5winbume being
placed in its midst because it will have access to
those facilities.
To ensure that the community is offered a most
comprehensive range of programs, a portion of the
site has been allocated for development by the outer
eastern college of TAPE. The buildings linked by
glassed walkways and atriums will form one large
and unique adult learning environment designed for
harmony with its stunning natural surroundings.
Obviously a university dealing with technology,
research and teaching, with a TAPE component and
with a community education brief is an institution
that is facing challenges that were only remotely
thought of a decade ago. The bill will assist
universities to streamline their management
processes. The opposition commends the bill
because, as has been mentioned, it provides for
resolutions without face-to-face meetings of the
council, academic boards or boards of TAFE and for
approved methods of communication for these
bodies.
Mr Hall has pointed out that universities are still
governed very much by face-to-face meetings.
Indeed, innumerable meetings take place every
week which differ little in form from the days when
Abelard and H~loise stalked the University of Paris.
Of course the weight of those meetings, the
decisions that have to be made and the frequency of
the meetings have increased enormously. I believe
they can be streamlined to make them more efficient
and to add technology to the decision-making
procedure. Provided it is used correctly and
provided it does not become an excuse for meetings
to be even more tightly controlled and perfunctory,
this move can only be for the better.
The bill amends borrowing powers and company
formation procedures to be consistent with changes
made for other universities. It is becoming more and
more difficult to find out what is happening on
university boards because of issues of business
confidentiality. This is because of the formation of
joint ventures on a range of schemes and
partnerships which allow a university to avail itself
and obtain the best of its various partnerships and
ventures with business.
While that means some loss in terms of overall
understanding of the board, I can see no alternative,
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and certainly any measure brought to increase the
ability of universities to have adequate modem
financial systems is to be applauded.
The bill has removed the prOvision limiting the
number of terms which members can serve on
councils. It ensures that all members of general staff
can vote in council elections. Land granted to a
university cannot be disposed of without the
approval of the minister. The bill provides for the
standard date of completion of the terms of
appoinbnent of the members of a council. Those last
matters seem to be sensible and quite simple
housekeeping matters.
The opposition commends the bill. It recognises that
it is an attempt for universities to catch up with the
modem nature of corporate management because
we have gone so far down the modem corporate
track that the process cannot be reversed.
As I said, a great deal has been gained and a great
deal has been lost. This is not an opportunity to
provide some balance sheet but simply to say that
this bill adds to the efficiency of our universities,
and the opposition commends its passage.
Hon. R. J. H. WELLS (Eumemmerring) - I
welcome the opportunity to participate in the
University Acts (Further Amendment) Bill debate. It
has been a great pleasure for me, as honourable
members will know, that for the past 8 to 10 years I
have been a representative of this Parliament on the
council of La Trobe University. Throughout that
time I have participated in the wider university
scene in Victoria and indeed Australia.
I welcome the comments made by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition and my colleague the
Honourable Bob Ives on these matters. They said
that universities are big businesses, and they are.
These days they are multibillion dollar businesses
stretching across the gamut of a society's existence.
Perhaps no organisation other than Parliament has
such a wide responsibility.
With regard to what Mr Ives said about the complex
nature of the institutions, we now see the underlying
themes and pressures that university men and
women are exposed to in the provisions of the bill.
There is nothing controversial in the application of
these new capacities if they are used wisely, and I
am sure that will be the case. Also, Mr Acting
President, you were right when you referred to the
probable continuation of face-to-face meetings as the
sort of crucible in which important decisions may
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best be taken. I do not believe it is old-fashioned to
favour such a meeting of minds and faces when one
comes to major issues.
I, like other members in this place, suffer from the
tyranny of distance and time required to get to and
from such meetings. La Trobe University
demonstrates well what we are dealing with in a bill
such as this. It is a multicampus university with its
major centre at Bundoora, a significant development
now in Bendigo, increasingly in Wodonga, and
growth elsewhere in the north of Victoria, bringing
with it particular challenges in an attempt to provide
for students in the minor centres as much as possible
a university atmosphere and ethos which is difficult
to provide without a great deal of money and many
people.
I see for La Trobe and other universities a challenge
to provide the extra services that are intrinsic to the
nature of a university. I raise this aspect because
electronic communication, although vital and
unavoidable, will not provide all of that. There is a
need for the parliaments of this land to face up to
this issue whenever they approve of university
courses being conducted in places other than
Significant university centres.
Universities are much more than just the
transmitters of knowledge; much more than
mechanical instructors for getting practical jobs
done. Universities deal with people, with human
psyches. They are obliged to look to the sphere of
human thinking. This cannot be done through
teaching a course over an electronic device. The
problem in the modern age is that more and more
funding for universities to cover the total spectrum
of needs is scrimped by other factors of modern life.
It is important for parliaments to project the wider
capacities of knowledge. We have to look to the
wider sphere of achievement through the training
that comes through universities.
Since I jOined the council of La Trobe University
many things have happened, such as the
establishment of the school of health sciences, a new
law school and a major new medical research
laboratory. We have progressed in languages, Asian
studies, mathematics and so on. It is a university in
the very broadest definition. It is of a modern era
with one of the most modern campuses not only in
Victoria but in Australia - indeed, in the world.
Geographically it covers not only Melbourne,
Wodonga, Bendigo and other places, but stretches
overseas to many universities.
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All of that places pressure on the human element. It
is because of that aspect that parliamentarians
become involved. Legislation is not enough.
Parliaments are made up of a cross-section of
members from all walks of life. Universities function
at the broadest possible and most difficult level. The
search for knowledge and new ideas is the most
difficult and complex area to take forward in a
community and requires skills of a high order,
stretching from the very organisational, bureaucratic
mechanism to the brilliant opportunistic human
element of creative genius that discovers something
momentarily and opens up a new era.
I had the privilege of being at Cambridge University
some decades ago not long after the Watson and
Crick discovery of the structure of nucleic acid.
Today, 30 years later, we are only now beginning to
see the major potential for development from that
singular discovery flourishing across the world in
almost every biological industry, yet that work
flowed from the human interface and minds being
left free to test and create, backed up by sufficient
money for what at the time was expensive
equipment for frontier work. Increasingly today the
testing of ideas and technology goes back to the
basis of human life that requires expensive
equipment.
I turn briefly to that matter because I believe there is
an intention in the bill that is not spelt out: the
responsibility of Parliament to recognise each time
we have an opportunity to look at matters affecting
the very substance of universities in the great
democratic states such as Victoria and Australia. It is
incontrovertibly the case that money for the pursuit
of knowledge beyond the undergraduate level in
Australia over the past 10, 20 or 30 years - certainly
since I returned to this country - has gone down
each year.
At the level of research there is less and less money
per capita, yet there is a minimal take-off point in
funding for the progresSion of knowledge. The
single most important turning point was when a
previous Labor government removed the binary
system of tertiary education to combine all tertiary
colleges with universities on equal terms. That is
fine because it could in the long run lead to great
progress, but the simple arithmetic was that at that
time the amount of money for the pursuit of new
knowledge and research was held stable, the
number of new academic workers was doubled and
therefore the amount of money available per capita
was halved. Many research projects could not reach
the financial take-off point.
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In the end one cannot proceed without sufficient
funding to pursue the idea. Certainly across the
structure recurrent expenditure throughout this
nation at this point is slowing down. The difficulty is
that it will take 10, 15 or 20 years before we realise
what is happening, by which time we will have lost
a generation.
There is perhaps a more important matter to raise:
the question of funding of infrastructure. If recurrent
funding has slowed down funding for the type of
equipment that was used by Watson and Crick 30
years ago, which is now much more expensive, has
now slowed even further. It is a matter to be
considered by all governments of Australia at this
time. Infrastructure funding of this nation is
important. Big ticket items these days are extremely
difficult to fund. Between 10 per cent and 20 per cent
of research proposals are funded, and equipment to
go with it is often inadequate.
That situation cannot be offset totally by human
ingenuity. It needs to be raised at this time because
the bill makes the functioning of university decision
making easier. It pays tribute to the importance of
improved electronic means of communication and
the potential for much development from there, as
Mr Ives said, which was not even dreamt of 10 or 20
years ago. In this bill we are not doing anything
directly about those matters, but if they are not
attended to the issues dealt with by the bill become
less important.
Another matter I wish to canvass briefly is not
illustrated directly in the bill but is background to it
and therefore importanllt relates to the interference
by the current federal government in the
administration and progression of universities in
this country. More and more academics and their
supporters are being required to spend endless
amounts of time producing more and more paper,
which is peripheral to and wtimportant in the
matter of running universities. Papers are provided
to Canberra so that the federal government can
examine the fine print in excruciating detail and can
call the tune as to what is taught when, where and
how. A major danger in this country is that funding
for teaching purposes is provided on a per capita
basis. We have been creating new universities but
they are bound in their progression by the question
of how much money they raise in teaching. That is a
per capita matter dependent upon quotas set by the
federal government.
One of the great disappointments of my adult life in
an intellectual sense has been to find this country,
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the land of my birth and of my loyalty and love, to
be one which at this time has stratified its university
structure. When I was younger every university in
the country was of high standard, with much better
funding than exists now and able to compete on a
better footing and make progress. This not only
benefited the whole of humanity but made it
possible to have first-class teachers, based on their
research, to teach and inspire the young minds
coming to them. We have now stratified our
universities on money alone, so some will probably
be known as research institutes and others as
teaching institutions. That is not good enough.
Mr Ives referred to the importance of equipment for

teaching purposes, but we all know that the
importance of face-to-face teaching, the stimulus of
the great teacher inspiring a young mind, is
something you cannot get away from. It is like the
Watson and Crick situation, you have to create room
for the human element to operate. It is greatly to be
regretted that the federal government is interfering
far too much in the running of universities and is
causing a stratification of universities in this country.
Although I have emphasised the importance of the
human interest phase in university work, at state
government level we must encourage the process of
electronic communication throughout the state,
certainly within universities, as we have done in
secondary and primary schools. This is an area that
holds immense potential, not to replace the human
factor but to remove some of the restrictions in order
to progress.
Some time ago I pressed for the Australian Catholic
University, which was then a series of colleges, to be
given more money for electronic equipment
purposes. It received $1 million in its foundation
grant to do that job, a very small amount of money
for a multi-campus university spread over several
states. We can see the value of that $1 million
because the university has achieved much in that
time. I have no doubt it could achieve more if
further funding were available.
Victoria has been moving forward under this
government in an area which did not cost a great
deal of money by introducing satellite
communications to every primary and secondary
school, making it possible for us quickly to reach the
whole state. Early this year or late last year a
Victorian girls school brought a woman astronaut
from the United States of America who had been
into space to Australia to speak to its students. I felt
sad that this outstanding human being could not
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have been seen on our satellite system throughout
every Victorian school, government and private,
primary and secondary, so that students, teachers
and even parents could share in what I thought was
a brilliant move. It would have cost us nothing to
have that event communicated on the system, but it
was not available at the time. The Internet system
has existed in universities for many years as a
semi-private system, yet, after considering what is
happening in universities and TAFE colleges, I see a
great need for support not only for the institutions
but for the real customers - the students - to assist
them in getting on and using the fadlities even
more. It is still early days.

available, such as electronic communications. I urge
this Parliament to look at the other needs.
Technically, if we want to leave Victoria to the next
generation in adequate shape we must ensure that
we provide adequate funding for the work we are
asking our universities to do. I submit at this point
that we are not providing that funding and we
cannot allow that situation to exist. Much of the
responsibility falls on the federal government, but
state governments must press the federal
government very hard. We cannot just walk away
from it and say it is Canberra's responsibility. There
is a need to look further at the funding of Victoria's
universities, and I urge this Parliament to do so.

Two clauses not mentioned by other speakers are
relevant Clause 23 provides for the appointment of
a vice-chancellor. It has been my pleasure over the
years to know well a number of our vice-chancellors,
including Vice-Chancellors Penington, Osborne and
Logan. It is hard to find men and women of that
calibre. Australia has a problem in trying to find 5, 6,
7 or 8 of these people each year as a result of the
retirements that occur. Vice-chancellors are certainly
expected to do more than most people in the
community. Business leaders receive much support
and concentrate on business. Vice-chancellors are
also supposed to be great academics and publicists
who deal with members of Parliament, raise funds
and so on. The clause is very important because,
whether they like it or not, these days Australian
vice-chancellors are increasingly drawn overseas
doing other work at a rate that would deter most of
us from wanting to participate. They need our
support.

Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong) - I support
the bill in general, but in particular I support part 5
relating to Deakin University. I preface my remarks
by stating that for 13 years I have served on the
council of that university. During that 13-year
period there has been a remarkable development in
the university. For perhaps the first half of my time
on council the university was on a single campus,
but over the past six years or so it has been
expanded to a five-campus university. Next year it
will become a six-campus university with the
opening of the Woolstores campus at Geelong.

Clause 25 provides for the indemnification of
members of councils and committees constituted or
appointed by councils. Again, I have sought this
provision for some time. It is very important that
people working in the public interest, in this case
honorary public servants, be adequately protected
from decisions for which they should not be held
personally responsible. The clause is a very welcome
addition because it is not always easy to get chosen
members to serve on university councils. The people
we want are busy people who are under
considerable pressure, and the lack of this prOvision
in the past has stood in the way of people accepting
such appointments.
The problems facing universities require the close
scrutiny and assistance of parliaments. On the one
hand you are dealing with the most difficult area of
all - the human dimension of making progress. On
the other hand you need the best technology

It is my strong suspicion that it has been an

outstanding example of a true amalgamation of
three existing tertiary institutions rather than a
takeover of one academic institution by another. The
transformation from one campus to five separate
campuses has been an enormous achievement by the
administrative and academic staff of Deakin
University, the previous vice-chancellor and
particularly the current vice-chancellor, Professor
John Hay, who will be leaving the university within
several months after a very successful period in that
pOSition.
The university has grown to be a very substantial
and respected institution. It has approximately
34 000 enrolments, which is a large number.
Approximately half of those students are enrolled in
degree courses in what might be seen as the
traditional role of universities, but the other half
comprises professional people such as engineers and
accountants who are either upgrading or
maintaining their professional qualifications and
their knowledge.
This aspect of the university's work is undertaken

through its commercial arm known as Deakin
Australia, which has been a remarkably successful
operation. The university has also established a high
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reputation for its ability to bring courses to students
in various forms, depending on where they are and
what the students want As a consequence it has
detailed experience in modem media techniques,
taking information to students wherever they might
be. It is now common for there to be degree
awarding ceremonies in many parts of the world, as
students successfully complete courses provided by
Deakin University.

decisions of policy had to be made by the council.
Those decisions are becoming less and less a role of
council. The problem may well be occurring in other
larger institutions also, and it certainly concerns me.
Council needs a fairly clear-cut, positive role. It
needs to be involved so far as possible in policy
formulation: perhaps this is something to which the
incoming vice-chancellor might pay attention, and I
would certainly welcome it.

I also pick up on a point made by Or Wells that the
maturity of a true tertiary institution is dependent
on its having a number of well developed research
schools. That has been a real difficulty for Deakin
University which is, relatively speaking, a young
university. It has had difficulties competing with the
long established universities such as Melbourne and
Monash or the universities of Sydney and New
South Wales, and this arises because
long-established professional centres have the
capacity to develop a reputation for success in
research and there is a self-generating tendency for
the people who award research funds to award
them to students in the established schools. In a
sense I see that as a difficulty both in the past and in
the future for Deakin, which is working to catch up
in the strength of its research schools.

This is not to say that individual members of council
are not paying an important role. Outside council
many of them act as members of the various other
select committees within the university and make a
valuable contribution.

That argument could well justify some positive
discrimination for the smaller universities, with the
smaller number of successful research projects going
to them. I do not know what the possibilities in that
area are, but certainly it has been a concern of the
council of Deakin University.
Despite this fact the university was recently
awarded the accolade of University of the Year in
Australia. The award was presented by the Prime
Minister after some form of assessment of
universities around Australia, so it has been a
successful university, particularly over the past few
years.
As I said before, a large part of the credit in recent
years must go to Professor John Hay, who is moving
on. Part of the success has been in the structuring of
the various committees which determine the
operations of the university, the tightness of their
guidelines or responsibilities, the efficiencies
introduced and the delegation of authority
throughout the structure.
It concerns me, however, that the operation of the
university has become so efficient that there tends to
be a smaller and smaller role for the university
council. In my early years on the council many

I turn to the specifics of the bill. The proposal is to
increase the size of the Deakin University council by
two members. As things stand at the moment, 23
members are qualified to attend and vote on the
council. Nine of those 23 can be classified as
members of university staff or closely associated
with the university. Therefore, 14 will usually be
people from outside, directly involved with the
university. To my mind, there is an advantage in
involving more outside people. In a sense it is
analogous to the situation on a board of a large
company where a number of non-executive directors
are taken from the wider community. The same
philosophy applies to a university.
I certainly welcome the increase from 14 members to
the potential 16 members not directly involved in
the day-to-day operations of the university. This is
particularly important for a university covering as
large a geographical area as Deakin, with three
separate campuses in Melbourne, one at
Warmambool and two at Geelong. It is important to
achieve interaction between the university and the
wider community, and I welcome that increase in
number.
I refer briefly to the pOSSibility in the bill for council
decisions to be made effectively by mail. Certainly I
have experienced a need for the council to have that
facility, but I would agree that it has to be treated
carefully because it could easily be used in situations
where there should be debate on a proposal. It
should be used in a situation where you are aware of
who is voting which way and what people's views
are. If it were used to any extent in other
circumstances I would be concerned. I agree that
there is a need for that capacity, and I am happy to
support the bill.
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The bill provides for the possibility of what I call
remote attendance at meetings by using modem
communication facilities such as video and
teleconferencing. That appears to have great
potential for university meetings - for example,
meetings of committee members who are on a
number of campuses and who will probably know
one another and know each others' modes of
operation and views will find it a sensible and
practical approach. However, I would not care for
this procedure to become a mode of operation for
university council meetings, because members of
university councils do not have the same close
association as university colleagues. I hope this
facility will be used only on rare occasions for
council meetings. Apart from those matters, I
support the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mrs Hogg, who led the debate for the
oppOSition, and all other honourable members who
contributed to the debate. Their contributions were
constructive and far-sighted. I particularly noted the
comments made by Mrs Hogg in which she
recognised the profound changes that are taking
place and said that these amendments, although of a
machinery nature, will be significant in helping
universities to keep pace with changes in technology
and other changes occurring in the community. I
thank honourable members for their support.
Motion agreed to.
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Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until the proposed regulatory
framework is fully known and all local government
areas have properly elected councils that can respond
to the concerns of their residents:.

The Extractive Industries Development Bill arises
from a report by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee into planning issues for
extractive industry. The government's response to
the inquiry included the introduction of new
legislation to replace the old act and the introduction
of plarming approval to enable extractive industry to
retain control of a quarry for the life of the deposit
That contrasts with the previous legislative
requirement, whereby the extractive industry had to
obtain a licence that had a maximum life of 30 years.
We do not oppose that provision.
Many features of the bill continue the principles of
the old legislation, such as penalties for searching for
stone or carrying on an extractive industry without
authorisation, but this legislation proposes a major
new initiative for extractive industry. It compels
local councils to consider the merits of an extractive
industry application for a quarry, whereas in the
past the local council could prohibit extractive
industries on the basis of a proscribed use, thereby
not having to deal with the application.
In the former Shire of Gisbome a controversial
application by Barro Quarries for a quarry adjacent
to Rosslynne reservoir and lying at the foot of
Mount Macedon was refused. The local community
fears that if and when this legislation is passed Barro
Quarries will make a fresh application and the
unelected commissioners of the Shire of Macedon
Ranges may, or will, permit the quarry to proceed,
forcing the locals to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. I shall develop that issue further.

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 3 October; motion of Hon.
R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

Opposition members participated in the
parliamentary inquiry, and the opposition does not
oppose the basic framework of the legislation, but,
as I said, if this legislation is proclaimed
Barro Quarries may apply to the commissioners of
the Shire of Macedon Ranges to establish a quarry.
In the past the council could say that there was a
proscribed use for that land, and therefore it did not
have to look at the application. That situation could
be replicated in other parts of the state. Under this
legislation, based on advice from a parliamentary
committee, the shire would have a responsibility to
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look at the merits of an application from Barro. It
cannot proscribe an area for planning purposes and
use that as an excuse to refuse the application.
Not one single councillor of the former Shire of
Gisborne - as I am sure the members of Parliament
who represent the area would testify, whether they
be Assembly members, such as the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing, Mr Tom Reynolds, or
the Minister for Health, Mrs Tehan, or upper house
members, such as Mr de Fegely or the Minister for
Housing, Mr I<nowles - would have been prepared
to support the Barro application. However,
unelected commissioners when considering the
merit of another Barro application do not have the
same need to go back to the constituency to get the
views of the people.
Barro Quarries has spent more than $300 000 - and
probably more now - in seeking to establish a
quarry in the area. Prior to 1992 the fonner Labor
government refused to put an application for a
permit on display for public consideration. As
minister I reached a view, which I conveyed to
Barro Quarries. I said, 'You have invested $300 000,
and I do not want you to throw good money after
bad unless you can demonstrate some community
support for your application from landowners,
ratepayers or others in the local community'.
I contrast those circumstances with the
circumstances surrounding an application that was
made at the same time for a quarry in the
Whittlesea-Donnybrook area. As the responsible
minister at the time, I allowed the application to be
displayed for consideration by the community
because I believed there was a real prospect of its
succeeding.
In his second-reading speech the minister
demonstrated that there is a need for quarries.
Extractive industries have enjoyed bipartisan
support, and they also received good support from
the Labor government over a period of 10 years.

The Labor government needed a secure quarry
industry; even Gary UtInar would attest to that I
said to him in respect of the Barro Group, 'If we put
that application forward for public consideration,
you may spend a lot more money than the $300 000
you will then have invested in pursuit of an
application that may not succeed'. It probably
would not proceed; there is considerable opposition.
The local community's concern with the bill is that
the commissioners may decide on the application
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according to the merits of the proposal from their
perspective, which may be different from the local
perspective. They may allow a permit for the Barro
quarry. The local community is hostile to such a
proposal for two reasons: firstly, its proximity to
Rosslynne Reservoir and, secondly, the impact on
the view from Mount Macedon and its foothills. The
local community is concerned that a quarry would
blight the view of landowners and tourists from the
top of the mountain and adjoining properties facing
the mine site.
There is nothing wrong with Barro Quarries
pursuing its interests, but I would prefer that those
interests were pursued under an elected council that
fairly and accurately reflected the views and
aspirations of the local community, to which the
commissioners mayor may not do justice. I
extrapolate that example statewide. The committee
reached the view that it was better not to allow
councils to deal with extractive industries using a
blanket proscribed approach such that specific
applications from extractive industries do not have
to be dealt with. The point was made that extractive
industries were otherwise being treated unfairly
relative to other industries.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Do you mean proscribed
or prohibited?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I understand it was a
proscribed use. The planning terminology - with
which I am not familiar - is that it was deemed to
be a proscribed use, or effectively a prohibited use in
planning terms. Therefore, if you were an investor
seeking to establish a quarry, the council could say
in response that because it was a proscribed or
prohibited use it did not have to look at the
individual merits of the application. The
parliamentary committee decided that that was not
reasonable to extractive industries.
Noting the genuine concerns being expressed in
Gisborne, the opposition believes the legislation
should not take effect until such time as
democratically elected councils take their place. The
opposition would not have a problem with the
legislation applying, for example, in the City of
Greater Geelong or the Surf Coast Shire, but it
should not apply in other areas until after
March 1996 or March 1997. For those reasons, I
move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof the words 'this house
refuses to read this bill a second time until the
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proposed regulatory framework is fully known, and all
local government areas have properly elected councils
that can respond to the concerns of their residents.

Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - The
Extractive Industries Development Bill grew out of
the report of the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee of May 1994. I can best sum
up the rationale behind the committee's report by
quoting from the report. Page 96 reads:
Recommendation 23
The planning system should provide greater certainty
to extractive industry ...

It continues under the heading, 'Extractive industry:
A "consent use"':
Under present legislation the only way the principles
outlined in recommendation 23 can be met is to make
extractive industry a 'consent use'. The proponent is
then able to apply for a planning permit. It cannot then
be blocked by refusal of a municipal council or other
planning authority to prepare the amendment This is
not to advocate 'open slather' for extractive industry.
Rather, it is a means to ensure that quarry proposals are
brought into the public arena, that issues associated
with the proposal are able to be heard and, in cases of
conflict, that the issues are adjudicated in an
independent forum - either by a panel or by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The committee notes that the previous Natural
Resources and Environment Committee recommended
that extractive industry be 'as-of-right' rather than
'consent use'. The Environment and Natural Resources
Committee believes that 'consent use' provides the
most equitable means both of recognising legitimate if
competing interests, and of allowing those competing
interests to be debated and resolved in the public
forum.

As stated by Mr White, councils cannot prohibit
quarrying within their boundaries. An application
for a quarry has to be considered on its merits. If the
applicants wish to proceed further, either the
minister can be involved through a panel or the
applicant can go before the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. Having participated in the preparation of
the report by the committee, opposition members
support the thrust of its recommendations.
It is worth while mentioning that, in the opinion of
the Environment and Natural Resources Committee,
if the quarrying industry wants greater predicability
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and certainty it should be prepared to adopt a
package of measures. The opposition believes the
bill does not encapsulate the full package of
measures requested by the committee.
The internal boundaries of 200 metres recommended
by the committee appear to have shrunk. Also there
does not appear to be an emphasis in the legislation
on the sieve-mapping approach which the
committee regarded as most important.
Sieve mapping is baSically mapping a series of
overlays and thereby progreSSively delineating the
use of the ground according to stone distribution;
transport availability; urban growth; rural
subdivision; social, economic and environmental
controls; economic impact of quarrying on
neighbouring properties and zoning restrictions.
While those factors and the sieve-mapping process
have not been spelt out, presumably those factors
can still be taken into account by the council, the
panel or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
My understanding is that the act places the granting
of licences for quarrying well and truly within the
planning process. In the second-reading speech,
under the heading 'Planning approvals', the
following point is made:
Applications to undertake extractive industry
operations will in future be through the planning
process ...
Review and appeal of planning permit decisions will be
through the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
Also, to provide an integrated single approval process
for all developments the Minister for Planning has
introduced proposed amendments to the Planning and
Environment Act which provide broader powers to call
in planning permit applications when environment
effects statements are required.

Great space in the report of the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee was devoted to the
case of Hillview Quarries at Officer. A chronology of
well over 25 years makes clear the history of
applications by this firm regarding quarrying in the
area. The quarry is of great concern to local
residents. They believe it will have deleterious
environmental effects - for example, disturbance in
the form of dust and noise from the blast and scenic
considerations. More importantly, normal traffic
would have to compete with heavy trucks making
tremendous use of only slightly made rural roads.
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It does seem that over the past 2S years it has been
uniformly judged as a development that is
inappropriate and undesirable for the area. If one
considers the case study listed in the report of the
Environment and Natural Resources Committee one
finds this company has been most persistent in
coming forward with applications:
October 1%9, company purchased land which
was unzoned but a planning permit was required
for all proposed developments in the Shire of
Berwick;

September 1972, completed geological
investigation: 77 million tonnes of hornfels and
large quantities of granite;
August 1973, buffer areas purchased;
December 1976, mines department advised a
licence cannot be granted because extractive
industry is prohibited by the planning scheme
(the application stays 'live');
December 1978, Hillview asks the Shire of
Pakenham and the Minister for Planning to
rezone the land;
May 1979, Hillview objects to the proposed
planning scheme for Pakenham;
November 1979, rezoning application with an
environment effects statement;
December 1987, planning scheme amendment panel hearing commenced;
February 1988, Town and Country Planning Act
repealed and replaced with the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. Panel hearing disbanded;
November 1989, the Minister for Industry,
Technology and Resources is given power to
prepare planning scheme amendments where
extractive industry is involved;
January 1991, Hillview requests the Minister for
Industry, Technology and Resources to prepare
an amendment; and
October 1992, state election, the Minister for
Energy and Minerals had not been given
planning powers to prepare planning scheme
amendments for extractive industries. This is now
available.
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So, over a period of 2S years the most determined
attempts have been made every two or three years
by Hillview in pursuit of its claim to this land.
In summing up, I believe the bill echoes the claim
made by the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee in 1993 that the quarrying industry
needs greater predictability and certainty. Yet the
bill does not include all the safeguards that were
recommended by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee as being part of a total
package. Moreover, it was never the intention of the
committee to advocate an open slather or as-of-right
quarry use. That does not seem to be the intention of
the bill.
It was also the intention of the committee that
quarry proposals be brought into the public arena
and that issues be heard initially at council level and
that areas of conflict be adjudicated by an
independent forum - either a panel appointed by
the minister or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.

A crucial test of the new proposals will be whether
they can hold at bay the Hillview Quarries
development at Officer. For more than 2S years
approval for this development has been sought
under a variety of governments, and it was knocked
back because it was clearly considered to be a
development that is inappropriate for the area. It is
still there, and the company's determination and
powerful connections are unchecked.
Many locals have made representations to me. They
have compared the site to a great, black, brooding
bird or a great rock cancer that just will not go away.
It would be ironic and tragic if this legislation,
designed to shorten the time and streamline either
the acceptance or rejection of quarry licences were to
finally provide the vehicle for acceptance of this
longstanding, unwanted, very large-scale project.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
support the reasoned amendment. The opposition
feels it is important to understand the regulatory
framework for the bill before it is put in place. The
community in the Sunbury and Gisborne areas is
concerned that the legislative changes may affect the
lives of many of the residents.
It is important in any proposals for extractive
industries to have a group of people who represent
the community at a number of levels. That is
certainly the case around the Macedon Ranges and
Sunbury areas. The Barro quarry in the Macedon
Ranges area is of concern to the local community
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and to people who live in the townships of Gisborne
and Sunbury. Those communities fought the
previous government and fought the Barro
company. The people got together as a whole,
regardless of whether they were Uberals, Greens or
Labor voters. Through the former Gisborne council
they set up a committee that expressed their total
opposition to the quarry.
The current situation, with no elected councils in
Victoria, is worrying in the context of the bill
because the commissioners are accountable to
nobody other than the government. They are not
accountable to the local community. They receive
decrees from the minister, and they do what they are
told to do. They have short council meetings and are
not in tune with what the community wants or
requires. In many instances they are aloof from the
feelings of the community.
The reasoned amendment requires details of the
regulatory framework to be known and requires that
the community be represented through properly
elected councils.
After the October 1992 election the local
communities feared that their wins against the
quarry in previous years would mean nothing and
that Barro would somehow exert influence over the
new government to achieve its ends. The rumblings
in the community were to the effect that the
company wanted to restart its project. U that were to
happen it would have an enormous effect on the
quality of water in the area because the Rosslynne
reservoir in the Macedon Ranges provides the
drinking water for Gisborne and Sunbury.
The bill has heightened that concern. Mr White and I
have attended community meetings where people
have expressed concern that if we are not aware of
some of the hidden agendas the BarlO company will
attempt to get its proposals off the ground and
establish a quarry that the community neither wants
nor needs.
The issues involving quality of life are extremely
important Many people make a decision to live in
the Macedon Ranges region not only because of its
quality of life and proximity to the city but because
there are no extractive industries. Many people
living in the area left extractive industries behind
after leaving the western and northern suburbs, but
now they are being threatened and they feel
threatened.
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The opposition fully supports the reasoned
amendment to protect the standard of living and
quality of life people have come to expect The
opposition believes it is only through the reasoned
amendment that it can achieve that On that basis, I
urge honourable members to support the reasoned
amendment moved by Mr White.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
wish to make a few comments in response to the
contributions of Mr White, Mr Ives and Mr Nardella.
I listen intently when Mr White speaks in this
chamber on the extractive industries sector because I
acknowledge at the outset that he is extraordinarily
experienced in that field. I also acknowledge that
under his direction in the life of the previOUS
government many issues were resolved in a
practical way, and I am happy to put that on the
record. However, I have to say I am a bit bemused
by his comment that in the first place the Victorian
Labor Party was not opposed to the legislation, but
at the same time saw the need to move a reasoned
amendment.
I simply make the point that the bill comes to the
chamber after an extensive consultative process. It
had its genesis in a process involving the
Environment and Natural Resources Committee and
every member of this chamber would acknowledge
that that was an appropriate way for the legislation
to be formed.
As I understand it, Mr White hangs his strategy for a
reasoned amendment on two particular pOints.
Firstly he says that we should not proceed with this
bill until such a time as the regulatory framework
has become fully known. I am bemused because I
am not sure of the point he is trying to make in that
context. It is not unusual for a bill to be framed and
debated in this place in anticipation of the
regulatory framework. In this case, as in many
others, we need the bill to go through the house to
establish the head of power under which the
regulations will be made. On that basis he is
jumping at shadows, because this process is quite
normal. I am happy to take on board his comments
on the bill, but I cannot see any validity for his
criticism that the bill cannot be enacted until the
regulatory framework has been established because,
as I said, that is quite inappropriate.

Mr White did not lead too much evidence in respect
of that issue. In the main he turned his comments in
respect of local government. As I understand what
he was saying, his argument is that we should hold
this legislation in abeyance until such time as the
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bulk of councils across the state have been returned
to elected councillors on the premise that
commissioners would have some sort of reduced
duty of care to the community. On that basis they
are likely to give a prospective operator of an
extractive industry a hard time with an application.
That, as I heard it, is a bit-Hon. D. R. White - We are fearful that the Barro
application will get up!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM -If that is the case then I
did not pick it up from your earlier comments, but
let me make this point which seems to go to the
issue Mr White wants the house to consider. If there
is to be any change in a planning scheme and if that
change is the issue that concerns him, then I offer
these words of comfort: before a change in the
planning scheme can be considered it has to run the
gauntlet of the Minister for Planning. That is not
going to change at all as a result of the construction
of the council.
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the application to the Shire of Macedon Ranges
commissioners. Under the legislation the
commissioners will then have to look at the merits of
the proposal. If they are elected councillors - Hon. R. M. Hallam -If it is of prohibited use,
Mr White, and there is to be some change, it still has
to go to the minister.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Whether it is an elected
councillor or commissioner.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I have just had that
confirmed.
Hon. D. R. WHITE -My interpretation was that
the commissioners have to look at the merits of the
application themselves and reach a view about it.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - But, if it is of prohibited
use, then any change to the planning scheme would
still have to run the gauntlet of the minister.

I am at a loss to understand why Mr White would be
putting forward the argument that there is a
likelihood of open slather when exactly the same
process will be required for any change in the
planning schemes, irrespective of whether there are
commissioners or councillors at the table of the
particular authority. On that basis I am not
persuaded by the argument, particularly given
Mr White's initial comment that the opposition did
not oppose the legislation. In fact he acknowledged
that the gestation process of the legislation was quite
laudable. On that basis the chamber should not
support the reasoned amendment.

Hon. D. R. WHITE - In the past it has not been
able to get to the minister.

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) (By leave) - I
wish to make this hypothetical point. As a
consequence of the bill, Barro quarry may decide to
make a fresh application to the Shire of Macedon
Ranges commissioners. Until the legislation is
passed and regulated, the comfort the locals had was
that the area in question was either proscribed or
prohibited in its use. Therefore, the council could not
give consideration to the issuing of a permit for that
area to be used as a quarry.

Hon. R. I. Knowles - Yes, it is, but Barro could
initiate an amendment through the minister to the
planning scheme.

If the legislation is passed and put into effect and
Barro makes an application, the Shire of Macedon
Ranges commissioners will be bound to look at the
merits of the application for the Barro quarry. This
has created the fear in the minds of the local
community that the Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing, Mr Reynolds, could attest to. The
community's fear is if that occurs, Barro will make

Hon. R. M. Hallam - I acknowledge that.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Whereas now it will get to
the minister.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I acknowledge that.
Hon. D. R. WHITE -It may get to the minister
and this is in the electora te of the Minister for
Housing--

Hon. D. R. WHITE - N<H>ne questions that, but
what the local people are questioning is that in the
past, if they took it to the Shire of Gisbome, the
councillors would throw it out on the ground that
the area was proscribed or the use was prohibited;
they did not have to deal with its merits. What the
locals fear is the fact that the commissioners are not
elected - and I am not reflecting adversely on them.
The locals knew where the elected councillors stood
on the Barro application. They are not certain where
the commissioners stand on the issue.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Even though they
acknowledge that the commissioners are not going
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to make a judgment on the outcome of the
application?
Hon. D. R. WHITE - No, they say this
legislation will require the commissioners to express
a view about the merits.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - They could not determine
any application; they would still be required to go to
the minister.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - What they are saying is
that if it goes to the council, regardless of whether it
is dealt with by councillors or commissioners, the
council has to deal with the merits of the application.
The opposition's reasoned amendment says that if
elected councillors are dealing with the merits of the
application the opposition does not have a problem.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - But, in terms of the
constituents, they have always known that the issue
is the minister's responsibility.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - But the protection they
have had to date is this: it has not gone far, even
though the minister could intervene, because they
have had the security of knowing that the Shire of
Gisbome councillors were opposed to it.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - They also knew that that
counted for zilch if the minister was of the view that
he should support the Barro proposal.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - When I dealt with the
Barro proposal I said to Mr Gary Utmar when he
presented it - he had already spent $300 000 and he
has probably spent more since - that the then
government would not put the plan on exhibition
unless he could demonstrate some local community
support because he would be throwing good money
after bad.
Hypothetically, if he can make another application
and the commissioners either unanimously or on a
two-to-one basis decide that his application has
merit, he can go to the minister armed with a degree
of support that he has not preViously had.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - No, he goes with the
support of the appointed commissioners on which a
minister would judge the merits, as opposed to an
elected council.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - What the legal community
is saying, because they are your constituents, is that
this legislation opens a small door that has not

previously been made available to the Barro group
and which is affecting its confidence, which is why I
have moved the reasoned amendment.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - But it opens a small door
only so far as the all-party parliamentary committee
recommended it be opened.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The opposition supported
the recommendations. We do not have a problem
with the recommendations and regulations or with
the City of Geelong, the Surf Coast or the Shire of
Macedon Ranges, when they become elected
councils, implementing the recommendations. We
do not mind with regard to the Barro quarry issue if
you were to say that specifically, but what your
constituents are telling us about this bill, with which
I presume you are familiar, is that unlike the
situation in the past, the council will have to treat it
in a certain way. The constituents are not as secure
about what is in the heads of the commissioners,
individually and collectively, as historically they
were about what was in the heads of each of the
councillors elected to the former Shire of Gisbome,
which is what the reasoned amendment is about Is
that clear?
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Yes.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Whether you agree or not,
I just wanted to make that point.
House divided on omission <members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 24
Asher, Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cox,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr

Guest,Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey, Mr
Strong, Mr (Teller)
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or (Teller)
Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 11
Could, Miss (Teller)
Henshaw,Mr
Hogg,Mrs
Ives,Mr
McLean, Mrs (Teller)
Mier,Mr

Nardella,Mr
Power,Mr
Pullen,Mr
Walpole,Mr
White,Mr
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Pairs
Davidson, Mr
Kokocinski, Ms
Theophanous, Mr

Baxter, Mr
Connard,Mr
Smith,Mr
~en~entnegatived.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
10 October.

Motion agreed to.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Hudson Conway: fraud allegations
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Ooutta Galla) - Earlier
today and yesterday the Minister for Gaming said
that some serious matters that had been raised with
him which could be of a criminal nature had been
referred to the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority and to the fraud squad. The minister also
said yesterday that no decision had been made
about the application by Crown Casino for more
gaming tables and gaming machines at the
permanent casino. He said no decision had yet been
made. I assume from what he said that no advice
had yet been received from the authority about that
application for consideration by the cabinet
subcommittee and the government
I ask the minister whether his government will give
consideration to any advice received from the casino
authority while matters of a criminal nature are still
being investigated by the authority and the fraud
squad and whether he can assure the house that the
application from Crown Casino for more gaming
tables will not be considered and resolved by the
government until the criminal investigations into the
issues of a criminal nature that have been raised
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have been exhausted. I ask him to give to the house
a clear and unequivocal commitment in that regard.

T AFE colleges: fees
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
matter I raise with the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training concerns a constituent of
mine who is over 50 years and unemployed. His
wife works and he receives no unemployment
benefits. However, the CES assisted in enrolling him
in a welding course at the Kangan College of TAFE.
He has completed the first three modules of the
basic welding and advanced welding course. The
course fees were $1 per contact hour plus 10 per cent
for union fees and some extra fees for materials. The
CES paid those course fees under one of the older
adult work programs.
After completion of his first three modules, my
constituent was advised by TAFE that it would
benefit his future employment opportunities if he
were to complete course modules 4, 5 and 6. He
undertook to do this, with the CES agreeing to pay
for the course fees. One can only imagine his
astonishment to be informed by the college that it
had received a memo from the Office of Training
and Further Education dated 14 August 1995 stating
that the normal pricing policy of $1 per contact hour
or $SO to Department of Social Security recipients for
a full course would no longer apply to the
Department of Employment, Education and
Training - that is, CES clients who would be on a
different rate of $6.50 per contact hour or
fee-for-service fees. In other words, if you walk in off
the street you pay $1 per hour for your course; if you
are a social security recipient you pay $1 per hour;
but if the CES is paying, the rate becomes $6.50. It is
a real problem for a CES office in an area of high
unemployment
I use my constituent's example to ask more general
questions of the minister: does this move have his
agreement and has it been negotiated with the
commonwealth or is it another example of the
government shifting costs wherever possible to the
commonwealth government?

Port Phillip: South Melbourne roads
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I raise with
the Minister for Roads and Ports the designation of
certain sections of roads in the South Melbourne
area as main roads. I refer the minister to the
Government Gazette of 17 August 1995. The roads
causing concern in my electorate are City Road,
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Clarendon Street, Montague Street, Ferrars Street,
Canterbury Road, Grey Street and Albert Road. The
fact that sections of those roads have been gazetted
as main roads has generated a great degree of
concern in the South Melbourne area of my
electorate.
I have received many letters from constituents.
Pamphlets are circulating in the electorate from
former councillors expressing a great deal of
community angst. The implication of the
designation of main roads is that there will be severe
traffic congestion in the area. My constituents are
concerned that it will lead to increased traffic locally.
I have a great deal of sympathy for those concerns as
the area already experiences heavy traffic.
There is a great deal of misapprehension about what
the designation of main road actually means in
practical terms. I wrote to the minister on
26 September raising the concerns and requested a
meeting with the minister of my constituents who
wish to discuss the degree of community concern. I
ask the minister specifically to respond to the people
residing and working in the South Melbourne area. I
ask the minister to advise whether this will lead to
an increased amount of traffic in local streets and
whether he would be prepared to meet with
representatives of the City of Port Phillip.

Police Paddocks Reserve
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I address an
issue to the Minister for Conservation and
Environment, which I understand will be passed on
by the Minister for Housing. For a number of years
the Police Paddocks Reserve in Dandenong has
operated under a committee of management of some
13 or 14 people drawn in the main from former
councillors, local council staff, representatives of the
local Koori people, for whom the site has deep
spiritual significance, community representatives
and representatives of Melbourne Parks and
Waterways and Melbourne Water.
The committee of management recently successfully
closed Brady Road running through the reserve; it
has successfully established community links and
networks and is pressing on with the
implementation of the management plan. The
committee is generally satisfied with its performance.
Recently the committee of management received
some indications that the minister may not view the
nature of its task in the same terms as it does and
may prefer a somewhat different type of committee.
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It has had some difficulty in obtaining an interview
with the minister to survey those issues.
The committee managing the Police Paddocks
Reserve would very much like any possible
differences of opinion to be cleared up and it seeks
agreement from the minister to see a deputation at
the minister's earliest convenience.

Darebin: Preston Town Hall
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - I seek further
assistance from the Minister for Local Government
on an issue I raised with him last evening
concerning the Preston Town Hall. I raise the matter
again to provide some further important
information because I am sure the minister would
not yet have had an opportunity to hold discussions
with commissioners, as he indicated he would do.
The first of two issues I raise relates to financial
matters and the other relates to a concern expressed
to me by the Preston Historical Society. In relation to
the first issue I was advised this morning that the
decision by the commissioners to proceed with the
refurbishment of the town hall means that almost
20 per cent of the City of Darebin's rate revenue will
be committed to this area. For one-fifth of a
municipal budget to be allocated in one fell swoop is
Significant and underlines the point I was making
last evening: that the matter ought to be left until an
elected council is in place.
The historical society is concerned about this issue. I
acknowledge that the minister noted in his response
last night that not just in Preston or Darebin but
right across the state these issues have to be taken
into account and accommodated. The Preston
Historical Society is particularly concerned about the
loss of the heritage aspect and the function venue
that the town hall has provided over the years. The
reason I put this information before the minister
tonight is that the historical society has advised me
that both the National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
and the Historic Buildings Council have told the
historical society that they are interested in the
building and consider it a heritage that should be
retained.
I understand that the Historic Buildings Council
currently has the town hall on what is described as a
priority list for consideration, so again, that evidence
supports the request I made last night. Therefore I
seek from the minister an agreement that he will
take this additional information on board.
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Responses
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mr White asked me a
question about the casino issues, following on
questions yesterday. I will clarify some points I
made then. I pointed out that I referred the
allegations to the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority, and I understood that the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services referred them to the
Chief Commissioner of Police. I do not think I
mentioned that before, but the reference as I
understand it was to the Chief Commissioner of
Police.

In relation to the state of play on the various
applications made by Crown Casino, I pointed out
yesterday that those applications actually fall into
about three different categories and that different
bodies have the responsibility for deciding different
aspects of them - some being the responsibility of
the authority, some being that of the state's
nominated representative and some of the
government.
Therefore the present position is that the
applications are being processed. As I said
yesterday, there were no final decisions, and until all
the processes have been completed no final
decisions will be made.
The allegations that have been made are being
examined, assessed and investigated - if that is
what the assessment leads to - by the proper
authorities. The applications are being processed.
That process commenced before the allegations were
made and is still under way.
It seems quite clear to me that while the allegations
are being investigated the other processes already in
train should continue. The result of the investigation
will become apparent in due course, and when that
happens, if the authority deems it necessary to
resolve to take some action, it will take action
irrespective of what happens in relation to the
applications.

Mr White asked me whether, in the case of the
authority conveying a decision to the government,
the government would consider it: clearly the
answer has to be yes.
Hon. D. R. White - You will consider it even if
the other matters are still pending? That was the
assurance I was seeking.
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Hon. HADDON STOREY - What I made cleu
was that both these processes are under way at ~
moment. They are separate processes, and should
the authority make a recommendation or convey 1
decision to us in relation to the applications the
government will consider it, and so it should be.
That in no way impedes the investigations, whid
will still be made, and whatever comes out of tha:
will take place again no matter what happens in
relation to the applications.
Mrs Hogg raised an issue about the charging of fteS
for doing units 4,5 and 6 of a particular course tobe
undertaken by a constituent of hers who is
unemployed. She said that the charges required ty
the TAFE college are made as a result of a directive
from the Office of Training and Further Education,
and that the amount has increased from $1 an ho'lI
to $6.50 an hour.
I do not know the answer to the question. I will look
into it and see what the answer is, but I would
assume that it is a case of the commonwealth
passing on the cost to the state. Some unemployeJ
people who do courses at TAFE colleges under tle
normal fee structure are simply charged the $1, as I
understand it, and the charges are funded on the
basis of so many hours and so many courses.

The colleges take the students that fill up that
number of hours, and beyond that they do not hc-ve
the capacity to take any more. If they take more
people referred to them by the CES it may be that
they have to do so over and above the number frey
are funded for, in which case they are charged
another fee.
However, I am guessing about that because I do =tot
know what the position is, but whatever it is, I will
follow it up and convey the answer to the
honourable member.
Hon. C. J. Hogg - It was the subject of a
directive.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - Yes, Mrs Hogg has
been good enough to give me the date of the
directive so I will be able to check. it out and follow it
up.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Ms Asher raised a matter of considerable
concern to some of her constituents in South
Melbourne. It may surprise Miss Gould and
Mr Nardella to learn that this matter resulted from a
decision made in 1989 by the fonner Labor
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government - it clearly has nothing to do with the
Australian Grand Prix - when the then Prime
Minister and Premiers reached agreement about
responsibility for road maintenance and determined
the various categories of roads. It was decided that
national highways would be funded by the federal
government, that the state would fund arterial roads
from its own resources and from some untied funds
from the commonwealth and that the municipalities
would be responsible for local roads to be funded
from their own resources or from funds provided to
them by the Australian Grants Commission.

I am willing to concede that it might have been
better for Vicroads to have telephoned the City of
Port Phillip to check on the city's view before going
ahead, but I can understand why, when a letter as
friendly as this one is written and there is no
response, the assumption was made.

A major study was undertaken in 1989 to examine
the classification of roads throughout Victoria
because some roads were inappropriately classified,
either because of developments that had taken place
since the previous study or because of a decline in
the roads classified as main roads that should have
reverted to the classification of local roads. That
situation applied to a section of Ingles Street in
South Melbourne, which was reclassified as a local
road.

Hon. Louise Asher (to Mr White) - James Guest
agrees with me 100 per cent.

Extensive consultation ensued with the predecessor
to the City of Port Phillip from 1989 until the
restructure of local government. Consultation on the
issue was resumed with the City of Port Phillip.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon. P. R. Ham Order! There is too much conversation in the
chamber. It is difficult for Hansard to record
accurately what the minister is saying. I ask
members to desist from their conversations and
from their constant interjections.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - On 16 May, Vicroads
wrote to the City of Port Phillip referring to
correspondence dating back to the 1989 Statewide
Review of Road Classifications. Vicroads
recommended that the roads specified by Ms Asher
more properly ought to be classified as main roads,
and it sought the views of the City of Port Phillip on
the matter. The final paragraph of the letter states:
If you require further information or wish to discuss

After the gazetted notice appeared a volume of
correspondence addressed to Ms Asher, to Vicroads
and to me was generated.
Hon. D. R. White - Did James Guest write?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER - To some extent the
correspondence was misguided. However, the
reclassification will save the ratepayers money,
because it transfers the responsibility for the
maintenance of the roads to Vicroads. For many
years the roads were classified as main roads and it
is because of some sort of historical hiccup that they
were for a period classified as local roads.
In 1989 the former government decided that they
should be deSignated more appropriately, but there
is no indication of an increase in the volume of
traffic and no work was proposed to encourage
more traffic. Nevertheless, when one looks through
the list one can see that they are substantial roads.
No-one would consider for one moment that City
Road could be considered a local road. Oearly, it
has not been appropriately classified. The council
still manages these roads on behalf of Vicroads.

Ms Asher asked whether I would be prepared to
meet with the City of Port Phillip to discuss the
matter. Of course I am. I understand the city wrote
to me last Friday requesting a meeting, and I am
happy to accommodate its request, listen to its case
and discuss and canvass the ramifications to see
what emerges from the meeting. On balance, this
decision will be in the interest of ratepayers, and I
am prepared to talk about the matter in a
round-table manner.

the proposal further, please contact-

it gives the name of two Vicroads officers and their
telephone numbers. Nothing more was heard from
the City of Port Phillip and Vicroads formed the
view that the city did not object. Some three months
after writing the letter it went ahead and gazetted
the changes.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Power outlined further
background information in anticipation of my
discussion with the commissioners of the City of
Darebin, which last night I undertook to hold to
discuss the use of and changes to the Preston Town
Hall. I will take those matters on board and will
discuss the matter with the commissioners, but I
again make the point that this should not in any way
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be construed as a request for a review or
intervention of any sort.

reserve. I will refer the matter to the minister and
ask him to respond to Mr Ives directly.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mr Ives raised for the Minister for Conservation and
Environment the concerns of the Police Paddock
Reserve Committee in Dandenong. There appears to
be a difference between the points of view of the
minister and the committee about the future of the

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.47 p.m. until Tuesday,
10 October.

